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National attention is being focused morn and more on thcimportance of nutrition for
good health. Studies have shown that nutrition plays a direct role in the overall development
of children's Mental and physical abilities. Therefore, it is critical that we focus on the
important task of improving nutrition and the quality of our Children's-lives through an

ongoing, effective nutrition education program. To accomplish this task, we must help
change children's attitudes toward food, modify their eating habits, and improve their ability

to use nutrition information.
Through the enactment of state legislation and participation in federal child nutrition

.,------Thprograms, California has made a major commitment to nutrition education. With the finan-

cial support provided by the Child Nutrition Facilities Act (Senate Bill 120) and the National

School Lunch Act ,ancl Child Nutrition Amendment (Public Law 95-166), the state has

ystablished a 'comprehensive nutrition education and training program.
One of the objectives of the Nutrition Education and Training Program is to teach chil-

dren, through a positive daily lunchroom experience and appropriate classroom reinforce-

ment, the value of a nutritionally adequate diet. To 'be effective, nutrition education efforts

must combine the expertise and efforts of teachers, food service professionals, and parents.

to build bridges between food service and instructional programs and between home and

school is a challenge to those persons who accept the responsibility for nutrition edUcation. 1

hope that this publication and others in the Choose Well, Be Well curriculum series will be

helpful to those who accept the challenge to build these most important bridges to good

health for our children.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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National attention increasingly is being focused on the importance of mitrition for good
health. Studies have shown that nutrition plays a direct role in children's overall mental and
physical development. We myst focus on the important task of improving the nutrition alid
the quality of our children's lives through an ongoing, effective nutrition education program.
-ro accomplish this task, we must change children's attitudes toward food, modify their
eating habits, 'and improve e@eir ability to use nutrition information.

utrition Education Cho() e Well, Be Well, a series of nutrition education curriculum
guides, was designed to assi ducational agency personnel in the initiation, expansion, and
improvement of nutrition é.4ction programs. The Nutrition EducationChoose Well, Be
Well series is not a prescription for learning, but raiher a resource from which teachers and
food service personnel can acquire ideas to develop relevant curricula for specific learning
groups.

Nutrition Education. Choose Well, Be Well is divided by age spans: preschool age and
kindergarten4 primary grades, upper elementary grades, junior high, and senior high school.
Within each age span, lessons are organized by grade level and contain activities that may
extend over several days. All activities contribute to students' abilities to reach the expected
performance levels identified in the Minimum Proficiency Levels for Nutrition Education in
California Schools.

The goal of nutrition education and the Nutrition Education Choose-Well, Be Well series
is to provide opportunities through which individuals develop the knowledge and skills
necessary to make wise food choices that will contribute to their overall health and well-
being throughout their lives.
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Chapter One

Many Americans do not eat wisely. Influeuced by
misleading food advertisements and diet fads and
rushed by the demands of work and.home, these peo-
ple often make food choices based on convenience
and give little or no thought to the nutritional ceintri-
bution of the foods selected. As nutrition studies have
shown, this failure to select food wisely is responsible
in part for many Americans having less than optimal
health.

What can be done? Nutrition educators are attempt-
ing through efforts such as the Choose Well, Be
Well curriculum series to help individuals obtain the
knowledge and skills necessary to make food choices

,that will contribute to their oyexall health through-
out life. The result of this instruction, it is hoped,
will be life-long improvement in the well-being of all
A mericans.

Role of Nutrition Education in the Curriculum
Many goals have been stated for education. Fore-

most, educational agencies have the.demanding re-
sponsibility for educating the total individual. Nutri-
tional status affects a person's mental and physical
alertness. Therefore, nutrition- education is a positive
efMrt to maximize the learning potential of students.

Within the school curriculum, students can learn
the importance of a nutritionally adequate diet through
a positive daily -lunchroom dperience as well as
through appropriate classroom reinforcement. Through
a continuing and sequential educational process, stu-
dents are able to transform knowledge about their
nutritional needs and the nutritive value of foods into
decisions affecting their eating behavior and promot-
ing their health and well-being. Students can gain suf-
ficient background for their nutrition decisions from

1

educational experiences related to food choices, fac-
tors that influence food choices, appropriate methods
of food handling, effective consumer practices, and
food-related careers.

. A nutrition education curriculum need not compete
for teaching time with other curricula deemed impor-
tant by the school. Nutrition education activities may
be integrated into subject matter areas such as science,
art, mathematics, social studies, language arts, and
physical education.

Relationship of Nutrition Education to Health
A curriculum designed to meet the goals of ,nutri-

tion education emphasizes health as a significant
value in one's personal life. An important value, such
as health, does not develop as the result of student
exposure to-a few "lessons." Rather, thee value emerges
and changes as students acquire, experience, and eval-
uate new information. A curriculum that attempts to
foster health as a value allows students, throughout
their school experience, to build their knowledge, to
question, and to make decisions about personal health
that will contribute continuously to their overall well-
being,

Decision Makfng in Nutrition Education
The decision-making process is inherent in fopd

selection. Decisions about food that are made daily do
have a cumulative effect on an individual's health and
well-being. Because the range of decisions individuals
make affects their lives, one unique feature of the
Choose Well, Be Well curriculum series is that lessons
have been designed to enable students to make wise
nutrition-related decisions. Lessons in the curriculum
series provide accurate and current information, facil-



itate an awareness of students'.own nutrition-related
values, and provide opportunities for them to share
their nutrition-related opinions and attitudes with
others as part of the decision-making process.

Goals for Nutrition Education
The goals for nutrition education are developed

from the Health Instruction Framework for Calil'or-
ma Public Schools. The nutrition instructional pro-
gram is planned to enable students:

To develop an understanding that eating patterns
are dependent on interrelationships among phys-
ical, social, psychological, economic, and cul-
tural factors
To consider alternatives in meeting nutritional
needs and to select various ways to achieve good
nutrition within these eating patterns
To develop eating patterns which contribute to
wellness

The nutrition education goals are directed toward
the attainment of nutrition subject matter, organized
intcifive topics (referred to as concepts in the Health
Instruction Framework). The identified topics serve
as a foundation for nutrition instruction, curriculum
development, and evaluation. The topics include the
following categories:

Food ChoicesDail? food intake is related to
the attainment of optimal health.
Factors Influencing Food ChoicesLife-styles,
peers, and individual family resources reflect sim-
ilarities and differences in food choices.
Food-Related CareersNeeds, roles, responsi-
bilities, and educational requirements affect an
individual's choices in food and health nutrition-
related careers.
Consumer CompetenciesEffective utinzation
of existing resources may enhance the potential
for satisfying individual and family nutritional
needs and wants.
Food HandlingThe quality and safety of foods
are influenced by the handling, processing, and
preparing of foods.

Minimum proficiency levels for students were devel-
oped in each of these topic areas to enstrre the system-
atic achievement of the three goals from the Health
Instruction Framework. The proficiencies providing
the basis for the objectives and lessons in this curricu-
lum are found in the publication Minimum Profi-
ciency Levels for Nutrition EduCation in California
Schools. (See Appendix B.)

Organization of the Curriculum
This curriculum guide is divided by grade levels,

one through three. Within each grade level section are

2

information acquisition lessons, values awareness les-
sons, and open-ended discussion lessons.'

Some lessons contain activities that extend over
several days; other lessons contain one specific activ-
ity. All activities contribute to students' abilities to
reach the expected performance levels identified in the
Minimum Proficiency Levels for Nutrition Education
in California Schools.

How to Us. the Curriculumre
The recommended grade level for curriculum les-

sons given in Chart 1 suggests a method for satisfying
the minimum proficiencies across an grade levels.
Although a sequence for teaching the lessons is sug-
gested, lessons are not restricted to the recommended
grade level. It is more important that teachers be able
to select lessons which fit in with their own scnse of
curricular sequencing. Teachers may select among les-
sons as well as among activities within lessons.
Teachers are encouraged to adopt or adapt lessons
which blend' with their ongoing curriculum and meet
the specific needs of their own students.

Teaching Strategies
Many aspects of nutrition education, such as,sdect-

ing foods, require emphasis on knowledge and atti-
tudes. Cognitive learning about nutrition and food
choices is not sufficient for achieving the nutrition
goals recommended in thiS guide. Rather, a balance of
cognitive and affective learning allows students to
make food decisions based on knowledge and an
awareness of their own opinions and values.

Lessons contained in Nutrition EducationChoose
Well, Be Well contribute to the balance between cog-
nitive and affective learning necessary for students to
make wise food choices. The lessons focus on three
different teaching strategies: information acquistion,
values awareness, and open-ended discussion)

I. Information acquisition lessons
Key Outcome:

Provides the students with basic knowledge
and skills

Process for Implementing the Teaching Strategy:
Inform the students of what tiley are to learn
and describe how learning will be evaluated.
Make the specific information available to the
students.
Provide practice for the students id recalling
specific information by having them do such.

,tzsion classification and suggested teaching strategies are provided
through the fourtesy of Ray Cowan. Gus 1 Dabs, Dennis C boggins,
Ben B Strasser. nd the Office of the t.os Angeles County Superintendent
of Schools This material was distributed by the Teaching Strategies Cen-
ter. Division of Curriculum and Instructional Services, and was copy-
nghted in 1979



Chart I

Recommended Wade Levels for 'Curriculum Lessons

Curriculum lessons

Recommended grade level
Preschool

kindergarten 6

Food Chokes Lessons

Classifying foods

Need for food

Diet-related health problems

Dizestion
(,

Basic food groupings -

Personal energy needs

School lunch pattern
I V

4 .

S 1 \ nutrient _groups

Planning nutritionalll, adequate meals . _
.

Factors Influencinz Food Chokes Lessons

General ens ironmental influences

.Aethetic and seriorl, influence

ultur al influences

Between-meal snacks

Home and social influences

Food-relited Cireers Lessons

Role of workers in food and health-related careers

Csinsumer Competencies Lessons

Advertising,

I-ood waste

Uood labels

influencing the school lunchroom environment

111.1.1.



Chart 1
, Recommended Grade. Levels 'for Curriculum LessonsContinued

-

, .
t .

Curriculum lessons

Recommended grade level*
' Preschoolt.
kindergartest.

--

1 2 3 4 5 6

Influending the school lunch menu ,

Unit 'pricing .

4

Food Handling Lvssons,
-

Plant growth and production '
,

..
..

Sanitation _
.

,

Food storage ,

Food preparation i ..

Food-bornd illness .

.,

NOTE: A solid bullet () indicates that a lesson addressing a specific proficiency is includedin the identified grade level. These recommendations are not
intended to be followed rigorously; 'rather, they are an cietline of how a' nutrition program might progress krom one grade,level to another grade level.

thing as identifying, distinguishing, listing,
and describing. Monitor the students' prac-
tice, and provide appropriate feedback.
Use the evaluation described in each lesson to
assess students' ability to recall the informa-
tion specified.

2. Values Awareness Levens
Key Outcomes:

Allows students the opportunity to identify
reasons-for their choices and to label the rea-'
sons as values .

Allows students an opportunity for indepen-
dent thinking and self-expression in a nonjudg-
mental atmosphere

Process for Implementing the Teaching Strategy.:
Ask students to focus ort a partkular issue or
tppic.
Ask students to make a choice about the par-
ticular issue and give a reason for that choice.
Assist students in clarifying their responses.2
Inform students that while they are giving rea-
sons for their qhoices, they are really talking
about their values.

I n some instances it will be necessary tlrfollow student comments with
further clarifying questions: i.e., "Would it be correct to say that one of
your values about breakfast foods is that they are quick and easy to
prepare?" Allow students to answer. yes or no, and thereby to consider

rether or not the stated valde is important to them.

'

Follow the activity sequence in The order
given for the most effective use of this typt of
ksson.

3. Open-Ended Discussion Lessons
Key Outcome:

Provides stUdents an opportunity to share
ideas and opinions in a nonjudgMental atmos-

.phere

Process for Implementing the Teaching Strategy:
'0 Inform the students that the purpose of this

'activity is to give them, an opportunity to
express how they feel about a particular topic.

Describe the rules for discussion:
a. Explain to the students that as teacher.or

leader you will not give your opinion but
that you will help make sure that all of'the
students will have a chance to talk if they
wish.

b. Explain that if the students do not under-
stand what someone has said, they may ask
that person for further clarification-.

c. Remind the students that people will have
different ideas. They may disagree with the
ideas of other people, but they should not
make tun of what others think.

d. Inform the students that they will -take
turns speaking ,in the discussion.



Restate thtparticular discussion question you
have chosen for class response and invite the
students to share their thoughts and opinions.
Follow the discussion sequence in the order
given for the most effective use of this type of
lesson.

Community and Parent involvement
Community agencies and parents can be immensely

helpful in co-ntributing to the educational process.
Frequently, theY can provide assistance in implement-
ing lesson activities, serve as classroom speakers, or
govide print and audiovisual materials.

41'

'

Food Service involvement
The support of the food service department within

educational agencies is essential to the success of
nutrition education. Food service personnel have a
keen interest in nutrition'education and can be valu-
able members of the nutrition education team. Nutri-
tion education staff members are encouraged to
develop creative methods for integrating the fOod ser-
vice program with the nutrition curriculum. The
cafeteria should be viewed as a laboratory for the
practice, of nutrition and a culmination of the decisio,n-
making process which has been initiated in the.
classroom.

(

6
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Chapter Two

The nutrition education lessons for students in grade one were designed as sr resource for
administrators, teachers, school food service employees, and others who wish to offer
instruction about food choices, factors influencing food choices, food-related careers,
consumer competencies, and food handling. The lessons and activities can be used in their
entirety or selectively.

Each lesson activity provides a complete'and detailed description of procedures and
irequired nstructional materials appropriate to the procedure.

7
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TOPIC FOOD CROIC,P)

Lesson 1. Classifying Foods from Plants
An information acquisition-lesson designed to help students
classify foods from plants as fruits, vegetables, or gtains

Objectiv /
Ifter completinNrg this lesson, students should be able to clasSify a Plant as a fruit, vegetable, or'grain. (This

lesson is one of the first in a series leading to the understanding of food and nutrient groups.)
. .,.. .

Key facts : . - ,
.

Foods are classIfied into two groups, plant and animal. Plant foods, suGh as fruits, vegetables, nuts, legumes,
and grains, are grown from the earth's soil. - -

,
The botaGical definition of a fruit is the pulpy, usually edible mass, surrounding the seed of a plant.
Vegetables, the edible portions of a plant, include leaves, stems, roots, flowers, and seeds. Many vegetables,

such as eggplant, tomatoes, cucumbers, and snap beans, are actually the fruits of vegetable plants becausethey
contain- the seeds.

Grains, the seeds of the cereal grass family, contain kernels and grow.on a stalk. Grains indlude wheat, rye,
,. .

oats, rice, corn-, millet, and barleY. . .

and legumes ve other plant foods that are consumed. Legumes ire mature dry beans and peas, such as
ntils, split peas', lima beans, net)/ beans, pinto beans, and soybeans. Nuts are dry fruits which generally have a

single kernel inside a woody shell. Nuts include filberts, cashews, almonds, pecans, Brazil nuts; and walnuts.
Peanuts are the pods of the pea family and are therefore 'classified as.a legume:

Activities: Food Classification, Fruit Classification

Procedures Materials needed

1. Ask the students, one at a time, to nanie a food. List their responses
in one of two unheaded columns on the chalkboard. (Put foods from
animals in one column and foods from plants in the other.) Tell the
students there are two types of foods. Ask them if they know what
foods in the first column have in common; ask if they know what
foods in the second column haVe in common. Explain to the students
that other classifications are included in the foods from plants group'
(e.g., vegetables, fruits, grains, and legumes).

2. Display two each of whole fruits, such as apples, oranges, pears, and
peaches. Explain that we eat the fruits of s'ome plants. Show a wholeispple to the class; cut the second apple in half. Discuss what the
tudents see (i.e., seeds, pulp, skin). Point out each part as the stu-

dents identify it. Discuss the apple parts that are usually eaten.
Review with the class that fruits contain seeds, pulp, and a skin.

Repeat these observations with other fruits. After each fruit has been
studied, allow the students to taste ic.,

8

Two each of whole fruits, such as
apples, oranges, peaches, and pears
Knives
Cutting board

16



Activitis: Vegetable Classification

Procedures

I. Read aloud to the 'class the stori!stone Soup. Discuss reasons to
include vegetables in the diet. Draw on the chalkboard a simple
picture of a smiling mouth and a pair of eyes to reinforce the discus-
sion -of how vegetables help our bodies.

Vegetables Functions

Carrots, broccoli, potatoes,
cabbage, greens (such as collards
or spinach), pos, cauliflower,
iucchini, onion, turnip, corn,
celery

Materials needed

Vegetables help keep skin and gums
healthy, aid in digestion, and help
wourids to heal quickly.

2. List the vegetables named in the story Stone Soup. Allow the stül
dents to.participate as a group in the .preparation" and tasting of a
soup made from vegetables brought from home. (Bouillon, stock
and; or spices may be added for additional flavor. Preparalionitime
may be greatly reduced by the use of precut vegetablei prOvided by
the teacher or school food service program.)

Story: Brown, Marcia. Stone Soup.
New York: Scribners, 1947.

Ingredients for torie' 'sOup
Knives
Cutting board
Cooking pot
Heating element

Activities: Grains Classification

Procedures Materials needed

1. Display and describe samp,les of grains placed in small plastic bags
(wheat, oats, rye, corn, rice). Display and describe products made
from cereal grains: wheat flour, oatmeal, cornmeal, macaroni, and
cereal products.

2!" Give each student' one or two pictures of grain foods. (The pictures
should include a good representation of foods made from grains,
such as bread, tortillas, cornbyead, crackers, spaghetti; noodles, and
pancakes.) Discuss the characteristics of grains. Ask the class
members to form a circle while they hold their pictures. While the
students study their pictures, ask those holding pictures of foods
made from a specific grain to walk into kivicait's center. Verify that
Il pictures held by students in the center are made from that one

grain. Repeat this activity with other types of grain foods:

Grain samples
Grain products

Food pictures from the Dairy Council
or from magazines

Activities: Other Plant Classifications

Procedures Materials needed

I. Tell the class of other plant food classifications: legumes and nuts.
Legumes are vegetables and include dried peas, lima beans, kidney
beans, pinto beans, lentils, soybeans, and peanuts.
Nuts include walnuts, almonds, pistachios, cashews, and macada-
mia nuts.

Show samples of legumes and nuts. Legume and nut samples

2-79848



Activities: Recall of Plant Classifications

Procedures Materials needed .

I. Using a self-gripping fastener (Velcro) board or flannel board and
pictures backed with self-gripping fastener or sandpaper, have stu-
dents catagorize foods into their correct plant classifications. Show
food pictures and ask the students to identify the correct classifica-
tion (i.e., apple = fruit) and place the picture in the appropriate area
of the board.

2. Plaoe at least 25 food items or food picttfres (approximately five
from each plant classification) in a big box. Items, such as rice,
beans, and oats, can be pliiced in s II plastic bags and sealed. Set
out five shoe-size ,boxes, each la with one of the five plant
classifications: Have each student ose at least two pictures or
items from the big box and place them in the appropriate small box.

Pictures of foods (Use pictures from
the Dairy Council or from magazines.)

Peanut butter (legume)
Dried beans (legume)
Apple (fruit)
Orange (fruit)
Celery fvegetable)
Oatmeal (grairi)
Beets (vegetable)
Peaehes (fruit)
Cucumber (vegetable)
Banana (ftiuit)
Green pepper (vegetable)
Macaroni (grain)
Salad (vegetable)
Potato (vegetable)
Rice (grain)
Crackers (grain)
Almond (nut)

Pictures of plunt origin foods (25)
(You may use pictures from the Dairy
Council or from magazines.)

Large box
Five shoe-size boxes

Evaluation Suggestion t;,*
Provide each student with one or two fruit, vegetable, of grain food pictures. Have the students identify the

classification of the food pictured.

Food Service involesment

I,. Consult with the food service manager about the possibility of obtaining cutting equipment.
2. Ask the food service manager to assist with classroom food-tasting activities.
3. Purchase, through the food service program, the fruits and vegetables needed for classroom activities.
4. Pursue the possibility of using state commodity grains from the school lunch program for display purposes.
5. 4fise published school menus for a listing of foqds that students can'use to identify fruits, vegetables, and

grains.
6. Ask the food service manager to include, in the lunch menus, those fruits, vegetables, and grains discussed in

class.
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Lesson 2. Preparing Vegetables
An open-ended discUssion lesson through which students have an
opportunity to share Ideas, opinions, and feelings about favorite ways
vegetables are prepared lor eating

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Sequence
I. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to give them an

opportunity to share their ideas about ways to eat vegetables.
2. Tell the students yon will read them a story about Mrs. Fluffy and her

twin rabbits. After the story, they will be able, to make suggestions to

help Mrs. rluffy solve her problem.
3. Read the story "Mrs. Fluffy's Pioblem."
4. Present ale discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.

5. State the discussion topic: Tell Mrs. Fluffy about your favo'rite ways

to eat vegetables so that she can fix them for Freddy and Frieda that

way.
6. Conduct the discussion.

7. HaturnUt-theALvork sheet of Mrs. Fluffy for students to color.

Mrs. Fluffy's Problem
Mrs. Fluffy is a mother rabbit that

has two little rabbit twins named
Freddy and Frieda. Freddy likes to
play ball, and Frieda likes roller
skating. They try to be good little
bunnies and please Iheir mother.

They get hungry when they are
playing outside. Freddy and Frieda
are glad when their mother calls
them for mealtime. But when
vegetables are on their plates, they
are unhappy.

Freddy always says, "I hate
vegetables, especially cgiots."

Frieda does not like spinach or
green beans.

Mrs. Fluffy gets very upset when*,
her bunny twins will not eat
vegetables. She wants her bunnies to
get all the good things from food so
that they will be strong and healthy.

Mrs. Fluffy does not know what
to d9. She buys fresh, crisp
Vegetabks, but Freddy and Frieda
will not eat them.

You can help Mrs. Fluffy. Tell hei
your favorite ways-of eating
vegetables so that she can fix them
that way for Freddy and Frieda.

Work skeet: "Mrs. Fluffy," page F-2

11
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Lesson 3. Classifying Foods from Animals
An Information acquisition lesson designed to help students classify
foods from animals, such as meat, poultry, milk, eggs, or fish

owectiv.
After completing this lesson, students should be able to classify a specific food from an animal, such as meat,

poultry, milk products, eggs, or fish. (This lesson is one in a series leading to the understanding of the food and
nutrient groups.)

-
Key Fifes

Meat, poultry, milk, milk products, eggs, and fish are foods from an'imals. Foods in each classification
include:

Meat Poultry Milk Fish Eggs

Beef Chicken Milk Tuna Eggs

Pork Turkey Cheese Halibut
Lamb Goose Yogurt Shrimp
Veal Duck Buttermilk ,- Lobster
Variety Pheasant Ice cream Trout

meats Cornish Cottage Crab
game hen cheese

Activities: Foods from Animals Classification

Procedures

\

Materials needed

I. Have students name foods of animal origin. Write all suggestions on
the chalkboard. Add words listed under Key Facts, if the students do
not suggest names. 'Point to each word and have the class recite it.
Repeat the name and have the students consider whether the food is
really of animal origin. Cross out the names of foods that are not of
animal origin. Optional: Place "Foods from Animals" pictures on a
flannel board as students name them.

2. Write on the chalkboard the titles of the five classifications of animal
origin foods and put a symbol representing them next to each title.

'Discuss the -identifying characteristics of each classification. Have
each student classify the foods in the appropriate group. Review the
classifications with the students for accuracy.

3. Set up the animal classification game as a learning center activily.
Reproduce and mount student game boards on tagboard. Laminate
the boards. Reproduce, mount, laminate, and cut the animal classifi-
cation playing cards. (There should be the same number of cards as
spaces on the game boards.)
Provide, a playing board for each player. The animal classification
playing cards are stacked face down on the table-. Players, ipprn,
draw a card and place it in the correct category. If a player doalliot
place the picture in the correct category, another,player may chal-
lenge, and the picture goes on the challenger's board. The first player
to complete one category wins.

4. Obtain some heavy cream, place it in a glass jar, and add a little salt.
Have students shake the cream in the jar until it turns to butter. (A
bowl and beater may be kept on hand in case the cream is very slow

12

"Animal Pictures," pages F-3 F-I 0
"Foods from Animals" pictures, pages
F-11- F-17

Master: "Animal Classification Play-
ing Board," page F-I 8

Master: "Animal Classification Play-
ing Cards," page F-19

Heavy cream
Glass jar with tight-fitting lid
Salt (otional)



in turning to butter.) Allow the students to spread the butter on a
half slice of whole wheat bread to eat as a snaa. Tell the class that,
although butter comes from a milk product, it does not have the food
value of milk because it is mostly fat.

Whole wheat bread

41

,Evalustion Suggestion
. Have the students complete the work sheet "Foods from Animals" on page F-20. Ask them to draw an X over
the food in each row that does not belong to the animal food classification showd in the numbered box. Have the
students color the food pictures that belong in the food classification.

Food Service Involvement
Ask the food service manager to provide school menus from which students select and classify foods of animal

origin. (Most students cannot mad the menu and will need the teacher or food service employeeto read the menu
items.)

Answr Key:
"Foods froin .Animals," page F-20
I. eggs, 2. apple, 3. taco, 4. milk, 5. turkey

Notes

13
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Lesson 4. Eating a Variety of Foods
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an
opportunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about eating a
variety of foods

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Sequence
I. Inform the students that the purpose of the lesson is to discuss which

foods are important to good health.
2. Tell the students you arc going to read them_a story about Marty, a

Martian visitor, and his love for an Earth food.
Inform the students that at the end of the story you will give them an
opportunity to help Marty with his problem.

4. Read the story ."Marty the Martian." Show pictures as appropriate.
5. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4. nd 5.

6. Present the discussion question: What will you do to get Marty to eat
a variety of fo'ods?

7. Conduct the discussion.

3

Two pictures of Marty the Martian--
one healthy, one unhealthy, pages
F-21 and F-22

Marty the Martian

This is Marty the Martian, who
has been visiting Earth for a while
now. He -was probably the happiest
Martian ever to ride his space
bicycle from outer space for a visit
to Earth. This is Marty when he
first arrived. (Show picture.) How
great he felt! How excited and
happy he was. He was ready for
fun! It did not take long for Marty
to learn to play football, jump
rope, and climb trees. He was so
good at games that everybody
wanted to play with him.

Marty did not know anything
about Earth food, of course. When
he discovered ice cream bars, he
knew that he really did like Earth
food. They looked like his
antennas, which he thought was
really neat! Ice cream bars tasted
great, too! In fact, Marty decided
that they were the only things he
would eat. He ate fruit-flavored ice
cream bars for breakfast. He cut ice
cream bars into halves for lunch.
Chocolate-covered ice cream bars at
dinner were his favorite. He ate as
many as he wanted. When he
wanted a snack', Marty would haye
fudge ice cream bars.

You can guess what happened.
Poor Marty! This is how he looks
now. (Show picture.) He is too
tired to play much anymore. He
just does not have much energy.

You have been studying about
food at school, and you know that
people need to eat a variety of
foods in order to be healthy.

What will you do to get Marty
to eat a variety, of foods?

14
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Lesson 5. Exploring Food Values
A values awareness lesson in which students explore their values about foods

Procedures Materials needed

Activity Sequence

I. Prior to the lesson, prepare a bag to use as a model for the students.
Attach pictures of foods On one or two sides of the bag.

2. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to help them
become aware of some of their values about foods they particularly
like.

3. I nforni the student s that during this activity, they will be decorating a
paper bag showing many of their favorite foods. Show the students
the prepared paper bag.

4. Explain to the students that they are to look through magazines for
pictures of foods they particularly like. When they find these pic-
tures, they are to cut them out.

5. Distribute the scissors and magazines and have the class begin work.
6. When the students have four or five pictures cut out, distribute the

paper bags and paste. Give pasting instructions, as necessary.
7. Instruct the students that they are now to begin pasting their food

pictures on the bag. Again, show,them the paper bag you peepared.
8. When the students have finished, clean up, collect all materials, and

call the class to order.
9. Ask one of the students to volunteer to come up to the front of the

class with his or her paper bag.
10. Have this student point to one of the food pictures, tell what the food

is, and give a reason(s), other than taste, why this food is a favorite
one. Using the model bag, demonstrate this procedure. For example,
."Applesauce is one of my favorite foods, because it is so soft and
smooth as it slides down my throat."

I I. Following-the student's comments, respond by inferring one Of his or
her values alibut that food. The following examples will help to
illustrate how this inferring of values should take place:
a. If the student says, "Applesauce is one of my favorite foods,

because it is so soft and smooth as it slides down my throat," you
could say, "Would it be fair to say that softness is one of your
values about some of the foods you eat?" The student would then
answer yes or no.

b. If a student says, "I like corn flakes for breagast because they are
quick and easy for me to fix by myself," you could say, "Would it
be correct to say that some of your values about breakfast foods
are that they should be quick and easy to prepare?"The student
would answer, yes or no.'

12. Repeat this procedure and invite other students to tell about a food
and their reasons for choosing it. Respond by inferring the students'
values about the foods discussed.

4.

Maga7ines containing pictures of
foods
Lunch-bag-size paper bags for the
teaoher and each of the students
Paste
Scissors

'NOTE. In responding to Mudents in this manner, you are nmply labeling the reason(s) they give for

liking a food as one of their values about that food Posing this teacher response as a question
provides an opportunity for students to consider whether their reason for liking a certain food is, in
fact. one of their values about foods. In addition, you may wish to use the phrase Important to you
along with the word value, as illustrated in the example, to help the students recognize that important

reasons are often the same as values.

16
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Lesson 6. Identifying Diet-Related Health Concerns
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identify three
diot-rolated health concems and the kinds of foods associated with these
probloms

Objactly.
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify dental caries, overweight, and underweight as

three diet-related health concerns.

Ksy Facts
Three diet-related .heaffh ,concerns 4re dental caries, overweight, and underweight. Dental caries can be

prevented with proper dental Care, which includes careful, regular brushing, using dental floss, having regular
dental checkups, and selecting healthful foods. Foods that help keep teeth healthy include milk and milk
products, vegetables, and fruits. However, sweet, sticky foods, such as suckers, gum, candy bars, jam, honey,
and some dried. fruits, are associated with tooth decay.

Weight problems are influenced by the over- or undercansumption of food. Obesity, one of our country's
biggest health problems, means being 20 percent or more above one's ideal body weight. Overeating and/or
inactivity caue this excess weight. Obesity contributes to high blood pressure, stroke, and diabetes. Other
results of overeating include sluggishness and poor overall health. Underweight, being 10 percent or more belo
one's ideal body weight, may result in a lack of energy and in a low resistance to illness.

ActIvIths: Chntal Carlss

Procedures Materials needed

I. Use a flannel board and picturoe to tell the story, "A Toothful Story."
Ask the following questions:
a. What did Charlie say to Mr. Sweets when he first met him?
b. Whom did Mr. Sweets send over for Charlie to play with?
c. What happened when Charlie Tooth played with Susie Sucker,

,Patty Pop, and Gregory Gum?
d. What did Dr, Brushy and Dr. Pastey do to make Charlie feel

better?
e. Which new friends did Charlie meet so tie could stay a happy

tooth?
f. What do you need to do to stay happy like Charlie Tooth?

2. Borrow a large set of plastic teeth and a toothbrush from the school
nurse or local dental association. Discuss with students proper
brushing methods. Ask students the following questions:
a. Should we keep our teeth clean?
b. What happens when we leave food on our teetk?
c. HoW can a dentist help in keeping our teeth clean?
Have.some students practice brushing the demonstration teeth.

3. Obtain some extracted teeth from a dentist or an oral surgeon. Sub-
merge the teeth in a cola drink for a period of 24-48 hours. Have
the students observe the changes in the tooth surfaces. Discuss the
effects sugar drinks and sticky foods have on teeth.

4. For review, have students complete the work sheet "Happy Tooth,
Sad Tooth," or "Healthy Teeth." Give students the handout "Tips
for Healthy Teeth" to take home.

Story: "A Toothful Story," page 19
Flannel board pictures, pages F-23
F-32
Flannel board

A large set of plastic teeth and a large
tooth brush (Check with school nurse
or local dental association for the
teeth and brush.)

Extracted teeth (one for each student,
if possible)
Cola

Work sheet: "Happy Tooth, Sad Tooth,"
page F-33
Work sheet: "Healthy Teeth," page F-
34

andout: "Tips for Healthy Teeth,"
Age F-35

le



Activities: Overweight/Underweight

Procedures Materials needed

I. Have a student volunteer carry a heavy backpack (five pounds [2.3
kg] ), five pounds of fat in a large plastic bag, or another object of the
same weight around the room. Explain that carrying the object all
day would make a person tired. Ask students the following
questions:
a. If you were five pounds overweight, how would you like to carry

that load all day, every day?
b. What kind of strain would it be on your body?

2. Discuss with siudents The results of over- and underconsumption of
food by asking the following questions:
a. How do you feel when you eat too much?
b. What seems to be happenitig inside your body? (stomach too full,

fired, no energy)
c. What would happen if you ate too much all the time'? (Overweight)
d. How do you feel when you do not have enough food? (hungry,

tired, irritable, stomach cramps)
e. What do our bodies seem to be telling us?.(We need the right

Amount of food, not too inuch or too little.)
3. (Note: This activity may deal with a sensitive issue for some stu-

dents). Have students make "Tommy Too Much." Stuff a paper ba-g
very full with newspapers. Let students create their Qwn faces, arms,
legs, and so forth from scraps of construction paper. Describe again
how people feel when they eat too much at a meal. Talk about eating
too much before a meal (snacks), which often makes people not want
to eat tealthful foods like vegetables and meat.

Have students make up stories about "Tommy Too Much" and what
he ate. ,(Some students may want to use him for a puppet show.)

Backpack: five pounds of fat which
can be obtained 'from a local butCher
(keep the fat frozen); or other item
weighing five, pounds (2.3 kg)

Large paper bag
Old newspapers
Paste ;'
Scissors
Scraps of colored construction paper

Activities: Hidden Sugar

Procedures Materials needed

I. Bring to class some fd containers whose labels list sugar as an
ingredient: e.g., catsup, sods pop, powdered-presweetened drink,
presweetened cereal, granola, salad dressing, and soup. ( Important:
check each food label to be sure sugar is contained in the product.)
Place the food samples in front of the class. Have the students iden-
tify which foods they think contain sugar. As the students name the
foods containing sugar, separate the identified foods from the
display.
Show the students the sample of a label. Explain that labels tell
people what is in the food. Look at each food label and read alo d
the list of ingredients. If sugar is included in the ingredients, put the
food container in the "sugar pile." Continue reading the labels until
all products are correctly classified.
Explain to the students that many foods contain sugar, even though
those foods do not seem to have any. Explain that some foods need a
little sugar for flavor, but many times none is required. Emphasize
the importance of knowing what is in food.

Sample food co'ntainers
Two signs reading: "Sugar" and
"No Sugar"

Sample label, page 27 in A Resource
Manual for Preschool, Kindergarten,
and Elementary Thachers

ow.
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Activities: Hidden Sugar Continued

Pro(
_

2. Construct a "Hidden 'Sugar" poster by listing foods and their serving
sizes Qn the left side of the poster. Next to each food listed, glue the
appropriate number of sugar cubes to reflect the amount of sugar in
the food. (See page F-36 for a poster example.) Display the poster
and explain to the students that they cannot always see sugar in the
food they eat. The major health problem from eating too,much silgar
is tooth decay.

3. Show the class a series of snack food pictures that are either low or
high sugar foods. Ask the students to respond to each picture by
holding their thumbs up for a yes response and by holding their
thurnbs down for a no response. (For example: "Candy is a loW sugar
food." Students would hold their thumbs down to show the state-
ment was incorrect.)
Optionall Read the -statements on the "1.ow Sugar Foods Quiz."
Have students respond as above.

A4,11(41,W) need e(j

Poster board
Felt-tip pen
64 silgar cubef
Glue

Mastc; "Hidden Sugar in Foods,"
page F-36
Food pictures from magazines or the
Dairy Council

Work sheet: "Low S gar Foods Quiz,"
page F137

Evaluation Suggeption
Have-students complete the work sheet "A Healthy You" on page F-38: Ask them to find the pictures showing

health concerns and to draw an X on the health problem pictured.

Food SeMce Involvement
AA the food service manager to visit the class to discuss fruits and vegetables that can replace candy, gum,

and candy-covered nuts for snacks.

Notes

Answr Key:
"Happy Tooth, Sad Tooth," page F-33
Happy carrot, milk, apple, celery, peanuts, orange, chicken sandwich
Sad doughnut, cola drink, sucker, candy cane, cake, cookies, bubble gum

11

"Healthy Teeth," page F-34
I. Put an 0 around the following: orangc, potato, banana, grapes, cheese.
2. Put an X on the following: sucker, candy bar, soda pop, and gum.

"A Healthy You," page F-38
Put an X on the following: decayed tooth, smile showing dental caries, very thin person, overweight person



Toottifol Story

Charlie vi§ a happy tooth who ways did what his mother told him. (Use Ha Off-Tooth.)
, One of Mother'stules was nev to talk to strangers, but to be happyand friendlS, with those

you know. :
One day Charlie To Oth w nt out to play. While he w#s playing, who should come along

but Mr. Sweets, a stranger o Charlie: Mr. Sweets started talking to Charlie and wanted to
become his friend. But Ch rlie remembered what his mother had told him, so he told Mr.
Sweets .to go away. "My ther told me never to talk to strangers. Go away," he said.

This made Mr. Sweets mad, he went to get some of his friends That Charlie knew. First
of all, he sent over Susie Suck. .,Now Charlie knew Susieso the two of them played
together and had a good time. Nex Mr. SWeets sent over Patty Pop and Gregory Gum. "Hi,
Charlie," they called. "May we play- with you today?" -

"Spre come on over," said Charlie. He had a good time that day and for many days after
VW They became good friends, playing every day.

One morning when Charlie woke up, he didn't feel the ,satne. (Use Sad Tooth.) He ached
all over."Ooo00oo," he groaned. "Mother,-pome here. I-feel ache-y all over." Mother was
worried, so she called her two doctors, Dr. Brushy and Dr. Pastey., When thelwo doctots
came, they took one look at Charlie and knew what was wrong.

"We knOw -what you need, Charlie," they said. "A good brushing will make you feel a lot
better." So the two doctors gave Charlie the best brushing he had ever had. (Use Happy
Tooth, again.)

"Now; Charlie," said Dr. Brushy, "this isn't going to be enough to keep you well. You've
been playing with that old Mr. Sweets, haven't you?" .

"Oh, no," said Charlie. "He came along, but I didn't play with him. I sent him away. I

played only with Susie Sucker, Patty Pop, and Gregory Gum."
"Oh, Charlie," Dr. Pastty said. "DOn't you know that they are special friends of Mr:

Sweets? He sent them over to play with you. I'm afraid you can't play with them any more
if you want to be a happy, healthy tooth.'" .

"But, if I don't play with them, I won't have any friends to play with," criect Charlie.
"We know some better friends than that, Charlie,"tsaid the two doctors. "If you play with

thedt you'll be a happy, _healthy tooth."
So Dr. Brushy and Dr. Pastey brought in their friends for Charlie to meet. First came

Freddy Fruit, and then Virginia Vegetable.
"We know you'll like our. next friend, Charlie," said the two doctors, "because he has a

name just like yours. Here isitCharlie Cheese, And, our last friend is a vet}, special friend.
You'll want to _play with her a lot. Maybe she'll even become your very best friend. Here is
Michelle Milk. If you play with these friends,. Charlie, and stay away from the friends of Mr.
'Sweets, you'll keep smiling every .diy."

,"Thank you, Dr. Brushy and Dr. Pastey, for helping me to be a happy tooth again. I'll do
as you sayand,keep Freddy Fruit, Vit.ginia Vegetable, Charlie Cheese, and Michelle Milk for
my friends."

Then all of Charlie's friends gathered around him and sang thislittle song to the tune of
"Mary- Had a Little Lamb":

Charlie is a happy tooth, hatopy tooth,4tappy tooth,
. Charlie is a happy toothhe wants to stay that way.

Keep your teeth healthy, too, healthy, too, healthy, too,
Keep your teeth healthy, too=just like Charlie Tooth.

This story, which is from the February, 1975 issue of Early Years, is reprinted with the permission of the publisher, Allen
Raymond, Inc., Darien, CT 06820. The illustrations on pages F-22 F-3I areadapted from those done by the kindergarten staff

at Noble Elementary School in San Jose, California.'



TOPIC FOOD-RELATED CAREERS .

Lesson 7. identifying Health Professionals
An Information acquisition lesson designed to help students
Identify four health professionals who provide advice on food
selection in relation to dental and general health

Objective
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify the doctor, dentist, dental hygienist, and nurse

as people who help to keep them healthy.

Key Facts
One way dentists, dental hygienists, nurses,and doctors help people to be healthy is by observing and advising

people about eating healthful foods and avoiding unhealthful foods. The job of the dentist is to check a person's
mouth, teeth, and gums and to give advice on the prevention of tooth decay. The dentist also fills cavities when
necessary. Most dentists have a dental hygienist who cleans teeth, teaches people how to care for their teeth; and
shows them how to use dental floss.

4

Activities: The Role of the Dentist and Dental Hygienist

Procedures Materials needed

1. Show pictures of, a dentist and a dental hygienist.
2. Describe the job of a dentist (e.g., takes X-rays and fills cavities) and

a dental hygienist (e.g., cleans teeth, shows people how to brush and
how to use floss).

3. Invite a dentist and dental hygienist to visit the classroom to describe
their job duties and show children the Proper way to brush their
teeth.

Pictures Of a dentist and dental
hygienist, pages F-39 and F-40

Activities: The Role of the Nurse

Procedures Materials needed

1. Show a picture of a ,nurse and child. Encourage ihe children to
describe medical treatment they hai, received from nurses.

2. Discuss a nurse's job: checks weight, height)/ temperature,- pulse,
blood pressure, plots weight and height on growth chart, and keeps
records of the information.

3. Have the school nurse visit the class, discuss her job, demonstrate her
equipmen , and weigh and measure the students for future comparison.

Picture of a nurse, 'page F-41

Activities: The Role of the Doctor

Procedures

Shoa-picture of a doctor examining a child. Encourage children to
describe medical treatment they have received from doctors.

2. Discuss a doctor's job: listens to . heart and lungs; examines throat,
eyes, and ears; and informs patients about general health, skin condi-
tion, allergies, deficiencies, and food-related diseases. Doctors help
people get well when they are ill.

3. Invite'a kloctor to dais to describe and, if possible, demonstiate his.
or her job duties.

Materials needed
Picture of a Aoctor, page F-42
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Activities: Health Related Careers

Procedures Materials needed

I. Discuss what foods a doctor, dentist, dental hygienist, and nurse
would recommend for health.

2. Ask the students to compare the differences among the four jobs.
3. Have students solve "Who Am I?" riddles.

A. ,

1 check your teeth.
I take X-rdys of your teeth.
I fill caries when necessary.
Who am 'I? (dentist)

B.
I look at your throat.
I look in your ears.
I look at your eyes.
I listen to your heart and
lungs.
Who am I? (doctor)

C. D
I cledn your teeth. l measure how much you weigh.,
I sibW you how to iike, dental I. measure how tall you are.
floss. I take your temperature and
I tell you ho\v to take count Pour pulse.
care of youir teeth. Who am I? (nurse)
Who am 1? (dental hygignist)

3. Have students role play a dentist, dental hygienist, doctor, or nurse,
and have other students guess who they are.

Evaluation Suggestion .

Have the students draw a picture of a person who helps to keep them healthy. Ask the students to identify the
health professional in their picture and to describe what task the pergon is performing. (A teacher's aide could
assist with this task.) Write students' responses on their pictures.

Food Service involvement
Review a school lunch menu, and discuss how it contains- the foods a doctor or dentist would recommend.

Notes



TOPIC FOOD RELATED CARE f RS

.Lesson 8. Exploring Careers as Health Professionals
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an opportunity
to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about careers as health professionals

Procedures . Materials needed

Discussion Ssquencs
I. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to share ideas

about people who work to keep us healthy.
2. Show the pictures of the dentist, dental hygienist, doctor, and nurse.

Discuss that both girls and boys can choose each career.
3. Have students tell what each health professional does. Have one

student role play as the other students identify each task.
4. Ptesent the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
5. Present the dismission question:

If you had a choice between being a dentist, dental hygienist, doctor,
or nurse, which would you like to be? Why?

6. Conduct the discussion.

Pictutes of dentist, dental hygienist,
nurse, and doctor, pages F-39F-42
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Lesson 9. Identifying Sanitation Procedures
, f

An information acquisition' lesson designed to help students Identify two
sanitation procedures that shoUld be practiced when food is prepared

Objective
After completing this lesson," students should be able to name two sanitation practices (cleanliness and

temperature control) to follow when food is prepared.

Key Facts
Proper salnitation prevents food contamination. The key word for sanitation procedures is c/eanliness. Sanita-

tion procedures include keeping hands, work surfaces, and food clean and maintaining clean equipment, pans,
and utensils.

Washing hands and counter tops are two of the most important sanitation procedures for preventing 'food
contamination. These procedures for preventing food contamination are the ones most often overlooked.

Proper storage at correct temperatures to slow bacterial growth is another important sanitation practice.

Activides: Sanitation Procedures

ProcedureS Materials needed

I. Grow a bacteria garden at least one week in advance of this lesson.
(See pages 24-25 for specific directions.) Use dirty hands, cutting
boarcl, sponge, bruised fruit, and dirty counters as bacteria sources.

2. Show students the bacteria growth in each jar. Explain how dirty
hands and counter's chn make a person ill if ,they are net washed
before food is prepared. Mention that keeping food cold also slows
bacterial growth. Ask the students which two steps they should fol-
low when they prepare food.

3. Discuss the following questions and answers:
a. What is salmonella? (It is a bacteria that causes a food-borne

illness and isiusually associated with ground meats, poultry, egg
products, and cracked eggs.)

b. What kinds of poor sanitation procedures can cause the growth of
'salmonella? (A person harboring salmonella handles food; food is
left at room temperatures; mixed foods or sauces are not cooked
long enough; fgod is prepared on a contaminated work surface.)

c. Why should you wash your hands before you eat? (Salmonella
bacteria on the hands or nails is washed off.)

Direction sheet: "Bacteria and Mold
Gardens," page 24

Baby food jars with lids
Sterile toothpicks
Potato slices
Tin can
Tweezers
Bacteria sources

Evaluation Suggestion
Read aloud to the students the situations "Can You Help These Friends?" page 25. Ask the students to

identify the sanitation procedure that should be followed in each situation. Ask the students to name what is

wrong in each situation and what should be changed.

Food Service involvement

I. Invite the food service manager toclass to explain why and how student helpers wasktheir hands before they
begin serving lunches and why food service workers clean their work surface areas.

2. Have students tour the cafeteria kitchen in small groups and observe the procedures taken to keep all areas
and foods clean. The teacher will need to prearrange time for students to tour the kitchen, perhaps in small
groups.

3
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Notes

Bacteria and Mold Gardens
Bacteria and mold growth causes foods to.spoil. These experiments will show you how

bacteria and molds grow.
For bacteria gardens, you need:
Baby food jars with lids (one for each experiment you plan to do)
Slices of carrot, potato, or sweet potato, 1 x 1/4 inches (2.54 x .64 cm)
Toothpicks
Tweezers
Tin can
To make bacteria gardens:

I. Wash your hands and the vegetable slices: Wash the tin can and the baby food jars and
lids in hot, sudsy water. Rinse them in very hot water ind dry them.

2. Use toothpicks to place the vegetable slices in the jars.
3. Put lids on the jars, but do not screw them on tightly. (The jars may explode if air

cannot escape.)
4. Set the jars in a flat baking pan and place them in the oven. Also place some tooth-

picks (at least one for each jar) in the tin can and cover it with foil. Place the tin can in
the oven.

5. Heat the jars and toothpicks at 250° F (121 ° C) for one hour. Heat will kill most of
the bacteria on the vegetable slices, inside the jars, and on the toothpicks.

6. Let the jars cool. Do not remove, the lids until you are ready to plant the bacteria.
7. Use tweezers to pick up a toothpick from the can. Do not touch the other toothpicks.
8. Touch the toothpick to a bacteria source, such as a piece of bruised or decayed fruit,

seam in a wooden cutting board, kitchen work surface, clean hands, dirty hands, dish
cloth or sponge, garbage can, sole of shoe, dog or cat fur, and so forth.

9. Quickly lift the lid of a baby food jar and rub the end of the toothpick over the
vegetable slice.

10. Immediately replace the lid firmly. When planting the bacteria, raise the lid as little as
possible to keep out any bacteria and molds that may be present in the air. Plant as
many bacteria as you want.

1 I. Label the jar with a china marker or felt tip pen to identify_ the bacteria source.
12. Place the jars in a warm, dark place for a few days. Look at the jars. You should see

bacteria as spots on the vegetable slices. Each spot is a colony made up of millions of
ty, bacteria.
13. Do not remove the jar lids and do not handle the bacteria gardens. When you are

through with the experiment, thrOw away the jars and gardens. Do not try to save the
jarg.

How temperature affects bacterial gro S ar bacteria from one source inside two jars.
Label one jar "dark" and the other jar "light." Place the first jar in a warm, dark place and
the other one in bright 'sunlight. Examine the jars each day for several days.

How sunlight infhiences bacterial growth. Smear bacteria from ont source inside two jars.
Place one jar in direct sunlight and the other jar in a warm, dark place. Leave the jar in the
sunlight for several hours; then place it in the warm, dark place with the other jar. Examine
the jars each day for several days.
For mold gardens, you need:
1. The same materials as for bacteria gardens
2. Molds from an orange, bread, blue cheese, .or other source
3. A magnifying glass
To make mold gardens:
1. Follow steps 1 through 7 for making bacteria gardens.
2. Totich the toothpick to the mold source.



3. Follow steps 9 through 12 for making bacteria gardens. Look at the jarS; you should see
cultures of different types of molds. Examine each jar with a magnifyMg glass. Can you
see strands that make some molds look like spider webs? Can you find little stalks with
tiny black knobs on them? These are spore cases. Thousands of mold spores are
produced in each spore case. The spore case bursts when it is mature or ripe.,Each spore
can develop into a new mold plant under the right conditions.

4. Do not remove the lids and do mit handle the mold gardens. When the experiment is
completed, throw away the gardens and jars. Do not try to save the jars.

This article is reprinted with the permission of the Cooperative Extension work in Agriculture and Home Economics, United
States Department of Agriculture in cooperation 'with the University of California.

'Can You Help These Friends?,
I. Jose wanted to make lunch because he was very hungry. He started by cutting up toma-

toes for his salad. What should Jose have done first? (Wash his hands and the counter
top.)

2. Marie cleared the table and put the leftover chicken on the counter. What should Marie
have done? (Cover and put(the leftover chicken in the 'refrigerator.)

3. Jane cut up chicken on the cutting board. The chicken was not cooked. What should Jane
do now? (Wash the cutting boird.)

4. Mrs. Smith is packing a picnic lunch. What should Mrs. Sniith do to protect the food and
eep it safe to eat? (Keep the food as cold as possiblel'

5. While cooking soup, Susie tasted it from the spoon she wis using to stir it. What should
Susie do next? (Wash the spoon or get a clean one.) Why? (So her germs do not get in the
soup.)

6. Mark,is eating lunch with his friends. He is going to sneeze. What should Mark do? (Turn
his head and cover his nose and mouth with his hand or a napkin or tissue.) Why? (So his
germs will not spread to his friends' food.)

7. Jimmy and his father have just returned from a fishing trip. They caught two fish and
want to eat them for dinner. What should Jimmy and his father do note (Wash their
hands and clean the fish. Put the fish in the refrigerator.) Why? (The fish will stay clean
and cold.)
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TOPIC CONSUMER COMPETENCIES

Lesson 10. Decreasing Food Waste
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identify
one way of decreasing food waste during lunch at school

Obfectiv
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify at least one way to reduce food waste.

Key Facts
Most teachers are aware of the large amount of food that is wasted daily in school cafeterias. Sometimes, food

is wasted because children do not like what is served. But very often food waste occurs because of carelessness.
Students go back for second helpings they cannot eat, or they refuse to try new foods that are put on their trays.
By observing the vast amount of food wasted, children, too, become aware of the problem. They can do their
share to work towards less food wage.

Students can reduce food waste during lunch in many ways:
I. Tasting new foods on their trays before deciding they do not like them
2. Bringing their lunch from home on days they do not like the school lunch menu
3. Saving an item, such as an apple or banana, for after school
4. Not snacking at recess so that they will be hungry at lunchtime
5. Packing sack lunches they like and that are nutritious as well
6. Not rushing through their meals

Activities: Food Wast

Procedures

I. Discuss food waste and food consumption that occur during the
"school lunch period. Have students observe- the amount of food
wasted during lunchtime and rePort their findings to the class.

2. Conduct a food waste experiment for one to two days. Arrange to
have a large plastic container available to collect wasted school lunch
food and a large plastic container to collect wasted sack lunch food.
Have the students be sure no liquids, paper, and so faith, are col-
lected. Milk can be collected in a number 10 can, available from the
food service department. Weigh the plastic containers, measure the

amount of milk, and record the results daily on the chalkboard. At
the conclusion of the experiment, discuss possible reasons for the
wasted food. (Note: Students participating in food collection or
weighing should wear disposable gloves for sanitation purposes.)

3. Present a puppet show, "Mandy and Tandy and Their Fight Against
Food Waste," to illustrate ways of reducing waste.

Materials needed

"Mandy and Tandy and Their Fight
Against Food Waste," story, page 27
"Paper Bag Puppets," page F-43

Evaluation Suggestion
On a blank sheet of paper, have the students draw a picture to show ways they can prevent food waste at lunch-

time. Ask the students to describe what is in their pictures. Write their responses on the drawings.

Food Servic involvement
1. Ask the food service manager to assist in the food waste experiment. Have him or her explain tO the class the

economic impact of wasted food from the school lunch.
2. Make arrangements that enable the students to tell the food service manager which foods they like.
3. Invite, the food service perwnnel to help stage the puppet show.
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Mandy and Tandy and Their Fight Against Food Waste

Scene: Mandy Manager and Tandy Trash can are talking:

Mandy Manager:

Tandy Trash can:
Mandy Manager:
Tandy Trash can:
Mandy Manager:

Scene: Wanda and
Manager.

Willy Waste less:

Wanda Waste less:

Willy _Waste less:

Wanda Waste less:

Willy Waste less:

Wanda Waste less:

Willy Waste less:

Wanda Waste less:

Willy Waste less:

Wanda Waste less:

Willy Waste less:

Oh dear, whatever shall I do? I just do not know what I am going to do
(sigh). I work so hard all morning preparing food for the children, and
every day after lunch I find my, trash can so full of food it could burst.

I think I am going to burst. (in a monotone)
There must be an answer to all this food waste.
This sounds like a job for Wanda and Willy Waste less.
Yes. I will have to contact them right aw y before it is too late.

Willy Wasteless have just finished readi g the letter from Manay

llWanda, did you read this letter from Mandy anager?

Yes. It sounds as if ey have the same problem our family used to have,
Food Waste. (in u n)

We will have to write her and tell her what we did to decrease food
waste. Can you help me remember, Wanda? .

Well, the first thing I remember is Dad telling us tco slow down.
Remember, I used to rush through a meal so that I could go out and
play.
I certainly do. My problem was serving myself too much. I thought I
could eat the whole thing. I was so hungry sometimes, but I would get
full halfway through. Now, I take just a little at a time until I am
through.
Sometimes, Mom would fix too much, too. Then she started using
leftovers. Remember the time we had leftover pizza for breakfast?
Yep. Thal was great! I ate mine on the way to, school because I was late
that morning.
Mom also fixes a variety of foods so that we do not get tired of the same
dish. Sometimes she fixes foods so interestingly that I cannot wait to

t.
at's right, but we all have to take at least two bites of everything that

is served to us.
That's not too hard. By eating a little bit each time, I discovered that I

liked some foods that I thought I wouldn't like.
..

Well, that's all I can think of. Maybe Mandy Manager could ask some
of the students if they have any ideas and if they could help. I will get
this in the mail right away.



TOPIC FACTORS INFLUENCING FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 11. Identifying Appropriate School Dining Environments
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identity two aspects ol a
school dining environment that may affect eating behavior

Objective
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify two aspects of a school dining environment

that may affect eating githavior.

Key Facts g.
A low noise level, proper t:;abl manners, and a clean eating environment make mealtime more enjoyable. In

addition, a 4eisurely time to eat a meal adds to its enjoyment and aids a person's digestion.

Activities: The School Eating Area

Procedures Materials needed

I. Show a videotape of the school lunch area taken during lunchtime,
or ask students to observe the school lunch hour. Ask them to
respond to the following questions:
a. How do you feel about lunchtime at school?
b. What improvements could be made?
c. Is 'the behavior in the cafeteria acceptable?
d. What are good table manners?
c. no we use good manners at school?

2. List the good table manners given by the class, and have students
make a set of rules to follow while they eat lunch at school. Record
these rules on a poster and display it in the classroom as a reminder.
Have the students practice good behavior during lunchtime. Reward
those students who have shown improvement by giving them good
manners buttons or certificates.

3. Lead the class with open-ended questions, and discuss the students'
likcs and dislikes.
a. When the lunch area is clean, I feel . . .

b. When the lunch area is dirty, I feel . .

c. When the lunch area is noisy, I want to ... .
d. I like eating in the lunch area with people who .
e. I like the lunch area best when . .

f. I do not like to be rushed when eating because .
g. When my teacher eats with us, I feel ....
List onQe chalkboard the positive and negative aspects of the school
dining Fnvironment identified by the students. Have them draw a
picturiof things that make the school lunch area pleasant. Post these
pictures in the lunch area.

Videotape (optional)

Poster board
Felt pens

Paper
Coloring materials

Evaluation Suggestion
Have each child fill out the "Lunch Area Environment" work sheet, on page F-44. (You may want to do this as

a group activity.) Allow students to correct their own papers as you write the answers on the chalkboard.

Food Servic involvemnt
I.. Arrange with the food service manager for the class to eat together prior to the regular lunch period so that

the lunch area will be clean and quiet.
2. Make arrangements for students to tell the food service manager what they like about the school's dining

environment.
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Answer Key:
"Lunch Area Environment," page F-44 ,
Clean/ Dirty
Quiet/ Noisy
Eat slowly/ Eat too fast
Pleasant/ Unpleasant

Notes

4.

4



TOPIC F ACTORS INF NCING F DOD CHOICES

Lesson 12 Exploring School Lunch Area Values
A values awareness lesson in which students explore their values about
eating in the school lunch area

Procedures to follow in the lesson Materials needed

Activity Sequence
, I. Inform the students that they are going to participate in an activity

which will belp them become aware of their values (what they con-
sider important) about eating in the school lunch area what makes
eating there enjoyable to them. Before dismissing the class members
to lunch, tell them that they are to have a special assignment during
lunchtime.' As they eat lunch today, their special assignment is to
prepare their own answer to the following question: "I like eating in
the school lunch area because "Indicate that they
are to have an opportunity to share their reasons in the classroom
after lunch.

2. Immediately after lunch, remind the students of the assignment.
Invite the students to complete orally the sentence: "I like eating in
the school lunch area because " List the stu-
dents' responses on the chalkboard as they respond.

3. The following are some illustrative responses:
a. You can eat with friends and talk with them.
b. 'The. food is pretty and tastes good:,
c. Adults are friendly and smile at us.

,d. It is quiet.
e. You have plenty of time to eat.

4. After students have responded, point out that they have reported
things that are important to them or values they hold about eat-
ing lunch in the school lunch area.

5. Tell the stddents that, with this list, they can now make a value
statement about eating in the school lunch area. Demonstrate exam-
ples of the value statement for the students. For example, "One of
my values about eating lunch in the school lunch area is that the food
tastes good."

6. Invite students to make a value statement about their reasons for
wanting to eat in the school lunch area. For example, one student
might say, "One of my values about eating lunch in the school lunch
area is that I can eat with my friends."

7. Conclude this activity by pointing out that some children share the
same values about eating lunch in the school lunch area while other
children may have different values about the same thing. And that's
okay.

Chalkboard or chart paper

"Values Application" activity, page 30
Painting materials
Tagboard strips

Note: When students respond with nonspecific reasons, such as, "It is good," you may want to
respond with a clanfytng teaching behavior, such as, "What is there about eating in the school
lunch area that makes you say it is goodr (Some students may not yet have conceptualized what it
is that they like and may be unable to respond to this question with specificity.)

Values Application
Provide time ,for the students to paint pictures of themselves eating lunch in the cafeteria. Mount these

pictures on a bulletin board. Caption the display, "Eating in the School LunchvArea." Print the students:values
on tagboard strips and post' them above their pictures. Examples of values wfiich children have decided upon
might be quiet place, pretty food, eating with friends, good manners, and helpful teachers.
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Lesson 13. Expressing Feelings About Footis and Eating Situations

An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an opportunity to'share t-
, ideas, opinions,, and feelings about various foods and eating situations

Procedures to follow in the lessor) Materials needed

Discussion Sequence
I. Inform the class that the purpose of this lesson is to exchange ideas

about various foods and eating situations.
2. Prior to the lesson, choose five to eight questiolss from the provided

"values list." (The selected questions should be those you feel will
most likely result in strong.and diverse feelings being expressed by
the students in your class.)

3. Prepare ihe classroom for this activity by:
a. Having the students4Construct one "happy face" and one "sad

face"
b. Attaching the "faces" to ice cream bar sticks-to form two puppets

4. Tell the students that you will be asking them several questions about
how they feel about something and that you -would like for them to
show their feelings by responding in the following way:
a. Inform the students that when they like or feel happy kbout the

question, they should hold up the 'puppet with the "harpy face."
b. Instruct the studentS'that when they dislike or feel unhappy about

the question, they'should hold up the "sad face" puppet.
5 Proceed to ask each of the pre'viously selected "values questions" and

allbw the students adequate time to respond by holding up a puppet
that shows how-they feel about the topic.

6. While the students are responding to each question, observe which
topic results in their exhibiting the strongest and most divergent
feelings. (You will use that question as your discussion question.)

7. The discussion question to be used for this lesson will be the one
"values question" which' received the strongest and most diverse reac-
tion from the class. "How do you feel about . . . ?" (For instance, if

j. the question, "How do you feel aboat being required to eat some-
thing you don't like?" received a strong reaction, then that question
would be the topic they would discuss.)

8. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.

9. Present the discussion question selected.

Values List

iftw do you feel about:
I. Being required to eat something

you do not like?
2. The school cafeteria?
3. Having to take everything they

give you for lunch in the cafeteria?
4. Mealtime with the whole family?
.5. Picnics?
6. Barbecues?
7. Oriental food?
8. Mexican food?
9. Italian food?

10. Restaurants that have menus es-
pecially for children?

11. Restaurants that do not hafe much
light?

12. Food that is supposed to be good
for you but that you do not like?

13. "Spicy" food?
14. Eating between meals?
15. Eating at a set time?
16. Eating on paper plates?
17. Eating at a friend's house?
18. Watching television while you eat?
19. Doing other things (playing, talk-

ing, listening to the record player)
while you eat?

20. Eating alone?
21. Having turkey every Thanksgiv-

ing Day?

Puppet Materials

One "happy face" for each student
(approximatey 4-5. in. [10-13 cm] in
diameter)
One "sad face" for each student (ap-
proximately 4-5 in. [1O 13 cm] in
diameter)
Two ice cream bar sticks for each
student
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Chaptef Three

a

The nutrition education lesscing for students in grade two-were designed as a resburcefor
ddministrators, teachers, school food service empkilees, and others who wisti to offer inStruc-

tion about food choices, factors influencing food choices, food-related careers, consumer
competencies, and food handling. The lessons and activities can bp used in their entirety, or

selectively. Each lesson activity provides a complete and detailed description of procedures,

and required instructional materials appropriate to the procedure.

t's
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TOPIC FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 1. Classifying Foods According to the Basic Four
Food Groups

An information acquisition lesson designed`to help students
classify foods'according to the Basic Four food groups
Objective

After coMpleting this lesson, students should be able to name the Basic Four food groups.and to categorize a
variety of folods according to each group.

Key Facts

The Basic Four food groups provide one way to classifE foods. The food groups are the Milk and Cheese
Group; Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans Group; Fruit and Vegetable Group; Bread and Cereal Group. Many
foods belong in each of these gtoups. Foods that are high in calories and low in other nutrients are often high in
fat or sugar. These foods are often considered "extras" and should be eaten in moderation only after the
requirements from the Basic Four have been met.

Examples of the Basic. Four food groups and some oi the foods in theM are:,
Meat,

Poultry,
Milk and Fish, and Bread and Extra
Cheese Beans Fruit and Vegetable Cereal Foods

Milk Chicken Apples Asparagus Breads Corn chips
Cheese
Yogurt

Turkey
Pork (ham)

Bananas Broccoli
Cherries Carrots

Cereals
Rice

Candy
Sugar cookies

Cottage Beef Grapes Corn Macaroni Doughnuts
cheese Veal , Lemons Eggplant Crackers Butter

Ice cream Lamb Oranges Kale Tortillas Mayonnaise
Nuts and Pineapples ettuce .Frozen nonfruit
seeds Raspberries otatoes bars

Dried beans
and peas

Strawberries Radishes
Tomatoes

Eggs
Fish
Shellfish

Activities: The Basic Four

Procedures.

I. Perform the flannel board story "The Good Health Train." Review
the story and ask students the following questions:
a., What were the names of the engine's four trainloads of food?
b. What are some foods in the trainload of fruits and vegetables?
c. What are some foods in the trainload of bread and cereal?
d. What are some foods in the trainload of milk and cheese?
e. What are some foods in the trainload of meat, poultry, fish, and

beans?
f. Why wouldn't the big black engine let the little engine come into

, the City of Good Health with only a load of fruits and vegetables?
g. Would you haiie let the engine come into your city if it had only

one trainload ' of fruits and vegetables? Why?
h. Do we need all four food groups every day? Why?

Materials needed

Story: "The Good Health Train," page
37
Flannel board pictures, pages'F-45
F-47



Activitis: The Basic Four-

Procedures Materials needed

Z. On the chalkboard or overhead transparency, make a chart with five
food columns (Milk and Cheese Group; Meat, Poultry, Fish, and
Beans Group; Fruit and Vegetable Group;-Bread and Cereal Group;
and Extra Foods Group). Ask the students to name the foods they
have eaten so far today. As students nathe the foods, list the foods on
the bqard according to the food groups they represent. (Include
foods not belonging to the four groups in the extra foods group; e.g.,
potato chips, colas, and so fqrth.) As each food is placed in a cate-
gory, explain to the class why the food belongs in the category
chosen. After all, the students have had an opportunity to name their
foods, inform them that they will learn one way to know what kinds
of food they need each day to have a healthy body.

3. Create a bulletin board that shows a train engine followed by five
empty cars. Label each car with one of the Basic Four food groups
and Extra Foods classifications. As students study each food group,
have them place appropriate foods in the train car labeled with the
name of the food group. Keep the bulletin board on display until the
lesson has been completed and all students can name the five food
groups and the sample foods in each group. Title the bulletin board
"The Food TrainIt Makies You Go."
Optional Activity. Make a country store in class by having the stu-
dents bring in empty food containers and classify them on the store
shelves.

4. Have students play "Food Groups Bingo." Each student is given a
bingo card and markers to cover the squares. The teacher calls out
the foods until someone gets five in a row. (Note: This is a good rainy
day game.)
Have the students complete the work sheet "Food Groups." Discuss
student answers. Optional: It may be desirable to develop a work
sheet that lists foods which students need practice in classifying.

6. Conduct the "Four Food Group Relay Game."
7. Play "Toss a Food." Toss a ball around the class. As the ball is

tossed, call out a food. The student who catches the ball must name
he corresponding food group. If students identify the wrong food

group, they are out. Play the game in teams and keep points:
8. Have the students complete the four work sheets, "Food Group

Circles."
9. Give the students the handout, "Basic Four Food Groups" to color

and take home.

Food group chart, such as those avail-
able from the Dairy Council or the
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Bulletin board train master: pages F-
45F-47
Food pictures (from magazines or
Dairy Council)

"Food Groups Bingo Cards," pages
F-48F-62
Teacher key, page F-63

Work sheet: "Food Groups," page F-
64
"Four Food Group Relay Game," page
38
Food pictures or food labels
Food group poster (see directions,
page 38) or fouf shoe boxes or paper
bags
Work sheets: "Food Group Circles,"
pages F-65F-68
Handout: "Basic Four Food Groups,"
page F-69

Evaluation Suggestion
Have students complete the "Which Group?" work sheet on page F-70.

Food Servic involvment
1. Have the food service manager assist with class tasting parties. (-the students have an opportunity to taste

small samples of nutritious foods, new foods, or new recipes.)
2. Ask the food service manager to display a "Food Train" bulletin board in the school's eating area and to

incorporate in the school lunches as many foods discussed in class as possible.
3. Invite the food service manager to class to discuss those food groups included in the school lunch.
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Answer Key:
Notes

"Food Groups," page F-64
Put an X on: I. fish, 2. cheese, 3. strawberries, 4. bread, 5. broccoli, 6. pork chop

"Food Group Circles," pages F-65F768
Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans Group:
circle: a, c, e, h

Milk and Cheese Group:
circle: b, d, g, h

Bread and Cereal Group:
circle: a, e, f, g, j

, Fruit and Vegetable Group:
circle: 4 e; g, h, i

"Which Group?" page F-70
I. Meat, Poultry, Fish`and Beans (B)
2. Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans (B)
3. Fruit and Vegetable (D)
4. Bread and Cereal (C)
5. Bread and Cereal (C)
6. Milk and Cheese (A)
77. Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans (B)
8. Fruit and Vegetable (D)
9. Fruit and Vegetable (D)

10. Bread and Cereal (C)
11. Fruit and Vegetable (D)
12. Milk and Cheese (A)
13. Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans (B)
14. Bread and Cereal (C)
15. Fruit and Vegetable (D)
16. Fruit and Vegetable (D)
17. Meat, poultry, Fish, and Beans (B)
18. Bread and Cereal (C)

4 3
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The Good Health Train
Once upon a time there was a little black engine that had big round wheels, a smokestack,

and a window so the engineer could see out. This engine had a white flag that said, "Good
Health Train." _

The engine was so new that he had never gone any place. He had just been moved from the
factory where he was built to the roundhouse where he would work.

From hearing the men talking, the engine learned that he was going to pull a train to Good
Health Town. He was so excited that. he Could hardly wait to begin.

Very-early the first morning, he looked around arid saw a bright red car with a flag over it.
The flag said, "Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans." "I know that is the car that I am to take to
Good Health Town," the engine said.

So he chugged over to the red car and hdoked onto it. Then the engine, feeling proud and
happy, went chugging down the track toward Good Health Town.

Just before he got to the edge of the town, a big black engine came out to meet -him.
"Stop! Stop!" shouted the big black engine. "You can't tome into Good Health Town with
nothing but meat. It takes more than meat to get to Good Health."

"Oh, dear," said the little engine, "I'll have to go back. I did not know there were more cars
for me to pull." And he turned around and went chugging back down the track the way he
had come.

He returned to the roundhouse, looked around, and saw a bright blue car whose flag said,
"Bread and Cereal." "That's it! That's the one I need," he said. He hooked the blue car on
behind the red one and chugged happily down the track toward Good Health.

At the edge of town, he saw the big black engine again. "Stop! Stop!" the big black engine
called. "You can't come into Good Health Town with only meat and grain products. It takes
more than, that to get to Good Health."

"Oh, de4r," said the little engine, "I'll have to go back again. I didn't know there were more
cars for me to bring." He felt a little discouraged, but he turned around and went chugging

.4back down the ttiack.
In die roundhouse he saw a green car with a flag that said, "Fruit and Vegetable." "Of

course," said the little engine, "I should have known I'd need fruits and vegetables." He
hooked the green car behind the red one and the blue one and started back toward Good
Health.
- At the edge of town, he met the big black engine again. "Stop! Stop!" shouted the big

black engine. "You need meat, poultry, fish, and beans; and breads and cereals; and- fruits
and vegetables; but you need something more before you can come into Good Health."

The little engine began to feel very discouraged indeed, but he turned around and went
chugging back down the tracks to ,the roundhouse.

caIn the roundhouse looked around and he saw a yellow r. The flag on it said, "Milk
and Cheese." "There is 1 e car I need," said the little engine; and he hooked it on behind the
green one. Down the track he went toward Good Health.

When he came to the edge of Good Health Town, the big black engine was nowhere in
sight. The little engine chugged right into Good Health Town. The stationmaster came out
on the platform. He looked at the little engine; then he looked at the cars the little engine was
pulling. "Well, well," said the stationmaster, "Meat, poultry, fish, and beans; bread and
cereal; fruit and vegetable; milk and cheeseit looks as if you have all the good food you
need to come to Good Health Town."

The little engine tooted happily. He had made it. He finally had all the cars heneeded to go
to Good Health.

Now he goes up and down, up and down the track every day, taking cars loaded with good
food to the town of Good Health.

And 'if you will cat some food from every one of these cars everyday, you will get to Good
Health, toO.
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Follow-up Activity to "The Good Health Train"
After telling the story and discussing the variou,s kinds of foods that would go in each car,

have the children find pictures of foods in magazines, or draw them, cut them out, and put
them in the proper cars. The cars with their foods might make a fine bulletin board display.
From these activities the children have learned what kinds of foods to eat and how to classify
them.

Four Food Group Relay Game
4

1. Paste pictures of food or write the names of food on red and blue pieces of paper. There
should be 15 to 20 caras of each color, with representative foods from each food group
in each set.

2. Construct a poster, as shown below, or have four shoe boxes or paper bags labeled and
placed in front of the class.

Milk and
Cheese

Pocket

Bread and
Cereal

Pocket

,

Meat,
Poultry, ,

Fish, and
Fri lit and
Vegetable

,Beans

Pocket Pocket

,
A 4

3. Divide the class into two teams, and have them form two lines.
4. Distribute food cards to each student: red cards to one team, blue to the other.
5. When the teacher says, "Go," the first student in each line goes to the poster, places his

or her card in the proper pocket, and returns to tag the next person who goe's to the
postcr. N.

6. Check the correct classifications of food cards.
7. The first team to finish with the fewest errors wins.

NOTE: The poster can be converted into a bulletin board. Place envelopes with food cards in them
next to the poster.
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Lesson 2. Identifying Servings from the Basic Four Food Groups
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identify the number
of servings needed daily from each of the Basic Four food groups

Objective
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify the number of servings needed from each of

the basic four food groups.

Ky Facts
Serving sizes and number of servings differ according to a child's age and body size. A serving is the amount of

food usually eaten at one time and supplies an adequate amount of needed nutrients.
The recommended number of servings from each food group per day for a child from six to eight yeari of age

is:
Milk and Cheese Group = three servings (one serving = 8 oz. [240 mL] of milk or equivalent amounts of

other milk products)
Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans Group = two servings (one serving = two slices, 2 oz. [55 g] of cooked lean

meat, poultry, or fish; four tablespoons [55 g] of peanut butter; or 1/2 cup [110 g] cooked dried beans or
peas),

Fruit and. Vegetable Group = four servings (one serving = 1/2 cup [120 mL] juice; 1/2 cup( 110 g] cooked fruit
or vegetable; or one piece raw fruit or vegetable)

Bread and Cereal Group = four servings (one serving = one slice bread; 1/2 cup[110 g] cooked cereal; or 1 oz.

[30 g] dry cereal; or cup [110 g] rice, spaghetti, or noodles)

Activities: Basic Four Servings

Procedures Materials needed

I. Read or review the story Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Conduct a
question and answer time after the story to help students understand
that a serving site differs according to one's body size. Include the
following questions:
a. What is porridge? (a food similar to oatmeal)
b. Who had the largest bowl of porridge and who ate the most

porridge? (Papa Bear)
C. Who had the smallest bowl of porridge? (BabY Bear)
d. Why do you think Papa Bear ate all of his porridge? (He is bigger

than Baby Bear and needed more food.)
2. Introduce "Every Day the 3-2-4-4 Way," by making a poster or

writing on the chalkboard the food groups and their respective serv-
ing amounts. (Refer to "Key Facts" in this lesson.) Relate the num-
bers to the recommended servings for each food group. Write the
numbers next to the food groups listed on the board. Write a day's
menu on the board (see below). Have students classify foods and
then count the number of servings in the menu. What is needed to
meet the number of required servings?

Breakfast Lunch Snack Dinner
I scrambled egg
1 piece of toast

I 5 oz. (140 g)
bean burrito

Peanut butter
in celery

1 Chicken
drumstick

1/2 cup (120 mL) Apple 8 crackers 1/4 cup (55 g)
juice 1 cup (240 mL) mashed potatoes

. milk IA cup (55 g)
green beans
I cup (240 mL)
milk

1/2 cup (110 g)
peach cobbler

Story: Goldilock's and the Three Bears
(available at a school or local library)

4 t)
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Activities: Basic Four ServingsContinued

Procedures Materials needed

(Need to add one serving from the Milk and Cheese Group and one
serving from the Bread and Cereal Group)

3. Have students play "Batter-Up" baseball game.
4. Play "Toss a Food Group." Toss a ball around the class. As the ball

is tossed, the teacher calls out a food group. The student who catches
the ball must identify the number of servings required each day. If
the answer is incorrect, the student is out. Play the game in teams
and keep points.

5. Have the students construct food group mobiles to show the number
of servings for each food group. Or, have students cut circles from
onstruction paper and label the circles with "3-2-4-4" (directions
below). Have students wear the "3-2-4-4" buttons.

"Batter-Up Game" directions, page 41
Work sheet: "Batter Up Game," page
F-71

Food pictures (from magazines or
Dairy Council)
Construction paper
String
Felt markers
Safety pins

Evaluation Suggestion
Have students complete the work sheet "How Many Servings?" page F-72.

Food Service Involvement
Invite food service employees into the classroom to help students use scales to study serving sizes. Mk food

service employees how servings are measured for school lunches.

Notes

Mobil* Construction
The simplest mobile is a series of cards, each one hanging from the bottom center of the other. To attach the

string to the cards, punch a hole in the center of each card and thread the string through it; then attach the string
to each card with scotch tape.

//Callow, or support h/ /////////
1

2

4

40

3-2,4-4 Button Construction
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Answer Key:
"How Many Servings?" page F-72
Milk and Cheese Group - three
Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans Group - two
Fruit and Vegetable Group - four
Bread and Cereal Group - four

Batter-Up Game
I. Give each student a "Batter-Up" work sheet, page F-71. Have the student list the foods desired for one

complete day (breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks).
2. Divide the class into two teams.
3. Ask a student from the first team to identify the foods listed for each meal or snack on his or her "Batter-Up".

work sheet.
4. A scorekeeper from each team tallies the number of servings in each of the four food groups on the chalk-

board. (See diagram below.)
5. Scoring: NOTE: Scorekeepers must know the four food groups very well.

a. If the servings add up to the correct number for the day (three milk and cheese; two meat, poultry, fish,
and beans; four bread and cereal; and four fruit and vegetable), the child's team scores a home run.

b. If the student gets the correct number of seryings for fewer than the four groups, he dr she proceeas to the
corresponding base (i.e., if a student has identified the correct number of servings for two groups, he or
she proceeds to second base; if three are correct, third base; and so forth)

c. One-dish meals that combine foods from each of the four food groups can be handled two ways:
(I) If it is a dish that would probably provide a serving in each of the four groupi, a point may be given in

each group.
(2) If it is not likely that a complete serving would be eaten in each group, designate the most prominent

food in the group for the scoreboard.
6. Continue the game, allowing three people from team A to respond. Then ask for team B's response. Alternate

the teams after the third response.
The game may be continued as many days as desired, starting with a new inning each day. Students go
through the same procedure for each inning and record their food intake from the day before.

Bread-Cereal
f

Fruit-Vegetable Milk-Cheese
Meat-Poultry-

Fish-Beans

Team A Team B Team A Team B Team A Team B Team A Team B

`s$

,

a

4-79648 4
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TOPIC FOOD CHOICES

Lesson.3. Exploring Values About Fresh Fruits
A values awareness lesson In which students explore their values
about specific fresh fruits

Procedures Materials needed
4

Activity Soquence
I. Idfoim_ the students that the purpose of ,this lesson is to explore

their values about different kinds of fruit.
2. Make copies of the "Favorite Fruits" work sheeti. Cut them in half

along the dotted line.
3. Select the fresh fruits that you would like the students to taste. A

manageable number is two or three. Bring enough of each fruit so
that each member of the class will have a small piece to taste. Vary
the size, shape, and texture of the fruits.

4. Distribute one one-half page form for each fruit the class will taste.
(Twp fruits = two forms for each child.)

5. Have the students place their names on the work sheet. Demon-
strate the procedures for filling out the form as you make your own
sample form.

6. Have students print the name of the fruit on the first blank line at
the bottom of the form. Showing a sample form, print the names of
the fruit in large letters on the chalkboard or overhead projector so
that the students may copy the spelling.

7. Display the first fruit to be tasted. Let the children come up and see
it more closely.

8. Ask the students to draw and color a picture of the fruit in the large
squarc on the form with only one fruit on each form. Show the
sample form.

9. While the students are' drawing and coloring the first fruit to be
tasted, prepare it by cutting it into small pieces and placing it on a
small paper plate so that there will be one whole fruit and one
prepared fruit of the same variety. (If a fruit requires much prepara-
tion, it should be done ahead of time.)

10. During this time, digcuss the various ways that this fruit might be
used (sliced fresh or in a salad, in a pie, or cobbler, and so forth).

I I. Demonstrate the tasting procedures for the students. First, tell them
to smell the fruit and to look at it closely. Next, tell them to take
small bites and to roll the bite of fruit around in their mouths. Tell
them to .close their eyes and concentrate on the texture and taste of
the fruit.

12. Choose some helpers and distribute the first prepared fruit.
13. Ask for volunteers to tell the group one thing they liked about the

fruit. Write these words or phrases on the chalkboard (sweet, soft,
chewy, crisp, and so forth).

14. Repeat the procedure (steps 7-13) with the remaining fruit(s).
Keep the words used to describe the second fruit separate from
those of the first and so forth.

15. Ask the students to clean up their desks, leaving only their work
sheets and a pencil.

16. Tell the students that when they were describing what they liked
about each of the fruits, they were really expressing their values
about that particular fruit.

42

"Favorite Fruits" work sheet, pages
F-73 and F74
Two or three different fresh fruits
enough for each student to have a
small piece to taste

Work sheet sample: "Favorite Fruits,"
pages F-73 and F-74

Crayons or colored pencils for each
student

Chalk and board or overhead trans-
parency and projector

Knife
Paper towels
Cutting board
Wet towels
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Procedures Materials needed

17. Point to the list of words they used to describe fhe first fruit. Say,
for example, "These are some of the values some of you have about
grapes. You want them to be juicy, sweet, smooth, and so forth."

18. Direct the students to copy one word or phrase that reflects one of
their values about grapes. Tell them they may have several values
about grapes, kut ask them to stick to one for this lesson. If the
word that describes their value is not on the chalkboard, write and
spell it for them. They should copy the word on their work sheet
on the last line. Demonstrate this for the students by showing.them
the sample form.

19. Each student should now hive a value statement reading, "One of
my values about grapes is that they are juicy (soft, smooth ...)."
Invite students who wish to do so to share their value statements.

20. Repeat the procedure (steps 17 through 19) for the remaining
fruit(s).
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TOPIC F000 CHOICES

Lesson 4. Planning a Meal'
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have
an opportunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about
Pawning a mei

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Saquance
I. Inform the students that the purpose of today's lesson is to help them

explore their ideas about meal planning.
2. Tell the students you .are going to read them a story about someone

their own age who had a difficult choice to make.
3. Inform the students that at the end of the story you will give them an

opportunity to help the girl in the story with her choice.
4. Read the story "A Surprise Lunch for Mom."
5. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
6. Present the discussion question:

If you were Kimberly, what would you choose to serve for your
mother's surprise lunch?

7. Conduct the discussion.

44
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A Surpda Lunch for Mom
Kimberly is seven years old. She

is the first child in the family and
is very excited, because her mother
just had a new baby boy! She is
especially happy to hear her Daddy
tell her that Mommy will be back
home from the hospital tomorrow
morning.

"Oh, boy!" said Kimberly. "She
can cook us lunch."

"I don't think so," replied Dad.
"Having a baby is hard work. She
is probably very tired. Let's make
lunch for her.

"Tell you what," said Dad. "You
plan a nice. lunch and Iwill take
you to. the grocery store to buy
what you need. Remember that
Mom needs good healthful food to
help her feel better. Then, after we
go to the hospital to pick up Mom
and your new brother, I can help
you fix lunch."

Kimberly thought and thought,
but it was a hard decision.

If you were Kimberly, what
would you choose to serve for your
mother's surprise lunch?



TOPIC FACTORS INF& Of NCING FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 5. Choosing Nutritious Snack Foods
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students specify two
nutritious snack foods that could be brought to school for class parties

ObiectIve

After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify two nutritious snacks that could be used for
special occasions.

Key Facts
We like to have special foods for special occasions like parties at school.
Nutritious foods can be made into party snacks by doing something "special" to them. Snacks for parties can

be selected from the four food groups.

Activities: Food for Class Parties

Procedures Materials needed

I. Inform the students that they will be using their imaginations to
make special snacks for parties.

2. Show pictures of -foods; e.g., eggs, chicken, bread, carrots, milk,
raisins, cheesepears, and trackers. Ask the children to name the
foods.

3. Ask the studerits how many of them eat these foods at home.
Encourage them to talk about the times when they usually eat the
foods. Most children Will associate the foods with specific meals
(e.g., eggs for breakfast, chicken for dinner, and bread for sand-
wiches at lunch).

4. Ask the students if they would think of bringing any of these foods to
a party at school. Why or why not? Encourage the class to discuss
that meals at home happen every day. Parties are festive times that
do not happen every day. Certain fancy foods are often associated
with festive or special times like parties.

5. Tell students that ordinary foods eaten every day can be made into
special foods for parties by preparing them differently. They can be
decorated to look pretty or made to look like things we think of on
special holidays; e.g., on Halloween, we think of pumpkins and
ghosts. Ask students what they think of at other holidays; e.g., Easter
(bunnies), Chinese New Year (dragons), Fourth of July (flags and
fireworks), Christmas (trees and wreaths).

6. Tell students they are going to learn how to make ordinary foods
into special foods for Halloween or other holiday times. Show stu-

e dents the basic ingredients"and how to make the snacks. Encourage
parent volunteers to assist in making snack foods in the class.

7. Repeat the lesson for other holidays throughout the school year. At
the cnd of the year, compile recipes and have the students make a
booklet that they can take home entitled "Special Foods for Parties."
(Or, the recipe used that day could be made into an illustrated work
sheet that students can take home.)

Food pictures from the Dairy Council
or from magazines

"Holiday Foods" teacher idea sheet,
pages D-1 D-3 in the appendix
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Evaluation Suggostions
I. Ask studcnts what makcs food special for parties. Ask thcm to name two foods that were used to make

special snacks for. partics.
2. Observe thc studcnts' williness to accept nutritious snacks at parties throughout Vie school year.

Food Service Involvment )

. Ask thc food service managcr to describe speCial holiday preparations to thc class.
2. Ask thc food service managcr to demonstrake how to prepare holiday foods and, if possible, to provide food

so that studcnts can prepare holiday foods in the classroom.

I.

+.3

Notes

'`N



TOPIC FOOD CHOICES

Lesson & Understanding Digestion
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students
Identify two sequential steps in the process of digestion

Ob feet's.
A

After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify two sequential steps in the digestion process.

1,

,

Key Facts
Digestion is the process through which the body changes foqd eaten into °usable forms for body building and

fuel.
The mouth is responsible for softening the food. As a person chews, saliva is produced, which moistens the

food, and the teeth break the food into smaller pieces. -
The esophagus is the passageway for food to the stomach. The esophagus is lined with muscles which force

. food downward. Liquids require about one second to travel, and 'solids take six to seven seconds.
The sto ch works on food by mushing and churning it, and pushing it farther downward. It can hold food

4 for ove four nours. When food has been changed to an almost liquid form, it is pushed out of the stomach intO
the s all intestine.

The 'ntestinal system consists of both the small and large intestines-. The job of the small intestine i io sort the
-foods eaten into what the body can use and what is to be discerded. Food particles that are small eough pass
through the villi, which cover the wall of the small intestine, and are absorbed into the blockstream. These
particles are either used or stored. The large intestine then carries away the waste to be discarded. t'or food to
travel through the small and large' intestines requires from 13 to 20 hours.

Activities: The DIgestive System/

Procedures Materials needed

I. Using a hand-drawn diagram of the digestive system (either on a
transilarency or large tag board), ask a student to point out Where
digisiion begins. Continue the questioning until the mouth is pointed
out. Explain that digestion begins when the mouth chews and break;
down the food. Have another student point out where the second
step of digestion takes place. Continue the questioning until the
esophagus is pointed out. Explain that the esophagus, by a series of
muscle contractions, moves the chewed food to the stomach, where a
churning process continues to break down the food. The contents of
the stomach move along to the small intestine whose viii absdb the
nutrientg into the bloodstream. Waste products are eliminated after
they pass through the large intestine. If possible, use a human torso
that comes apart to illustrate the process. Identify the body parts
involved in digestion.

2. Using the following steps, demodstrate the process of digestion:
a. Grind some food in a blender (mouth). Be sure to add some liquid

(saliva).
b. Pour the blender contents into a funnel (rerresenting the esopha-

gus) placed over a jar (representing the stomach) to show hoW the
stomach stores food and controls the amount that goes into the
inteitines.

c. Hold the funnel over a-bowl of water (bloodstream) covered by a
piece of cheesecloth (small intestine). Pour the contents from the
jar into the funnel and into the cheesecloth and bowi.

"Digestive System Diagram," page
F-75

.7)

Blender
Funnel
Jar
Soiall bowl
Cheesecloth
Food sample



Activities: The Digestive SystemContinued

Procedures

d. Explain that part of the food is absorbed through the intestine
walls into the bloodstream. What is not absorbed is waste and is
discarded by the body. (Pick up the cheesecloth and drop it into a
Wastebasket.)

e. Discuss what' would happen if food is not chewed thoroughly in
the mouth or if the funnel (esophagus) is blocked.

3: Have stpdents complete the work sheet "Follow the Digestive
Systeni."

4. Conduct an experiment to show the need for chewing food. Take two
cubes of sugar; crush one and leave the other one whole. brop the
sugar cubes into separate glasses of water and stir the contents. Ask
the students to` identify which sugar cube-dissolves faster. Explain to
them ttat before the food they eat can be used by their bodies, it has
to diss6lve so that it can be absorbed by their blood. Foods that are
broken into small parts dissolve faster, as the sugar cube experiment
showed. Most of the food is dissolved in the stomach, but students
can shorten the time required to dissolve food by chewing their food
well into imall pieces.

5. Have the students taste a dried fruit (apples, apricots, peaches). Ask
them to notice how saliva forms as they chew and to feel their necks
as they swallow the fruit so that they can feel the muscle action.
Review the path of digestion with the class. Ask students to visualize
the digestive process as they are eating the dried fruit.

Materials needed

4

Work sheet: "Follow qie Digestive
'System," page F-76

Two sugar cubes
Two glasses of water

.9

Dried fruit

Evaluation Suggestion

/ Have students complete the work sheet "The Food Tube," page F-77, by labelink the parts of the body
involved in digestion.

Notes
Answer Key:
"Follow the Digestive System," page F-76
boxesmouth, small intestine, esophagus, stomach, iarge intestine

1. mouth, 2. esophagus, 3. stomach, 4. small intestine, 5. large intestine

"The Food Tube," page F-77
See the "Digestive System iagram," page F-75.
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TOPIC CONSUMER COMPETENCIES

Lesson 7. Identifying Food ,Advertising Techniques
An information acquisition,lesson designetto help students identify advertising techniques

Objective
After completing this lessoin, t e students should be able to identify one kind of advertising technique.

Key Facts
An advertisement is a message transmitted via television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and so forth that is

intended to sell something or to Plovide information.
Some techniques -used by advertisers to get people to buy the product are:
1. Free gifts
2. Colorful, attractive packaging
3. Food that lo
4. Emphasis o
5. Catchy tune
6. Emphasis on read product usage (band wagon approach)
7. Star endorsement
Food advertisers are not always too concerned )vith the nutritional value of their products. They sell what

people like and will buy. People do not always buy what is good for them.

Activities: Breakfast Cereal Advertisements

Procedures 'Materials needed

1. Introduce advertising techniques for selling by holding up example
of cereal boxes the children brought, or use advertisements cut from
magazines. ,

2. Prepare a poster and/ or color the,work sh1 entitled "Why Would
You Buy It?" Discuss each technique sho, on the work dsheet.

3. Construct a play TV set from a' large cardboard box. Assign a stu-
dent to be an adver.lser and have him or her sell a product to the
class. Review with the class the techniques used.

4. Show the class a filxrI or filmstrip about advertising methodsror view
children's programs with commercials and discuss the sales tech-
niques.

5. Have the class !flake up a catchy tune about a good food, and sing
this song for parents at an opeti house.

6. Have the class make up comniaials about good foods they like to
. ,

eat.

Variety of cereal boxes or variety of
advertisements from magazines

Work sheet: "Why Would You Buy
It?" page F-78
Large cardboard box

Film: "Seeing Through Commercials,"
Vision Films (available from the Nutri-
tion and Food Service Education Re-
source Center)

Evaluation Suggestion
Have students complete the work sheet "Yum-Yums," on Page F-79, by using one advertising technique

discussed in class.

Food Service involvemnt
Ask the food service manager to visit the class, and discuss with the studehtshow the school lunch is advertised

and promoted (menus sent home, food attractively prepared and served).
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TOPIC CONSUMER COMPETENCIES,

Lesson 8.. Prohibiting Toys in Cereal Boxes
An open-ended discussion lesson through which stUdents have tin
oppokunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about a law banning
free tols in cereal boxes

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Soquoncs
I. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to share their

feelings about an imaginary law.
2. Tell the students you will read them a story about Jim and something

he learned while watching television. After you finish the story, they
will have a chance to tell their feelings about this law.

3. Read the story "No More Toys."
4. present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
5. Restate the discussion question:

Is this law good or bad, and why?
6. Conduct the discussion.
7. Be sure students understand that such a law does not exist and was

use only for the purpose of discussion.

No More Toys
Jim was watching television with

his Mother one day when the man
on the show said something about
a new law that would ban free toys
in cereal boxes. Jim did not
understand what the man meant, so
he asked his mother to explain it.

This is how his mother explained
the law to Jim. The people who
make laws for our country have
passed a new law stating that
companies that mike cereals cannot
put free toys in the boxes anymore.
The free toys make the cereal cost
more but do-tot make the cereal a
better food for people. To keep the
price of cereals down, the new law
says that no more free toys will be
allowed in cereal boxes.

Is this law good or bad, and
why?

5'
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TOPIC CONSUMER COMPETENCIES

Lesson 9. Exploring Breakfast Food Packaging
A trollies awareness lesson in which students explore their values
about breakfast food packaging

Procedures Materials needed

Activity Sequyncie
1. Several days before the values awareness lesson:

a. Tell the students that in a few days they will be exploring their
values about breakfast cereal boxes. For this lesson the class will
need a variety of these boxes. Ask the children to bring in empty
cereal boxes from home, and give them a copy of the sample
letter, or a modified version, to show their parents.

b. As students bring their empty food .boxes, display them in the
classroom. Also inform the class that since only one box of each
kind of breakfast cereal is needed, no one else need bring in the
same kind of boxes already on display.

2. On the day of the lesson: N.(
a. Distribute one voting chip to each student.
b. Explain to.the students that they are going to use their voting chip

to vote for the box they like the best by placing their voting chip
inside the box. Emphasize that they are voting for the box
because they like it best. They are not voting for the cereal.

c. Give the students an opportunity to vote, using whatever proce-
dure seems most appropriate. (For example, you can have the
students drop their voting chips in their favorite box as they walk
by. Try to develop a voting method so that students will be unable
to influence each others' votes.)

d. After all of the students have voted, ask them to report which box
they voted for and why they liked that box. best. If students
respond by saying, like it" or "It's pretty" or "It's nice," follow
up by asking them, "What is there about the box that makes you
say, 'I like it'?"

e. After the students have reported their preferences and reasons,
point out that when they gave their reasons for liking a particular
box, they were stating their values about breakfast cereal boxes.
For example, "Jennifer, when you said that you liked that box
because it has a game on it, you were saying that one of your
values about breakfast cereal boxes is that they have a game on
the back."

f. Conclude the lesson by dumping out the voting chips from each Of
the boxes. Invite the students to count the chips to see which was
the class's favorite breakfast cereal box.

Sample letter to parents, page F-80

Cereal boxes

Voting chips, such as marbles, squares
of construction paper, or paper clips
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TOPiC F000 HANDUNG

Lesson 10. Packaging Foods for Sale .

An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an
opportunity to'share ideas, opinions, and feelings about packaging
foods for sale

Procedures Materials needed

Preparation

Several days before the lesson, begin collecting various examples of
commercial food .packaging to show the class. Be prepared to explain
the reasons for each type of packaging: Some suggested examples are
included.

Discussion Sequence
I. Inform the students thalite purpose of this lesson is to give them a

chance to explore the importance of careful, attractive food
packaging.

2. Show the students the packaging items you have collected.
3. Demonstrate how each item fits together if the packaging requires

several layers.
4. Explain briefly the uses of each type of packaging. (Option: You

may wish to check the class's understanding of packaging by dem-
onstrating some "I lewned" statements, such as "I learned that
plastic foam helps keep foods warm (or cold) and prevents the food
from being crushed.")

5. Tell -the students to keep in mind the various types of packaging
they just saw and also to think about some other types of commer-
cial food packaging as they listen to the story you will soon read.

6. Read the story "Great Cookies," page 53.
7. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
8. Restate the discussion question: If you were Todd or Terri, how

would you package your cookies?
9. Conduct the discussion.

,

10. After ithe discussion, have students design their own cookie
packages.

I.

Suggested Itms
of Commerolal Food Packaging
Cooking bag inside the box
(frozen foods): The bag keeps in
moisture and flavor and adds
convenience in cooking. The box
is uniform in size for easier
storage, and the cover provides
an attractive merchandising
deyice.

2. Soup can and label: The can
seals in the liquid, prevents
bacteria from growing in the
soup, and prevents the soup
from evaporating. The label
provides attractive advertising
and nutrition information.

3. Fast food wrappings (e.g.,
hamburger): The tissue or bag
keeps the meat juices in and
protects the customer from drips.
Plastic foam keeps the sandwich
warm and prevents crushing. The
outer bag provides advertising
and convenience.

4. Tea bag, tea box, ?elloPhane:
These wrappings keep the tea
fresh and protect it from
moisture. The tea bag provides a
convenient single serving.

5. Breakfast cereal box and inner
liner: The inner liner keeps the
cereal fresh and protects it from
dirt or insects. The box provides
convenience, additional
protection, and advertising.

6. Common household packaging
items (plastic wrap, plastic
containers, foil): These provide a
means of storing food to keep it
fresh and to protect it from
insects.

Drawing paper or plain
brown paper bags

Crayons
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Procedures Materials needed

Groat Cookies ,

Tddd and Terri McCall are
brother and sister. He is eight and
she is seven. They like to cook
their own snacks. One of their
favorite snacks is peanut butter
cookies. Last year their Mom
helped them find a recipe for great
Peanut butter cookies and taught
them how to measure and mix the
ingredients.- Eyeryone who has
tasted their peanut butter cookies
likes them very much.

Todd's class is going to have a
bake sale to raise money for a field
trip. Todd has decided to make the
peanut butter cookies to sell. Todd
and Terri can bake the cookies, but
they don't know how to package
them.

Todd and Terri face these
problems in packaging:

I. oThe cooki4 are fragile and
need to be protected from
breaking.

2. The peanut butter and other
ingredient's can become stale
very quickly and need to be
prótected from the air.

3. The number of cookies in each
package must be decided.

4. Todd and Terri want
something attractive that will
catch the shopper's eye. They
know that lots of cookies are
available, and they want to
make sure that the people will
buy their cookies.

If you were Todd or Terri, how
would you package your cookies?

53
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TOPIC FOOD HANDL IND

Lesson 11. Storing Food
An Information acquisition lesson designed to help students
identify two foods ust be stored at a viol temperature

Ob 'softy.
After completi g this lesson, students should be able to identify foods that must be stored at cool

temperatures.

Key Facts
Many foods need to be stored at cool temperatures to retain their freshness and nutritive value. Foods

requiring cool temperatures include dairy foods (milk, cheese, ice cream), meat foods (beef, pork, chicken, fish),
eggs, and fresh fruits and vegetables.

If a food is stored incorrectly, growth of bacteria, yeast, or mold can oCcur. Cold temperatures chiefly slow
growth, although freezing may stop the growth of some microorganisms. Foods stored in home refrigerators will
keep safely for only a few days. Food may be stored safely in freezers for several weeks or months.

Activfties: Food Storage

Procedures Materials needed

I. Bring to class a grocery sack. Have the sack full of empty cartons and
packages or food pictures (use foods that should be stored in the
freezer, refrigerator, and on shelves). Tell the students you have just
gone to the store and you need help putting away the groceries. Write
the names of the storage areas as column headings on the chalkboard
(freezer, refrigerator, shelf). Remove foods from the bag one at a
time and ask the students where the food should be stored. After the
students have identified the storage location, have them post the
food picture or write the name of the food in the appropriate column.

2. Explain why some food needs storage at cool temperatures. Have the
students name different foods that belong in the refrigerator. G-4et a

few samples of food, such as cheese, lunch meat, ice cream, or milk.
Leave a portion of the food in the classroom. Put the remaining food
in the refrigerator or freezer, as appropriate. Have the students .
observe the changes each day for a period of one week, and have
them compare the differences they observed in the food's quality.

3. Set up a food storage learning center. Have the students place the
food pictures in the appropriate card pocket tO show where the food
should be stored.

4. Have the students complete the work sheet "Storing Food."

Grocery sack
Empty food cartons and packages or
pictures of food

Food samples

"Food Storage Learning Center," pages
F-8 I F-83
Food pictures (from magazines or Dairy
Council)
Work sheet: "Storing Food," page F-
84
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Evaluation Suggoe lions
1. Have students complete the work sheet "Food Storage," on page F-85.
2. List the following foods on the chalkboard. Have the students orally tell you which ones should be kept at a

cool temperature and which should not. These foods are not cooked.
Milk (CT)* Lunch meat (CT)
Canned green beans Hamburger (CT)
Cheese (CT) Cornflakes
Raisins Canned ttina
Bacon (CT) Canned fruit juice
Rice Hot dogs (CT)
Canned tomato soup Flour

*(CT means cool temperature.)

'Tortillas (CT)
Dried beans

Food Servic Involvmnt
Visit the school cafeteria to observe how food is stored. Ask the food service manager to explain why food is

stored in certain areas.

Notes
Answer Ky:
"Storing Food," page F-84 r

Freezer: ice cream, ice cream bars
Refrigerator: hamburger, eggs, tortillas, milk, chicken, cheese, carrots, yogurt (oranges, appleoptional)
Counter or cupboard: bananas, rice, bread, can of tomato soup, can of tuna, dried beans, can of peas, box of
crackers, powdered milk (oranges, apple optional)

"Food Storage," page F-85
Cut and paste pictures of milk, hamburger, chicken, eggs, cheese, and tortillas in refrigerator. (Oranges and
apple areoptional.) Paste picture of ice cream in freezer.



*TOPIC FOOD-RELATE 0 CARE I. AS

Lesson 12. identifying .Careers in Processing,
Preparing, and Serving Food

An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identify
two Jobs in which people process, prepare, or serve food

owcsv.
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify two jobs in which people process, prepare, or

serve .food and to describe what each job requires.

Key Facts
Many people in the food industry and related fields process, prepare, or serve food. Some people who work in

the area of food proccssing or production include sorters, graders, cannery workers, meat packers, butchers,
millers, and bakers. People who work in the technological areas of food processing include sanitarians, food
scientists, quality inspectors, microbiologists, nutritionists, and chemists.

People who prepare food are cooks, chefs, and family members. In an institution or a restaurant, the person
who prepares food may be either a chef or a cook. After the food is prepared, a waiter or waitress may serve the
food. In a school cafeteria a food service worker may serve the food.

Activities: Food Service Occupations

Procedures Materials needed

I. Show pictures of the various persons involved with food service (e.g.,
school food service manager, cafeteria worker, cook/ chef, baker,
waiter, waitress, dishwasher). Describe the duties associated with
each job. Write the job title on the chalkboard when each job is
described. After describing each job, assign a number to it (e.g.,
school food service manager-1; cook-2; and so forth). Tell the
students you will describe a job. When you have read the entire
description, have them choose the correct job title and indicate the
job number by raising the correct number of fingers.

2. Have the students draw on butcher paper, in scroll form, a mural of
food preparers and servers doing their jobs. Have the students write
a sentence about what each person does.

Pictures of food service workers, pages
F-86 F-9I

Teacher Reference Sheet: "Food Ser-
vice Job Descriptions," page 58

Butcher paper

Activities: Food Processors

Procedures Materials needed

4. Ask the students if anyone knows how peanut butter is made. After
the class responds, put 11/2 cups (210 g) shelled peanuts in a heavy-
duty blender container. Cover and whirl the blender contents until
the nuts are finely ground. Add 11/2-3 tablespoons (22.5-45 mL) of
salad oil, a small amount at a. time, and whirl after each addition of
oil. Start and stop the blender as necessary and use a spatula to keep
the butter in motion. (The nut mixture is thick; so to avoid overtax-
ing the blender motor, make the peanut butter in small batches.) Add
salt to taste; whirl 30 seconds, or until the mixture is very smooth.
Makes I cup (255 g). Explain to the students that the peanuts have
been processed to make peanut butter. Allow the students to taste
the peanut butter spread on whole wheat crackers or bread.

511
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11/2 cups (210 g) of shelled peanuts
11/2-3 tablespoons (22.5-45 mL) oil
Heavy-duty blender
Salt (optional)

Whole wheat crackers or bread
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Activities: Food Processors Continued

Procedures Materials needed

2. Inform the class that you are going to read them a story that they
may hae heard before, but they need to listen carefully because you
are going to ask them some questions. Ask the students to identify
the different processes the wheat went through from the time it was
planted until it was eaten.

3. Ask the students if they can name other foods that have been pro-
cessed (e.g., bread, canned foods, frozen foods). Have the elass
brainstorm the job titles of people who process foods (e.e, sorters,
graders, canners, packers, butchers, meat packers, millers, and bak-
ers). Write the job titles on the chalkbodrd as they are named, and
describe what each job entails.

Story: Berg, Jean H., The Little Red
Hen. Chicago: Follet Publishing Co
Inc., 1963.

Teacher reference sheet: "Food Pro-
cessors," page 58

Activitis: Food Processing and Preparing Occupations

Procedures Materials needed

I. Have the class play the "Who Am I?" game: One student chooses a
food-related occupation, and other students ask yes or no questions
(e.g., Do you raise animals? Do you use a plow? Do you cook?). The
student who guesses the correct occupation chooses the next
occupation.

2. Have the students- complete the crossword puzzle "Food-Related
Careers."

Crossword puzzIC: "Food-Related
Careers," page- F-92

Evaluation Suggestion
Have students complete the work sheet "Matching Career Titles with Job Duties," page F-93.

Food Service involvmnt
I. Invite the food senlice manager to visit theeracFand describe what is involved in jobs associated with food

freparation and service.
2. Arrange with the food service manager for students to visit the cafeteria and to observe food preparation.
3. Ask the food service manager to display the food service occupations mural in the school's eating area.

Notes
Answr Key:

"Food-Related Careers" puzzle, page F-92
Across: I. baker, 2. farmer, 3. processor,
Down: I. butcher, 2. rancher, 3. dairyman, 6. trucker 7. grocer, 8. miller

"Matching Career Titles with Job Duties," page F-93
1. C, 2. A, 3. B, 4.D
5. C, 6. D, 7. B, 8. A
9, D, 10. A, 1 1. B, 12. C
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Food Service Job Descriptions
(Teacher Reference Sheet)

I. Chef Cook: Prepares food in a restaurant, cafeteria, cafe, school food service operation, hospital, and so
forth. The job titles are sometimes used interchangeably; however, a chef usually has special training to
prepare elaborate foods in special restaurants.

2. School Food Service Manager: Supervises, prepares, and serves food; orders supplies and food for kitchen;
directs other food service workers; and has charge of lunch money.

3. Otfeteria Worker: Helps prepare food, serve food, and clean up kitchen. In schools, students often help serve
and sell food, clean tables, and wash dishes.

4. Baker: Uses flour made from various grains and other ingredients to make bread, rolls, crackers, and other
baked products.

5. Waiter: A man who serves customers food in a restaurant or other eating establishment.
6. Waitress: A woman who serves customers food in a restaurant or other eating establishment.
7. Dishwasher: Washes dishes in a restaurant, cafeteria, or other eating establishment .

Food Processors
(Teacher Reference Sheet)

I. Baker: Uses flour and other ingredients to make baked products, such as bread, rolls, buns, muffins,
crackers, cookies, cakes, and pies.

2. Butcher: Cuts large pieces of meat, such as beef, lamb, pork, or poultry, into smaller pieces, such as roasts
and chops.

3. Cannery worker: Processes foods like tomatoes or peaches to preserve them by sealing them in jars or cans.
Catteery workers include sorters who separate the good food from the spoiled; graders who separate food
according to its sire and shape; and canners who seal the food in the jars or cans.

4. Meat packer: Packages the cut pieces of meat in plastic or paper wrap so that they are ready for the customer
to buy.

5. Miller: Buys grain from f rmers and runs it through machines which remove the hulls from the grain. Some
grain, sach as white rice, has the bran removed; and some grain, wheat, for example, is ground into flour.

6. Packer: Puts food into boxes or other containers so it is ready for the customer to buy.
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Ch4er Four
41

The nutrition education ledons for students in grade three were designed as a resource for
administrators, teachers, school food service employees, and othcrs who wish to offer
instruction about food choices, factors influencing food choices, fo6d-related careers, con-
sumer competencies, and food handling. The lessons and activities can be used in their
entirety or selectively.

Eich lesson activity provides a complete and detailed description of the procedures and a
list of required instructional materials.

(



JOPIC FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 1. Identifying Personal Energy Needs
An information acquisition lesson designed to help students identify
ono activity which requires less energy (from food) and one activity
which requires more energy (from food)

Objective ...-

After completing this lesson, students should be able to distinguish activities which use more energy from
those which use less energy.

Key Facts
The body requires energy from food to be active, to form new tissues during growth, to heat the body, and to

repair tissue after injury. Activities that require vigorous movement of the body use more energy than those that
involve slow or no movement. Some activities that use more or large amounts of energy are walking, running,
jumping, playing soccer or other sports, or mowing the lawn. Some activities that use little energy include
reading, watching TV, sitting in class, or sleeping.

All energy used in the body cornes from the burning of energy-yielding food or body fat. People who fail to eat
enough food to provide the amount of energy their bodies need will lose weight because they must burn up some
body tissue. If one eats more food than necessary, the excess food is stored in the body as fat and a sain in weigfit
occurs. Therefore, an individual's activity must match his or her food intake if the person is to maintain a certain
weight.

Activities: Energy Needs

Procedures Materials needea

I. Inform the student's' that they will be learning more about food.and
energy by participating in an experiment. Divide the class into two
groups. Take them to the playground. Have Groug A sit quietly and
watch while Group B runs to the other end of the playground and
back. Return to the classroom. Ask the students which group used
more energy. Why do they think it takes more energy to run than to
sit? Lead them to conclude that the. more active a person is, the more
energy is used. The less active a person is, the less.energy is used.

2. Use the work sheet "Energy" its a transparency to review activities
that require more energy from food and those that require less.

3. Using activity word cards, ask a student to pick a card from the stack
and pantomime the activity. Other s'tudents can guess the activity
and tell if it uses a small or a large amount of energy. Continue until
all the cards have been used.

4. Place the headings "Active" and "Less Active" on the chalkboard.
Ask the students to name some activities and write them under the
correct heading.

Work sheet: "Energy," page F-94

"Activity Word Cards," page F-95

Evaluation Suggestions

I. Have students complete the work sheet "How Much Energy?" on page F-96. Check to see that students have
circled those activities that require the most energy.

2. After che students have completed the work sheet, have them fold the paper in half. On the back of the paper,
have them write the headings "Active and "Less Active" at .the top of each half. Have them list things they
like to do that fit under each treading. Check to see that students have the correct activities under each
heading.
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Notes
Answer Key: vt.

"Energy," page P-94
I. Running, mowing lat;in
2. Sitting at desk, reading 1

4 *

"How Much Energy?" page F-96
I. Running
2. Sweeping floor
3. Jumping rope
4. Riding a bike
5. Swimming
6. Skate boarding
7. Walking to school
8. Playing in a baseball game
9. Jogging a mile

,10. Mowing the lawn

, I. Juniping rope
2. Swimming
3. Jogging
4. Running
5. Riding a bike

0-
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TOPIC FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 2. 'Discussing Overeating and Overweight
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an
opportunity to share ideas, opinioni, and feelings about overeating and
being overweight

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Sequence

I. Inform' the students that the purpose of this lesson is to give them a
chance to share their feelings about a very sad turtle that is
overweight.

2. Ask the students to listen closely to the story you aro going to read
and try to find some ways they can help Freddie.

3. Read the story.
4. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page.4.
5. Restate the discussion question: What would you do if you 'were

Freddie?
6. Conduct the discussion.

Freddie's Tight Shell
Freddie was a turtle that liked to

eat. His mother always fixed him a
good breakfast, which consisted of a
glass of juice, one egg, a glass of
milk, and toast or cereal. Freddie
would finish it all and have three
more slices of toast with another
glass of milk.

For lunch, he would eat alt`Of
his own lunch from the cafeteria
and anything else his friends did
not want to eat.

Freddie liked to have a good
snack after he got home from
school. He usually had a peanut
hutter sandwich with a glass of
milk.

Mrs..Turtle tried to serve her
family a good dinner every night.
Since Freddie liked to eat, he
would have two help9gs of
everything.

Freddie would feel so full after
eating that he cOuld not run or
play with his friends. When the
other turtles would play games,
Freddie would just sit on the side
and say, "This game is dumb."
Secretly, he wanted to play, but he
felt funny because he was so fat.
Watching the others having a good
time without him made Freddie feel
so, bad that he would eat even
more to try to make himself feel
better. His shell was getting very
tight, and it was hard for him to
tie his shoelaces in the morning.
The more unhappy Freddie was, .,the
more food he ate.

What would you do if you were
Freddie?
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TOPIC FOOD CHOR:i

Lesson 3. identifying the School Lunch Pattern

An information acquisition lesson designed to help students Wen- .

lily the food groups that are included in the school lunch pattern

Objective
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify the food groups required in the school lunch

pattern.

Key Facts
The school lunch p'ttern from the National School Lunch Program (USbA) requires:

USDA recommends, but does not require, that you adjust portions by age / grade group to bttter meet the food and nutritional needs of children according

to their ages. If you adjust portions, Groups 1
IV are minimum,requirements for the age/ grade groups. specified. If you do not adjust portions, the Group

I V portions are the portions to serve all children:

Components

Grades
K-3,

ages 5-8
(Group III)

Grades
4-12

age 9 & over
(Group IV)

,.
Specific Requirements

Meat or Meat A serving of one of the following or
a combination tO give an equivalent

Alternate quantity .

'
Must be served in the main dish or the, main

dish and one other menu item.
Textured vegetable protein products, cheese

alternate products, and enriched macaroni with
fortified protein may be used to meet part of the
meat/meat alternate requirement. Fact sheets on
each of these alternate foods give detailed
instructions for use.
NOTE: The amount you must serve of a single
meat alternate may seem too large for the
particular age group you are serving. To make
the quantity of the meat alternate more
reasonable, use a smaller amount to meet part of
the requirement and supplement with another
meat or meat alternate in another part of the
meal to meet the full requirement. .-

Lean meat, poultry, or fish (edible
. portion as served)

i Iii oz (42 g) 2 oz (56 g)
.

Cheese I oz (42 g) 2 oz (56 g)

Large egg I 1

Cooked dried beans or peas
1/2 cup
(110 g)

IA cup
(110 g)

Peanut butter
3 Tbsis
1,48 g)

4 Tbsp
(64 g)

Vegelable Two or more servings of vegetables
or fruit or both to totaland/or Fruit

1/2 cup

(HO g) ,

3/4 cup

(165 g)

No more *an one-half of the total requirement

may be met with full-strength fruit or vegetable
juice.

Cooked dry beans or peas may be used as a
meat alternate or as a vegetable but not as both

in the same meal.

Bread or Bread Servings of bread I. bread alternate

Alternate A serving is:
1 slice of whole grain or enriched

bread
A whole grain or enriched biscuit,

roll, muffin, etc.
IA cup of cooked whole grain or

enriched rice, macaroni, noodles,
whole grain or enriched pasta
products, or other cereal grains,
such as bulgur or corn grits

A combinartatrf any of the
above

8 per
week

,

8 per
week

At least 1/2 serving of bread or an equivalent
quantity of bread alternate for Group 1, and 1,

serving for Groups 11V, must be served daily.
Enriched macaroni with fortified protein may

be used-as a meat alternate or as a bread
alternate but not as both in the same meal.
NOTE: Food Buiing Guide for School Food
Service, PA-1257 (1980) provides the information
for the minimum weight of a serving.

Milk A serving of fluid milk
-

IA pint
(8 fl oz)
(240 mL)

1,i pint
(8 fl oz)
(240 mL)

.
At least one of the following forms of milk must
tor: offered:

Unflavored lowfat milk
Unflavored skim milk
Unflavored buttermilk

NOTE: This requirement does not prohibit
offering other milks, such as whole milk or
flavored milk, along with one or more of the
above.

These requirements are based on the daily dietary needs of a child ten to twelve years old. The meal is intended to supply one-third of the child's daily

recommended dietary allowance.
As an option, portion sizes may be smaller for children enrolled up to grade threeup to 25 percent less than the portions required for children enrolled

in grades four and above.



Activities: The School Lunch Pattern

Procedtdres

NOTE: [his lesson requires knowlegge of the Basic Four food groups.
A review of the four groups and representative foods in each group is
appropriate.

I. Discuss the importance of the school lunch program. Display and
discuss a miniposter "Why Eat in the Cafeteria?" The students may
wish to write their own poems related to the importance of good
nutrition or why they should eat in the cafeteria.

2. After lunch, ask the students to name foods that were served on the
school lunch menu. Ask them to classify foods on the menu accord-
ing to the Basic Four food groups. Inform them-that these four
groups are in the school lunch every day. U,se the chart "School
Lunch Pattern" as a transparency to illustrate how a school lunch
contains the Basic Four food groups.

3. Write "School Lunch Pattern" on the chalkboard and distribute the
handout "School Lunch Pattern Every Day." -Describe the menu
requirements and explain why school lunch programs must conform
with them (e.g., to meet the food and nutritional needs of children, to
be eligible for reimbursement from the government). Explain that

-the school lunch pattern is a minimum reqbirement and that other
foods can Ile added.

4. Obtain from the food service director enough copies of the school's
monthly lunch menus for each student. Distribute the menus to the
students and ask them to match the menu items to the school lunch
pattern food groups. Write on the board the names of these food
groups (e.g., milk, meat or meat alternate, fruit and vegetable, and
bread or bread alternate). Ask for volunteers to Write menu items
under the appropriate food groups listed on the board. Have the
students determine whether the menu meets the pattern require-
ments.

5. Distribute ale "Plan a Lunch" work sheet to the students. Have them
plan a school lunch menu individually or in small groups. Have the
class exchange the menus for discussion ancLreview. Ask the food
service ,director whether one of the student's planned lunches could
be served at the school or be included in the district's luncti menu.

Materials needed

Review pages 12-13 in Nutrition Edu-444
cationChoose Well, Be WellA Re-
source Manual for Preschool, Kinder-
garten, and Elementary Teachers and
pages 34 and 39 in this guide.

Miniposter Master: "Why Eat in the
Cafeteria?" page F-97

Chart: "School Lunch Pattern," page
F-98

Handout: "School Lunch Pattern Every
Day," page F-99

School's lunch menus

Work sheet: "Plan a Lunch," page F-
100

Evaluation Suggestion

Have students complete the work sheet "On Your Way to Good Nutrition," page F-I 01.

Food Service Involvement
I. Invite the food service manager to conduct this lesson.
2. Ask the food service director to include information about the school lunch pattern on the back of the

district's lutich menu that is sent home.

Answer Key:
"On Your Way to Good Nutrition," page F-I01
Put an X number's I, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10.

Notes
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Lesson 4. Recognizing Family Differences
in Selecting and Serving Food

An information acquisition lesson designed to help students recognize
that families have different ways of selecting and serving food

Objective
After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify foods eaten by people from different cultures.

Key Facts
All people have the same basic needs for food. These needs are met in various ways with different foods.
Families serve foods in diverse ways, such as, family style, buffet, or picnic style. How they serve food may be a

result of their cultural background. For instance, in Nicaragua there is no snacking; food is eaten only during
meals. In Japan, food is served in many plates and bowls of various sizes.

Families also have different ways of selecting foods. If both parents work and their children are small, they
may buy more convenience foods because they take less time to prepare. Families with a parent at home to cook
often select foods which require more preparation and longer cooking times.

Cultural background May also affect food selection. An Italian family may use more tomatoes and kinds of
pasta compared with a Mexican family, which might use more cornmeal.

Mot, cultures have foods which can be classified according to one of the Basic Four food groups. (See t.he
chart on page 66.) In Oriental cultures little or no milk products are consumed, but tofu (soy bean curd) and
various green vegetables are eaten.,These foods are high in calcium and help to provide this important nutrient
which milk and milk products contain.

Activities: Family Differences in ,Selecting and Serving Food

Procedures Materials needed

I. Display four pictures of culturally and or ethnically different fami-
lies (e.g., Jewish, Afro-American, Asian, and Mexican). Discuss with
students similarities and differences in the pittures (utensils, foods,
and so forth).

2. Discuss the four food groups foods everyone needs every day for
good health. Show ethnic pictures one at a time and ask, "Which
food groups do you think this family needs every day?" Identify the
ethnic foods in each of tbe four food groups that each ethnic group
eats. Have students complete the work sheet "Four Food Groups
Ethnic.Style."

3.. Atter completing the discussion about each ethnic group, draw a
chart outline on the chalkboard similar to the "Basic Four Ethnic
Food Guide for Teachers." Ask students to narne ethnic foods from
group discussions. Write the food in the correct box on the chart, as
indicated by' the student.

4. Prepare and taste at least one ethnic food from one Culture, or
prepare and taste several different ethnic foods from the same food
group (bagels, rice, tortillas). Ask a parentsto demonstrate preparing
an ethnic food. Send a letter home describing a cultural food.
experience.

Pictures of different ethnic family groulps,
pages F-I 02 F-105

"Basic Ostftir Ethnic Food Guide for
Teachers," page 66
"Ethnic Food Glossary," page 67
Work sheet: "Four Food Groups
Ethnic Style," page F-I 06

"How to Make a Tortilla," page F-107
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Evaluation Suggestions
1. Name an ethnic fooa or foods. Have the students identify which family typically eats that food.
2. Show the ethnic family pictures on pages F-102 F-I 05, one at a time. Ask the class to identify orally the

- ethnic foods the family would eat.

Food Service invo(vement
Have a day each month when food comimon to a certain culture is featured in the school lunch. Ask the food

service manager to describe the ingredients in the menu and/or the food groups selected. (NOTE: Food service
persotinel need to know at least one month in advance of the event for menu planning purposes.)

Notes
Answer Key

"FoOr Food GroupsEthnic Style," page F-I06
Isaac: I, 2, 4, 3
Kim: 4, 2, I, 3
Maria: 4, 3, 2,, I

Kenya: 2, I, 4, 3

06

Basic Four Ethnic Food Guide for Teachers

Jewish

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
and Beans Group

Fruit and
Vegetable Group

Bread and
Cereal Group

Milk and
Cheese Group

Lox
Gefi Ite fish
Beef '

Poultry

Common fruits
and vegetables

Bagels
Matzo
Challah

Milk
products,
all kinds

,

Afro-American
Ribs
Ham
Black-eyed peas

Okra
Greens (mustard,
collard)
Sweet potato

,

Cornbread
Grits -

Buttermilk (also
calcium from
green vegetables)

1

Asian

, .

ish '
Bean cake (tofu)
Pork
Beef
Eggs

Bok choy
Bean sprouts
Pea pods
Mandarin oranges
Green vegetables

Rice
Noodles
Wonton

Very little milk
(calciuth from
bean cakes [tofu]
and green ,
vegetables)

.

Mexican

.

.

Beef
,Beans
Pork
Chicken
Eggs

Bananas (Plantains)
Melons
Avocados
Tomatoes
Bell peppers

Tortillas
(corn and flour)
Rice

.

Custard (flan)
Cheese
Milk

_
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Ethnic Food Glossary
This is a uide to thc various cultural foods mentioned on the chart "Basic Four Ethnic Food Guide for

.4..
Teachers," ge 66.

Bean cake Tofu (soybean curd): This soft, white, cheese-like food is made from soybeans and is very high in
protein, but has no distinct flavor. Bean cake, often used in Oriental dishes, such as soups, salads, and stir-
fried vegetables, is also called tofu, or dowfoo.

Bean sprouts: Wing or soybeans are sprouted and eaten raw or cooked in Oriental dishes.

Bok choy: This leafy green vegetable from the cabbage family is used in Oriental dishes.
Challah (Hallah): This braided cgg bread with poppy seeds oh top.is traditionally served at Jewish celebrations.

Gefilie fish: This is a Jewish dish which is a mixture of cooked flaked fish, bread crumbs, eggs, and seasonings that
is often formed into oblong shapes, or it may be prepared as balls and boiled in a fish stock.

Grits: This is white or yellow corn from which the bran and germ have been removed and which is often cooked
and strved as a cereal or as an accompaniment to breakfast in place of hash browns. Grits are more coarsely ground
than corn meal.

Lox: Smoked salmOn is a traditional Jewish food.

Matzo: This unleavened bread, which is similar to a cracker, is a traditional Jewish food.

Wonton: These small squares of wheat dough are folded and filled with vegetables and meat. Similar to the
Italian ravioli, wonton may be served either fried or boiled in a soup.

7 i
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TOPIC FACTORS INF L UE NCING FOOD CHOICES

Lesson 5. Trying Unusual Foods
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an
opportunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about trying unusual
foods

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Soquoncs
I. Inform the students that the purpose of the lesson is to giVe them a

( chance to share their ideas about trying unusual foods,
2. Tell the students that in a few minutes you are going to tell them a

story abut a boy named Ken who is faced with a problem.
3. Explain that the story is about a food from France, and show the

students where France is on a map or globe.
4. Explain that after you read the story, you are going to ask them to

make suggestions through a discussion about what they think this
boy should do:

5. Read the story "Ken Visits Pierre."
6. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
7. Present the discussion question: What would you do if you were

-Ken?
8. Conduct the discussion.

68

Mtn Visits Pisrre
Pierre came running down the

sidewalk to meet Ken and to help
him carry his suitase and sleeping
bag. No, Ken was not running
away from home. His parents were
leaving tomorrow morning for a
weekend trip,'ind arrangements had .

been made for Ken to spend the
weekend with his best friend Pierre.

The two boys had been the best
of friends since school started in
September. This was right after
Pierre had moved into the
neighborhood from France. Before
coming to the United States, Pierre
had lived only in France, and he
did not keow anyone or have any
friends when he first moved into
town. But Ken, who had lots of
friends, took care of that prDblem.
When their teacher, Mrs. Clark, sat
the boys next to each other in
class, they became great friends.
Pierre quickly learned a lot about
life in the United States from Ken,
and Ken learned a great deal from
Pierre about France.,

Ken and Pierre began to do
almost everything together. During
school, they would always work
together on the same group project,
help each other with their
homework, spend recess together,
pick each other to be on their
team, and eat their lunches
together. Ken sometimes noticed
that Pierre would have in his lunch
some kinds of food he had never
scen before. But Ken did not give it
a lot of thought because they were
busy talking about the bdseball



Procedures Materials needed

game they would start up after
school.

This weekend they had planned -

to do a lot of things, including
playing baseball with their other
friends down at the park. But first
they had to wash up for dinner.
Pierre told Ken that his mother was
fixing something special for their
dinner. Ken got excited as he began
to wonder whether it would be
hamburgers, hot dogs, or maybe,
barbecued steaks.

When the whole family sat down
at the table and the food was about
to be served, Pierre's mother told
Ken that they were having escargot
for dinner. She explained that
escargot was French for snails and
was a special treat in France.
"Snails!" Ken thought. "Is this the
special treat for dinner?" He had
never eaten snails before. He had
stepped on a few in his garden, but
he had never eaten any. What was
he going to do? He was not very
excited about eating them, but he
did not want to hurt the feelings of
Pierre and his family. They thought
escargot was special and probably
had prepared the snails in his
honor. He did not know what to
do as his plate of snails was passed
to him.

What would you do if you were
Ken?

7)
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Lesson 6. Selecting Foods
A values awareness lesson in which students explore
their values about selecting foods

Procedures Materials needed

Acthity Sircitonc.
I. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to help them'

become aware of some of their values about foods which affect their
food choices.

2. Ask the students to think back to their breakfast or to their dinner
last night and list the foods they ate. Explain that their list will be
only for their use. They shOuld include everything they ate or drar
as part of the. meal.

3. Ask the students to look at their c4n lists and try to figure out why
the person who prepared the food selected those particular foods
for that meal. To demonstrate what you mean, ask one of the
students to report one food he or she listed; then invite the entire
class to try to guess why that food might have been chosen by the
person who prepared the food. (Milk: It has much nutritional value;
it contains calcium to help build strong teeth and bones; it tastes
good; it is always served at mealtimes; it is readily available.) As the
students respond, look for and reinforce reasons, such as taste,
smell, color, texture, nutritional value, ease of preparation, time of
day, cost, and so forth.

4. Emphasize that each time we have the oppOrtunity to choose food
for ourselves, we usually have some reasons for selecting those
particular foods.

5. Indicate that the reasons most people haye for selecting the food
they eat or prepare for .others often include the following: taste,
smell, color, texture, nutritional value, ease of preparation, time of
day, trying something new, or cost.
a. Review each of these reasons for food choices and explain or

give examples, as appropriate. Write each of these reasons for
selecting foods on the chalkboard under the heading "Reasons
for Selecting."

b. Ask the students if they have other reasons for selecting the food
they eat. If appropriate, add these reasons to the list on the
board. (No more than three or four should be added, or the list
will become too lengthy for the aetivity which follows.)

c. When the discussion about reasons for selecting foods has just
about concluded, also add the following: "Parent's or Guard-
ian's Advice" and "Friend's Choices." Point out that we may
also choose some of the food we eat because our parents have
told us it is good for us (nutritional value) or because one of our
friends eats the food.

6. Distribute the work sheet "Reasons 'for Selecting Foods" to each
student. Point out that the words listed in the left column are the
same as those you wrote on the board and discussed. Ask the stu-
dents to add any words to their papers that you added to the list on
the chalkboard. Give other exarnples, as appropriate, for your
students.

70
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Work sheet: "Reasons for Select-
ing Foods," page F-I 08



Ptocedures Matenals needed

7 . Direct the students' attention to the columns "Very Important,"
"Important,", and "Not Important." Inform the class that you now
want them to select one of the foods that they listed on their paper.
They are going to rate that food on the "Reasons for Selecting"
work sheet. Have them w ite the name ofotheir food choice in the
box at the bottom of th page. in with the first reason, taste.
Ask the students to circle umber I only if they chose the food
because the taste was very important to them.

84,Continue rating the other reasons for choosing in the same manner
by having the students circle the appropriate number. Note that
they may circle more than one of the seasons as very important.

9. After the studentsltve rated Their rettegans for selecting the food,
ask them to circle the reasons that they rata] as number 1, or VerY
Important.

10. Invite the students who wish to do so to state which foods they
selected and to share their reasons for choosing the ones they rated
very important. As various students report, you may make the point
that some people may have the same reasons for choosing, or some
may have different reasons. Even in those instances in which two or
more students have selected the same food, their reasons for choo -
ing may be different, or they may be the same.

I I. Next, tell the students to cross out the words reasons for at the top
, of the column and write the words values about in their place.

Change the heading on the chalkboprd in the same manner. Point
out that the list of reasons for choosing food that they rated as very
important (and which they have circled) is really a list of some of
their values about foods. (You may also explain that they undoubt-
edly have other food-choice values that are not listed on the paper.)

12. Write the following sentence on the chalkbaord: One of my values
about food is its Read the sentence to the students
arid add one of your values about choosing food as an illustration of
what you want them to do.

13. Ask several students, one at a time, to volunteer to read aloud the
sentence and to insert one of their values about food in the blank.
Remind them that their values are those reasons for choosing that
they rated as number 1, or Very Important.

14. COncludg the activity with the statement, "When we talk about
food, some people will have the same values and *tome will have
different ones." Explain that what usually makes a choice difficult is
we have more than one value about food. We may like the taste of a.
certain food, for example, but the nutritional value may be very
low. Another food may not taste as good, but its nutritional value
may be much higher; therefore, Kgple may choose the not-as-good
tasting food instead of the food that just tastes good.
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Lesson 7. Preparing Food
An Information acquisition lesson designed to help
students identify two ways of cooking food

Objective
After completing this lesson, the students should be able to state two ways of preparing and cooking food.

Key Facts
Ther re number of ways to cook ood. bake, fry, stir-fry, boil, steam, roast, stew, barbeque, broil,

mi wase, pr sure cook, braise, and grill.
Vegetables a prepared for eating by washing, peeling, slicing, and 'cooking them in various Ways. (Peeling is

not necessary for most vegetables.) Two ways of cooking vegetables that best retain their nutrients are steaming

and stir-frying.

Activities: Food Preparation

Procedures Materials needed

I. Ask students to name wAgYrnat food is prepared for eating (raw or
cooked). Ask them to identify differed ways foods are cooked (in
water, in the oven,,and so forth).

2. Discuss why food is cooked (to make it taste better, to make it easier
to eat, to make it safe to eat). Brainstorm with students specific ways
of cooking food: bake, fry, stir-fry, steam, boil, roast, stew, bar-
beque, broil, microwave, pressure cook, braise, and grill.

3. Bring to class some raw vegetables that can be cooked easily (e.g.,
carrots, green beans, zucchini). Show the vegetable in its taw state.
Review the preparation steps. Cut part of the vegetable into small
portiOns so that each student can taste it raw. Of the remaining
vegetable, steam half of it and bake the other half. (Perhaps the food
service personnel can prepare the cooked vegetables if cooking facili-
ties are not available in the classroom.) Have the students taste the
raw and cooked vegetables and compare the textures and taste.

Note: 'This lesson is.greatly facilitated if parental help is available \
to conduct the activity.

4. Review ihe stir-fry method with the students. Stir-fry some vege-
tables and have the class sample them.

5. Have students complete the hidden word game "Cooking Magic"
which identifies ways of cooking food.

Raw vegetables
Steamer
Heating unit
Frypan
Toaster-oven

Handout: "Stir-Frying," page F-109

Work sheet: "Cooking Magic," page
F-I 10

Evaluation Suggestions

I. During the stir-fry denionstration ask students to name orally additional ways in which foods can be cooked.
2. Have the students complete the work sheet "Preparing Food," page F-I I I. Determine whether students have

listed correctly the sequence of steps involved in preparing and eating vegetables.

Food Service involvement
I. Invite the food service manager to discuss ,some menu items which can be served raw or cooked.
2. Ask the food service manager to discuss the methods of cooking used to prepare vegetables in the cafeteria.
3. Arrange for students to visit the cafeteria to watch the preparation of the school lunch.
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Answer Key:
"Cooking Magic," page F-I10
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Find the hidden words: _

Bake Stir-fry Stew

Barbeque Grill Boil

.Pressure cook Steam Broil

Fry Roast Microwave

NOTE: The words may be spelled up and down or sideways.

"Preparing Food," page F-I I I

A. I. wash, 2. peel, 3. cut, 4. cook, 5. eat
B. The following are two ways of cooking a carrot: 1. steaming; and .2. stir-frying
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Lesson 8. Exploring Preferences in Fruit Preparation
A values awareness lesson in which students explore
their values about different preparations of a specific fruit

Procedures Materials needed

Activity ftqwmce
I . Review with the students what is meant by preparing fruit for eating

(many students have eaten only whole fruit). Ask them to recall
different ways they have eaten a comnion fruit. (Do not discuss
apples since they will be explored in this lesson.) As the students
comment, use the words whole fruit, sliced fruil, dried fruit, cooked
fruit, and or the fruit as a juice.

2. Inform the students that the purpose of thil lesson is to help them
become aware of some of their values (or what they like) about how
fruit is prepared for eating. Comment that for them to become
aware of their own values about how fruit is prepared for eating,
they will have a chance to taste apples prepared in different ways.
The fWe ways apples have been prepared for them are as follows: (I)
juice; (2) cooked; (3) dried; (4) sliced and peeled; and (5) halved. As
you mention these five ways of preparing fruit, write the words
across the top of the chalkboard as column headings.

3. Tell the students that you are going to give each person some apples
prepared in these five ways. Ask them not to begin tasting until you
tell them to do so.

it. Distribute the food to the students.
5. Tell the students that they are going to be tasting the apple prepared

in these different ways so that they can decide which ways they
prefer. Since they will all be sampling the same fopd at the same
time (all tasting the juice, then the applesauce, and so on), they
should not try a food until you tell them to do so. Also, as they
sample the food, they should not eat it all, but rather take just

'enough to get the flavor, textu-re, and aroma. In that way, they will
have some left to taste again later on if they wish to compare two
ways of preparing a food to decide which they like better.

6. Ask the students to sample each of the ways the apple has been
prepared; one method at a time, and tell them that you will be
asking them which of these ways they liked best and why.

7. After the students have sampled the food, ask them to hold up their
hands if they prefer the apple prepared as juice. Write the students'
names down on the chalkboard under the heading "juice." Continue
in the same manner, reviewing the other ways the food0'has been
prepared for the lesson. Note that they may prefer the apple served
in more than one of the ways listed ontihe board, and that is all
right.

8. After you have reviewed all five ways the ple has been prepared,
go back to the first column and ask the stu ents whose names are
listed to answer the question: What is there about having the fruit
served to you in this manner ,that you like? Point out that as they
respond, they may not use words such as good, nice, or others that
mean the same thing. (These are judgmental, not descriptive, words
about why they liked the way the fruit was prepared. If students say
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8.1

Have enough of the following foods
prepared Tor each student:

I. Apple juice
2. Applesauce (Tongue depressors

may be used as spoons or
plastic spoons may be used.)

3. Dried apples
4. Sliced apples with the peel and

seeds removed'
5. Apple halves with thc skin and

seeds intact
Half sheet of paper
Napkins

(You may want to invite the
c;feteria manager, students, am,/ or
parents to help supply and prepare
the food items and other supplies
needed for this food experience.
These people may also be able to
supply small paper tasting cups,
such as those used in restaurants
for tartar sauce.)



Procedures Materials needed

that thc fruit is good, ask them what there is about fruit prepare
that way that makes then like it. This teacher response may help the
student find a. descripMe word that can be listed on the chalk-
board.) Students may need some help in finding appropriate de-
scriptive words. Look for words, such as chewy, sweet, sour, crisp,
fresh, good tart' taste, easier, or more convenient to eat, skinned, no
seeds, and so forth. In the appropriate columns, list the reasons the
students report. The reasonshould not be grouped according 'to
the students' names, but 'rather just listed to represent a composite
list of descriptive words.

9 After the list of descriptive words has been completed for the five
ways the apple was prepared, point out that the students have listed
some of their values about ways fruit is prepared for serving. Then
write the following sentence on the chalkboard: One of my values
about the way fruit is prepared is that it is .Read
the sentence to the students; then ask them to write the sentence on
their pieces of paper.

10 After the students have written the sentence on their pieces of paper,
invite them to refer to the chalkboatd and fill in the blank with one
or two of their descriptive words. Illustrate this by completing the
blank with one or two of your values about the way the fruit is
prepared for serving, such.as: One of my values about the way fruit
is prepared is that it is chewy.

I I Inv ite kome of the students to read their value statements about the
way fruit is prepared for serving. It you wish to do so, you can make
a sort of game out of this reporting. When a student reports his or
her value about the way fruit is prepared, invite the class members
to ,,ee if they can guess which way of preparing the fruit the student
prefers. -I he student can then tell them if they are right or wrong.
An advantage of this game is that it intuitively introduces the notion
that people's N. a I ue s about food preparation help them choose the
foods they eat.

12 Conclude the activit y. by pointing out that some people may like
fruit prepared in vanous ways and that some peoplemay have
different values about the way fruit is prepared. Conversely, lots of
people like fruit prepared in the same way; they have the same
values about the way fruit is prepared.

a

Values Application .0
As a follow up to this values awareness lesson and to reinforce values about how fruit is prepared for serving,

you may invite the students to share ways other fruit is prepared and what their values are about those methods.
As a result of this follow-up activity, you have the opportunity fo make the point that while if person may have
one value about the way onc fruit is prepared e.g.. apples should he crisp he or she may have a different value
about the way another fruit is prepared e.g., bananas should be soft abd mushy.
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Lesson 9. Washing Hands
An open-ended discussion lesson through wh h students have an
opportunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelin about handling food
without washing their hands first

A
Procedures , Materials needed

tole cusslon Sequence
1. Inform the students that the purpose of this lesson is to excha ge

opinions and ideas about not washing hands before eating.
2. Tell -the students you will read them a "Dear Abby" letter. They wil

be asked to give their ideas about solving this problem later.
3. Read the letter from Michelle.
4. Preknt-the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, liage 4.
5. Restate the discUssion question: What would you do if this were your

problem?
6. Conduct the discussion.

Letter from Michelle

Dear Boys and Girls,

I have a problem that I hope you
n hell; me solve. M,om and Dad

t ught me to always wash my
ha ds before eating or working in
the itchen.

This year our classmates go straight
from the playground to lunch with-
out washing their hurls. Most
of my friends and I bring bag
lunches to school. Sometimes my
friends want to share some special
fqod with me. I'm afraid to eat the
foods my friends have handled with
their dirty hands, bui I don't Want
to hurt their feelings by saying no.

What should I do?

Signed,

- What would you cly if this were
your problem?

4

-4



TOPIC CONSOMI H, LOMPI TINCIFS

Lesson 10. Recognizing the Main ingredient on a Label
An information acquiellion lesson designed to help tudents recognize
the main ingredient in a food product as indicated o he label

Objective
After completing this lesson, the students should be able to identify the main ingredient of a food product

from the list of ingredients on its label.

Key Facts
An "ingredient" is something which is contained in a product. The main ingredient comes first in the list of

ingredients on the label. In California all food labels, except those for fluid milk and ice cream, must contain lists
of ingredients.

The purpose of a food label is to help consumers know the contents bf the food they buy and t mak better
food purchases. Consumers can use food labels to compare the ingredients in the package with the in ents in
the recipe for the same food that they make at home.

ActMties: Food Labels

Procedures

I. Use a canned fruit or vegetable as a visual aid. Ask the students what
is in the can. How do they know? (from the label) What ase does the
label tell the consumer? Point out to the students the ingredient
information listed on the label. List the ingredients on the board.
Show the students that the first ingredient on the label is the major
ingredient in the product. Using a popular cereal that has the first
ingredient listed as sugar, ask the students'to look at the label and te
you what the major ingredient is. Discuss the significance of suga
being listed first. As a follow-up, studentscould be allowed to eat th
canned fruit or vegetable or make a fruit or vegetable salad.
Ask students to bring to class an empty cereal box from home.
Display the boxes around the room foil students to examine. (Use
only one box of each kind of breakfas cereal.) Have the students
complete the "Label Detective" work sheet.

3. Assemble some pancake ingredients; then measure and display them.
Be sure the class observes how all the ingredients are measured. List
the ingredients on the board. Ask the students to arrange the pre-
measured ingredients in the order they would appear on a label for
pancake mix.

Distribute and review with the class the work sheet "Which Is the
Main Ingredient?" If necessary:review the ingredients needed to
make pancakes. Begin with the first one.,(NOTE: The students do
not need to,conceptualize the ingredient amounts if the ingredients
are premeasured and on display.) nad the problem on the work
sheet, and have the students place their answers on the sheet. Ask
them to share their answers, and then do an example on the board.
Have the students complete problem 2. Compare the work sheet
labels with the ingredients on a carton of pancake mix. As a follow-
up activity, prepare some pancakes,and top them With applesauce.
Distribute.the "Student Re.cipe Sheet" on, page F-114.

Materials needed

One canned fruit or vegetable

One box of children's cereal with.
ugar listed as the first ingredient

Empty cereal boxes
Work sheet: "Label Detective," page
F-112

Premeasured pancake ingredients
Work sheet: "Which Is the Main In-
gredient?" page F-113
Box of pancake mix

"Student Recipe Sheet," page F-I14
Pancake ingredients.
Applesauce '
Griddle
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Evaluation Suggestions
I. Have the students examinc a specific food product and identify its main ingredient.
2. Have the students bring a label from a favorite food and share what they learned about their food product.
3. Have thc students visit a local market and compare the labels on familiar food products for main in'gredients.

Food Service involvment
Ask the food service workers to provide a bulletin board displa of empty food containers that have their

ingredients circled.

Answer Key:
"Which Is thc Main Ingredient?", page F-113
1. no, flour, sugar
2. ftour, milk, eggs, oil, baking powder, sugar

Notes

A
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Lesson .11. Discovering influetpces onVereal Choices
An open-ended discussion lesson through which the students have a
to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about box design, taste, or ingred e
that influence their choices of cereals

unity,

Procedures Materials needed

Discussion Soquence
I. Inform the students that the purpose of ts lesson is to allow them

to share some of their opinions and ideas about the design of and
information on cereal boxes.

2. Ask the students to bring in empty cereal boxes.
3. Place the three signs on the table or counter so that the cereal boxes

rhay be placed behind them.
4. Place one of the cereal boxes behind one of the signs. Tell the

students that you think it belongs in that particular category,
although someone else might put it in one of the other two. Explain
that each person has a right to his or her opinion about where the
box belongs, that there is no right or wrong placement. (Skip this
demonstration procedure if you feel the children will try to please
you rather than express their true feelings.)

5. Ask the students to volunteer ,to place the remaining cereal boxes
in one of the three categories. Have them tell why they chose to put
them where they did.

6. After all the boxes have been categorized, ask the class the follow-
ing questions:
a. What characteristics do all the cereal boxes have, in common

(size, colors, pictures, prizes, and so forth)?
b. Do all the cereal boxes have a list of ingredients on t m? Is the

informarren in the same location on all the boxe ?
c. How much did the design of the cereal box have to do with the

category where the box was placed?
d. How much did the taste of the cereal have to do with the cate-

gory where the box was placed?
e. How much did the list of ingredients on the cereal box have to do

with the category where the box was placed? (NOTE: It may, be
necessary to read the ingredient names to the students and to
explain that some cereals have ingredients, such as BHT, added
to keep them fresh.)

7. When these questions have been discussed, present the discussion
question: Is the taste, design of the box, or list ot ingredients most
important to you in choosing a cereal, and why?

8. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
9. Restate the discussion question.

10. Conduct the discussion.

Empty cereal boxes
Table or counter space
Three pieces of 9 x 12 inch (23 x 30
cm) construction paper, folded length-
wise as signs, one each labeled "most
appealing," "average," and "least appeal-
ing"

\ib
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Lesson 12. Exploring Misleading Advertising of Food Products
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have an opportunity to share
ideas, opinions, and feelings about misleading advertising of food products

Procedures Materials needed

DISCUisi041 Sequence
I. Inform the students that the purpose of this activity is to give them

the opportunity to express how they feel about misleading food-
related advertising. They will learn about different ways some food
companies or stores try to trick or mislead their customers.

2. Introduce the lesson topic by showing a new food you bought
because the advertising convinced you to try it; but you were very
disappointed with it because the advertising was misleading. You
may also invite the students to recall similar experiences they have
had.

3. Distribute a copy of the "Tricky Advertising" work sheet to each of
the students. Inform them that as you read the items one by one,
they are to put a check by those items that are intended to trick
people,into buying the product.

4. Read the items one at a time, giving the stUdents time to place their
checks on their papers.

5. Review each of the items one at a time as follows: "Who marked
number one as tricky? Would anyone like to share why you feel it is
intended to trick you? Do any of you feel you have been tricked in
that way with a product?"
Continue With each of the remaining items in the same way. Note
that items I, 3, 4, and 6 are obviously deceptive, but the students
may report ways in which the others are deceptive as well.

6. To explore this concept further, you may want to invite the students
to cite other ways in which food-related advertising can trick
consumers.

7. Inform the students that you would like to give them an oppo rtu-
nity to discuss. Choose one of the following disCussion questions:

How do you feel about companies that mislead or try to trick
people into buying their food products?
What might people do to fry to avoid being misled or tricked by
advertising?

8. Present the discussion rifles outlined in Chapter,One, page 4.
9. Restate, as it appears in number 7, the discussion question you have

thosen for the students' response.
10. Conduct the discussion.

Work sheet:"Tricky Advertising," page
F-I15
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Lesion 13. Identifying Careers In Food Production
An Information acquisition lesion designed to help students Identify two
titles of people who process, prepare, or move food

Objective

After completing this lesson, students should be able to identify the activities and titles of people involved in
the five stages of food production.

Key Facts

The food industry includes job opportunities in growing, processing, delivering, selling, and preparing food.
1. Producer or grower: poultry ranchers, dairy farmers, cattle ranchel-s, and agricultural farmers
2. Food processors and manufacturers: butchers, canners, meat packers and people who dehydrate or manu-

facture foods; e.g., cereal9, fruit drinks, sodas, and so forth
3. Transporters: truckers and railroad, shipping, and airline workers
4. Sellers: grocery store owners and clerks, bakery salespeople, produce stand workers
5. Food preparers: cooks, chefs, family members, and bakers
All foods that we eat are affected by one or morc of these job processes.

Activitis: Food Production
40'

'procedures Materials needed

I. Display a food, item (e.g., bread) in class and ask students the follow-
ing questions:
a. Where can this food be purchased? Who works there? What kinds
-1 of jobs might this person do?
b. Who would have brought the food to the store? Where might this

person have obtained the food?
2. Write A)n the chalkboard the namesAlf the jobs identified by the

students. When each job is identified,-lisithe jobs in one of five food
production categories (do not use category headings yet): producer
or grower, food processor 'or manufacturer, transporter, seller, and
fond preparer. Repeat the questioning process with other food items
(e.g., meat, cheese, fresh produce). After the jobs have been identi-
fied,.described, and grouped according to production stage, ask the
stuilents if they can determine an appropriate category heading. (It
may be appropriate to give students clues to help them label category
headings.)

3. Discuss some unusual foods and the process they go through.
(Farmers grow cranberries cannery train store) Ask the

4 students, "Can you name the workers in each of the production
processes?"

4. Ask 'students whethq foods from all four ba'sic food grouPs go
thrOugh the five production processes. Have them give an example
from each group.
a. Meat rancher raises cattle butcher truck restaurant or

market cook
b. Milk dairy cows produce milk dairy truck processing

plant truck market or house /-
c. Fruit ahd vegetable farmer produces oranges juice man,ufac-

turer truck restaurant, market, or home
d. Grainsfarmer produces wheat mill makes flour truck

baker truck grocery. store

Food items (e.g., bread, meat, cheese,
fresh produce)



Activities: Food Processing

Procedures -Materials needed

1 Set up a food production "assembly line" and have, the students
assume the roles of fOod producers, processors, and transporters.
Have the students work in groups of six to make Orange Juicicles.

Producer: Farmer: Teacher brings oranges (enough for one-%
half ,orange per person).

Processors: Slider: Slices oranges in half.
Juicer: Using the juicer, squeezes the juice of one-
half orange info each bowl.

Blender: Adds 1/3 cup (79 mL) water to each bowl
and mixes.
Packager: Pours the cOntents of each bowl into a
small paper cup.
Labeler: Puts a small piece of tape with each group
member's name on each cup.

Transporter: Trucker: Carries Orange Juicicles to the freezer.

.

After about 20 minutes, insert the sticks into the Orange. Mimics.

2. Alternative food experience:
a. Have the students be farmers and grow herbs or alfalfa sprouts in

smfill containers.
b. Have the students be processors and make butter, yogurt, or dry

fruit.
c. Disduss the processing of wheat: See "Wheat and Its Processing."

Show the transparency of milling. Compare whole wheat bread
and white bread. Whole wheat means the entire wheat kernel, the
bran, germ, and endosperm were left in the flour. White flour has
had the bran and germ removed during milling and is enriched
with certain vitamins. Show a diagram of -the wheat kernel. If
possible, obtain a grain mill and demonstrate the grinding of the
wheat kernel into flour.

d. Have a tasting session to try foOds in their unprocessed 'form and
in their different processed forms canned, frozen, or dry. Dis-
cuss the differences in the nutrient levels of these foods. (National
Dairy Council food comparison cards can be ,used.)

Oranges
Juicer
Bowls
Paper cups
,Tape

Ice cream bar sticks

Herb seeds and small planter
Alfalfa seeds
Quart jar
Rubber band
Nylon stocking
"Alfalfa Sprouts," directions, page 8 4

"How to Make Yogurt," page 84
"How to Make Butter and Butter-
milk," page 85
"Wheat and Its Processing," page 85
"The Milling of Wheat," transparency
master, page F-I 1 6

"Wheat Kernel Diagram," page F-1 I 7

,Activities: Careers In Review 1

Procedirres Materials needed

I. 'With the game Job-0, ha,ve students review the job titles and the
duties of processors and preparers of food. Each player, receives a
playing card and approximately 20 pinto beans or other markers.,
The players cover spaces labeled "Free" with a marker. One player or
supervisor draws a skill card and reads the. job description. The
players look for the corresponding job title on their playing card and
cover the space with a marker, The first player to cover the space,
either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally wins. (NOTE: Mount
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"Job-0 Cards,' pages F-118 F-133
"Job-0 Skill Cards," pages F-134----
F-136
Bean or other markers



ActMtls: Careers in RviewContinued

Procedures Meterials needed

tke Job-0 cards and Skill Cards onto card stock and laminate. For
game storage, paste the directions on a manila envelope.)

2. Have the stu ents v sit a dairy or food packaging plant to observe
the man dif re t o the 6roduction process requires. Discuss the

students' obse ions.
.\ 3. Have the students complete the crossword puzzle "The food Crossword puzzle: "The Food Source,"

Source." page -137

1%

Evaluation Suggestions
I. After the Job-0 game, select a sample of the job description cards (skill cards) and ask the students to name

orally the job title that fits the description.
2 Hae the students complete the work sheet "Food-Related Careers," page F-I 39. Determine whether stu-

dents ha,e correctly matched lie titles and job descriptions of people who prepare, process, or serve food.

Food Service Involvement
I. Ask the food service manager to demonstrate the making of bread or another food. Let the Istudents work

with a. small amoent of dough and give them the recipe to try at home.
2. Ask the food sen ice manager to provide freshly baked bread, if possible, for the students to taste the butter

they made in class.
3. Arrange for the food service manager lo use the alfalfa sprouts grown in.clas in a salad or sandwich served as

part of the school lunch.
4. lnvitt the food service manager to visit the class and to explain that food service employees function as

professionals and are responsible for the school meals.

5 Ask a food service employee to discuss how food is delivered to the school cafeteria and how food is prepared

for school lunches.

Notes

Answer Key:
"The Food Source" crossword puzzle, page F-I37

Down

I. Fisher
2. Trucker
4. Dairy farmer
5. Grocer
8. Miller

10. Packer

Across

3. Butcher
6. Rancher
7, Processor
9. Farmer
I I. Baker
1,2. Picker
13. Chef
14. Canner

.1.
s r

e3(-411/1r1

A JNICINIE

el Isiolit
A

L.

"Food-Related Careers," page F- I 39: I , b, 2. e, 3. d, 4. h, 5. i, 6. a 7.

15.1

8. j, 9. g, 10. f, I I. n, 12. k, 13. 0, 14. m,
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Alfalfa Sprouts

Prepare afialla seeds for sprouting. Place a tablespoon (10 g) of alfalfa seeds in a pint jar and soak them
oyermght in three to four tablespoons (45 to 60 ml,) of warm water. (This soaking should be done in a dark
place. such as a cupboard.) Pour the water off the next morning. If this activity is done at home, the water mav ,
he saved and-ridded to fruit juice or soups. -I-he seeds will have doubled in si/e and should be rinsed caref ully to
prevent mold. Return the seeds to the jar and cap the jar with cheesecloth or clean nylon stocking held by a
rubber hand or jar ring. Invert the jar at an angle in a big bowl, and put the jar and bowl in .a dark, dry, warm
place (cupboard or closet).

Begin counting the days of growth by marking a calendar for all the students to see. Ask the students to rinse
thc seeds (with cool M. ater) and to drain them 4ell twice daily for two to fol4 days. After each rinsingrand
draining. ref urn the inverted jar in the howl to elle cupboard or closet. Have the students otiserve the growth
dadv. evplain again kk hat elermMts plants need to grow.

\pose the sprouts to the light for a few hours to turn the leaves green. When the sprouts have grown to he
two to three inches long. have the students prepare "Whisker Sandwiches" (buttered whole wheat bread
sprinkled \k ith alfalfa sprouts) or "Peanut Butter and Sprout Roll Ups." (Whole wheat bread is flattened and

'.spicad with peanut butter, sprouts are sprinkled on top the bread is rolled from the bottom to the top and cut in
halt

Mater

Prii,.ed UR'
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How to Make Yogurt
irst

Crock or earthenware hovAl ( II quart (1.41 1 si/e)
!Measuring spoon
Stirring spoon
Saucepan
I her rnometer (optional)
1111k 1 quart ( 95 I )

Culture 4 tahleispoons (60 ml 1 plain yogurt (use a
Warm blanket. aluminum foil, or plastic wrap
Second dav.
Small Cups and spoons rot eer \ one present
( rushed, fresh fruit in howls lor sery ing with the kogurt

hrand v it hout additiv e's)

Heat milk until it is warm hut not boiling ( tO 1. 4'1 C).
Pour it into a crock or earthenware hov4l

ool the milk until it Is a little warmer than lukewarm ( lest it hv putting'a drop on the
inside part ot the V. r 1st, the milk should feel warm but not hot.)
1dd the vogurt (w inch should he at room temperature)
Stir gentiv until well blended.
Cover the top of the howl \A ith aluminum toil or plastic wrap and cover completely the
entire howl with a: war.rh-hlanket I.et the howl stand for at least five hours or overnight at
oom temper a turi

RemoYe the blanket
Place the vogurt in the refrigerator
I he nevt day put a small amount, about a teaspoon (5 ml j, of yogurt in some cups .
astc the opurt plain. then with crushed I roh fruit.



Materials:

Procedure

How to Make Butter and Buttermilk
Rotary egg beater
Bowl or pint jar with a tight fitting lid, or individual cups or jars, such as baby food jars,
with tight fitting covers
Small wooden spoon
Measuring cup
Measuring spoon
Knife
tongue depressors for tasting butter
Small paper cups for tasting buttermil
Whipping cream (30 percent butterfat) (1/2 pint [237 cream makes 10 cup [75 g] butter)
Salt f Optional)

NOTE: If ripened cream is obtained from a dairy, the buttermilk forms or quickly and
will have a tangy taste.
Allow the cream to come to room temperature.
Put the cream into a container, bowl, or jar. (Each container should be about half full.)
Beat or shake the cream until lumps of butter forth throughout its surface. Everyone will
have a turn to beat or shake the cream since 20 to 30 minutes are required to make butter. lf
the butter is being made in a jar., the class may sit in a circle, pass the jar, and count or sing
while churning (shaking) it.
Pour off the buttermilk and chill it. -.
Put the butter in a small bowl.
With a wooden spoon, work the remaining buttermilk out of the butter.
Wash the butter several times with cold water.
Faste the butter plain: add ',/,* tsp. (1.2 g) salt, if desired, and taste it again.
I aste the butter on.whole, wheat bread. (Homemade bread is delicious!)
laste the buttermilk.

Churn, Churn, Churn the Cream
( I une: "Row, Row, Row Your Boat')

Churn, churn, churn the cream.
Churn, churn, churn the cream.
When it finally turd's to butter,

Everyone will beam.

Wheat and Its Proceseing

1,ery day, wheat is a big part of the food you eat.- Different kinds of wheat are used to make different kinds of
products. But most of the wheat is turned into flour, which is used to make everything from breads to noodles,
from crackers to cookies.

urning wheat into flour is called processing. Here is what happens.
After the wheat is harvested, the grain is loaded onto a truck which carries the grain to a tall building, a "grain

elevator,"
Here, the grain is cleaned, dried, anil weighed, Often, people who work at these elevators also "grade" the

wheat. (And you thought only students got graded!) Wheat is graded for its quality, based on government
Stand4rds,

the grading of wheat is important. It tells the farmers how much money they will get for their hard work in
producing the crop.

After the wheat is graded, it may be sold to a miller, who grinds the grain into flour. Or, the grain may be

shipped to a "terminal elevator," which is a large grain elevator. Here the grain is stored until it is shipped tp a
miller Or sent III ships to other cOuntries'.

Once the grain reaches the miller, the process of turning it into flour begins. To understand this process, you
need to know what a wheat kernel is like. First, there is a covering around the kernel, called the bran. Most bran
Is used in making feed for livestock, but some is used to bake delicious bran. muffins. Inside the bran is the
endosperm. which soon will become flour. Finally, there.is a tiny new plant in the wlieat kernel, called the germ:
Giant processing machines grind and sift the wheat kernels to make flour, which goes into sacks and is used by
bakers to produce over 250 million pounds .of bread each week in the United States. -
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Lesson 14. Exploring Food-Related Careers
An open-ended discussion lesson through which students have
an opportunity to share ideas, opinions, and feelings about food-
related careers

Procedures

Discussion Soquonco .

I. Inform the stuaents that the purpose of this lesson is to give them an
opportunity to explore their feelings and preferences about food-
related careers.

2 Inform the, class that they all soon will have an opportunity to "act
out" a food-relaied career and that their job as a group will be to
present the career iri such a 'way that .the rest of the class can guess
what they are doing. Each group will haVe two minutes to act out its
career, and the group which- finishes ih the least amount of tiime

"wins," because it portrayed the career well enough so that/the
students guessed it in the shortest amount of time.

3 Provide a model pantomime for the students on a food-related
career.

4 Ask the class to count off by sixes. Tell the students that their
number is their group number.

5 Assign specific meeting places for each group.
6 Inform the students that one group member is to draw the assign-

merit. Written on a piece of paper, out of a box. The career will be
given along with suggestions for acting it out. Remind the students
that these are only suggestions which they may modify.

7 Mims the students to move to their groups.
8 ell each group ihat you will be happy to serve as an adviser.
9 lell the students that they will has'e 5 to 7 minutes to plan and

pr ct ice their pantomime. Emphasize that. they may not talk during
the r presentation. 40

10 Atjthe end of 5 to 7 minutes, call all the groups back into the room
an ask them to take their regular places.

11 Call on the meqihers of Group One to present their pantomime.
12 Instruct the rest N,the class to call out their guesses of which career

is being portrayed.
13 rime how long it sakes the students to guess.
14 If no one guesses 'thin two minutes, call time and ask the group to

tell the class whit they were doing.
15 When the pantomime is finished, ask the members of Group One to

return to their regular places.
16 Repeat steps 11 15 with the remaining groups.
17 After all the groups have had an, opportunity to present their

careers, say to the class, "Thank you very much for your pre-
serltations. You have had a chance to see six food-related careers.
Some of these may appeal to you and some may not. You will have
a chance to discuss that in just a minute."

IS. Present the discussion rules outlined in Chapter One, page 4.
19. Present the discussion 'question: If you were going to choose a

. food-related career, which would you choose and why? You may
choose one of the six presented or ally others you may already know
about.
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Materials needed

Watch or clock with second hand
Student pantomime assignments, page
F-I40

Toachor Pantomimo Suggostions:

Career: Fruit Picker
I. Tell the class that you are

going to pretend you are a
fruit picker. Model and
descfibe for the class as you
are acting how you are
pantomiming the situation.

2. Tell the class that you are
going to talk because you
want to explain the procedure,
but they arc not allowed to.
(Option: You may want
to put the word
pantomime on the
board and tell the
students it is two Greek
words put together:
pantos, meaning "all"
and mimos, meaning
"imitator." Together
these words mean "one
who imitates all
things." This means
that the students can
imitate by moving their
mouths, 'but that no
sound should come out.
Some of the students
may have seen
pantomime either on
television or performed
by a crown at the
circus.)

3. Suggestions for the
teacher miming a fruit
picker:
a. Look up at a tree.
b. Get a ladder.
c. Climb up the ladder.



Procedures Materials needed

d. Pick the fruit and
put it in a' sack
attached toyour
side.

e. Climb down the
ladder.

f. Dump the fruit in a
basket. -

g. Carry the basket to
a waiting truck.

4. As you are performing
the actions listed above,
you should be
elplaining to the
students what you are
doing.

5. Explain that when the stu-
dents act out their food
worker, they cannot
talk, but they must
help their classmates
guess which worker
they are pretending to
be.



Appendix A
3,

I hrough the enactment of state legisration and participa-
tion in federal child nutrition programs, California has
made a major commitment to nutrition education. With
financial support provided by the Child Nutrition Facilities
Act (Senate Bill 120) and the National School Lunch Act
and Child Nutrition Amendments (Public Law 95-166),
California has established a comprehensive nutrition educa-
tion and training program.

The goal of the Nutrition Education and Training Pro-
gram iS tg enable individuals to develop the knowledge and
skills necessary to make wise food choices, which will con-
tribute to their overall health and well-being througthout
their lives.

In an attempt to achieve systematically the goal of nutri-
tion education, minimum proficiency levels for students
were developed jointly by staff members of the State
Department of Education, food service representatives,
nutrition education specialists, teachers, and curriculum
specialists. Those levels of performance arc identified in the
charts that appear on the following pages. The charts pre-

sent an outline of expected performance in nutrition educa-
tion for students enrolled in preschool, kindergarten, primary
grades, upper olementary grades, and junior and senior
high schools. The minimum proficiency levels support the
nutrition concepts found, in the Health Instruction &atm&
ts.orA for California Public Schools. which was adopted, by
the State Board of Education in 1977.'As nutrition educa-
tion specialists, teachers, food service personnel, and aides
design classroom activities, the minimum proficiency level&
will provide a foundation for nutrition'instruction, curricu-
lum development, and evaluation. ,

Projects funded under either the Child Nutrition Facilities
Act or Public Law 95-116 will use the minimum proficiency
levels as a basis for their nutrition education programs.
Persons responsible for planning and implementing nutri-.
tion education programs should plan to address each
performance standard required for students to achieve
proficiency in nutrition education. They may, in addition,
expand the performance standards to include additional
act ivities.

0



Minimum Proficiency Levels for California's

Topics

Minimum standards of performance in jufritton

Preschool age/kindergarten
(Ages three Iwo)

Early childhood
(Primary grades, ages six- eight)

A. Food Choices

Daily food intake is related to the
attainment of optimum health

Food cliissitications make it easier to
----:t-fect foods that will help a person

.achiese a nutritionalls adequate diet.

sariets of foods cari be combined
to help ensure a nutritionalls ade-
quate diet that includes the nutnenv,
that are necessary for optimum health

l oods .ontam the nutrients the human
buds requires to function properls .
and the interrelationship,. among nu-
trients .1rc important h0 promoting
health

Nutritional needs sa.s lor indis 'duals

Food is a comp(lnent of the (Noss s-
tem. and mans products can be corn-

.
holed tor appropriate menus

Animal and plant products are sub-
stances of the loud supplY and arc
components ol the ecosystem

0

Students. w III"

Name a saricts *foods.

Students will
'Classify the foods in the Basic Four
Food Groups.
Identify attnumber of servings needed
daily from each of the Basic Four food
Groups.

Identify the food groups that should be
included within the School Lunch Pattern.

-e

Identils 6ne reason

loods as
animal origin

A-2

whs we need food

fr

hying 01 plant or

9t)

ldentth tyst diet-related health prob-
lems -and 'the kinds of foods associated
wit h the problems
Identify two sequential steps in the pro-
cess of digestion

Idcmils one araisitV which requires less
energs (from food) and one activit'y
which requires more energy (frorn food)

Classify foods from plants as fruits,'
vegetables, or grains.
Classify foods from animals as meat,
poultry, milk, eggs, or fish.

:111



,
Nutrition Education Program
education, according tddevelopmental levels of students

Preadolescent
(lppei- elementary, ages nmeeleven)

Adolescent
(J.unior high, ages twelvelateen)

Young adult
(High school, ages sixteeneighteen)

St Udents will:

Identify one major nutrient provided
by-each of the Basic Four Food Groups.

Plan a nutritionally adequate meal that
would ensure a nutritious eating pattern.

Specify one reason why ukre School
Lunch Pattern contributes to nutritional
health.

Students will:
Select menu alternatives to maintain a
nutritionally adequate meal.

Select a school lunch that meets per-
sonal nutrient and caloric needs.

Students will:

Distinguish facts from fallacies concerning
the nutritional value of foods.
Given limited food resources, select a
nutritionally adequate diet based on
nutrient criteria.

Name the six nutrient groups. .

. Identify at least one function for each
of the six major nutrient groups.
Recognize the pat hivay Of food during
the process of digestion.

Recogniie that a caloritris a`measure of
the energy value of food.

Identify the purpose of the recommended
dietary allowances.

Identify the physiological processes in-
volved in the digestion, absorption, and
metabolism of nutrients.

Cite two reasons for the difference in
the amount of food requirix.j by individuaLs.

Identify at least two of the effects food
choices have on a person's physical fit-
ness and appearance.

Identify at least two ways that food
habits and exercise, environment, work,
and leisure activities interact to affect
health. "
txplain how stress influences nutritional
needs.

Plan a nutritionally adequate diet that
will result., in a person's achieving or
maintaining desired weight,

Identify foods from plants or animals
that are a major source of carbohy-.
drate, protein, Or fat.

Specify a combination of two foods
from plants that contain complemen-
tary proteins.

Identify one reason to include whole
grains in a diet.

Identify one way a vegetarian can obtain
a nutritionally balanced diet.
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Minimum Proficiency Levels for California's

Topics

Minimum, standards of performance in nutrition
Preschool age/kindergarten

(Ages threefive)
Early childhood

(Primary grades, ages sixeight)

B. Factors Influencing Food Choices

Life-styles, peers; and individual family
resources reflect similarities and differ-
ences in food choices.

Eating patterns are formed by interre-
lationships of physical, social, psy-
chological, environmental, and, cul-

t tura( influences.

Students ill: Siutlenis will:
Identify one practice that makes meal- Identify two aspects of a school dirang
time enjoyable. environmeut that may affect behayior.
Identify one influence on food choices. Specify two nutritious snack foods that

could be brought to school fai class
pa it ies.

Recogniie,that families have different
ways of selecting and serving food.

CA Food-Related Careets

Needs, roles, responsibilities, and edu-
cational requirements affect choices in
food and health nutrition-related careers.

Food-related occupations exist for
socjiety's purposes and cOntribute to
society's ways of living.

Identify the roles of the farmer, truck
driver w,ho transports food, storekeeper,
and family members in food avail-
ability.

Identify two titles of people who pro-
cess, prepare, or serve food.

Identify titles of two health profession-
als who provide advice on food selec-
tion in relationship to dental and general
healt h.
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Nutrition Education Program
education, according to developmental levels of students

Preadolescent
(upper elementary, ages nineeleven)

Adolescent
(Junior high, ages twelvelitteen)

Young adult
(High,school, ages sixteeneighteen)

Students will
Identify how home and/or social eating
environments influence food selection.

Identify two ways aesthetic and sensory
qualities influence food choices.

Specify one example of a food asso-
ciated with a different country/ com-
munity and its nutrient contribution.

Students

Identify how an emotional feeling influ-'
ences eating behavior.

Identify how different cultural food
patterns supply nutritionally adequate
diets.

Students will:

Identify how social conditions influ-
ence eating behavior.

Identify one major nutritional problem
in other areas of the world and a possi-
bleolution to the problem.

Identify the role ofthe sanitarian, nutri-
tionist, dietitian, and research scientist..

Identify the career possibilities in the
following lood-related fields: consumer
food advocacy. agriculture. aild food
services.

,Identify the educational requirements
of two specific careers in nutrition,
food technology, consumerism, and food
safety.

Identify contributions of nutrition knowl-
edge to other disciplines,
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Topics

Proficiency Levels for California's
Minimum standards of performince in nutrition

Preschool age/kindergarten
(Ages threefiye)

Early childhood
(Primary grades, ages sixeight)

D. Consumer competencies
Effective utilization of the existing re-
sources may enhance the potential for
satisfying individual and family nutri-
tional needs and wants"

Merchandising techniques influence
food selection.

Consumers, through food choices,
affect the production and distribu-
tion of food.
labeling pros ides consumers infor-
mation to make satisfying food choices.

Studelps will:

Identify one purpose of television com-
mercials. '

Recognize what can be done to avoid
being wasteful when serving food.

Stutlent.s will'

Identify how advertisements influence
selection of breakfast and snack foods.
Identify one way of decreasing fopd
waste during lunch at school.
Given a food label, recognize the main
ingredient in the product.

E. Food Handling*
The quality and safety of foods are
influenced by handhng, processing, and
preparing of foods.

Food production is influenced by
technology and environmental factors.

Food availability and qualitXre de-
pendent upon food handling tech-
niques..

Sanitation practices in food process-
ing and preparation are necessary for
optimum health,

Note Handling means everything that happens to hmd
whde ii is being grown, processed. preserved. stored. and
prepared for eating_

Identify what makevplants grow.
Specify why and how persons should
wash their hands before food is handled
or eaten.

Identify one way of preparing food for
eating.

Identify one way to store food that
helps to keep it fresh and clean.

Identify two sanitation procedures that
should be practiced when food is pre-
pared.

Identify two ways of cooking food.
Identify two foods that must be stored
at a cool temperature.

I.
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Nutrition Education Program
education, according to developmental levels of students.

Preadolesceht
(Upper elementary ages nine eleven)

Adolescent
(Junior high, ages tivelyelifteen)

Young adult
(High,school, ages sixteeneighten)

Studettls

Specify one way students can improve
the environment in the school lunchroom.

Specify one way a student can have an
influence on the school lunch menu
selection

Use unit pricing to get the best buy
when purchasing snack foods.

Specify one way a consumer can influ-
ence dewisions made in the food industry.

Specify one way the *student can influ-
ence the school food service program.

Identify the required and optional infor-
mation found on food labels.
Specify two major fact9rs that affect
cost, quality, availability, or variety of
food in the marketplace.

Students will:
Evaluate nutrition claims- made in the
merchandising and advertising of food.

LJse nutritional labels to compare the
nutritional value of foods.
Identify two criteria for evaluating the
validity of nutrition information.
Identify two ways the consumer can
decrease the food budget without sacri-
ficing the nutritional quality of the diet.

Identify responsibilities of local, state,
and federal agencies in determining
requirements for school food service

.programs.

Identify two factors which affect the
yield and quality of food crops.
Identify two ways to prevent food-
borne illnesses.

Identify two ways of food preparation
which maximize nutrient retention.

Identify two organismc that may cause
food-borne illness and two foods that
are particulary susceptible to such

organisms.

Identify three ways of cooking food to
maximize nutrient retention.

Identify three methods of oreserving
'food at home.
Recognize one local, one state, and one
federal governmental agency responsi-
bk for food sanitation and safety enforce-
ment.

Identify one reason for the use of pesti-
cides and, one reason against the'use of
pesticides.

Identify reasons for two sanitation pre-
cautions that should be followed by
food service personnel.

Specify one advantage and disadvan-
tage of food processing.
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Appendix B

Many state-adopted health and science textbooks con-
tain sections specifically related to nutrition education. 'The
following charts are designed to identify those nutrition-
related sectiqns in state-adopted health and science text-
books that correspond to the minimum, proficiency levels
for nutrition education. The textbook sections may be espe-
cially useful in providing supplementary reading material,
charts, pictures, and 1-xperiments to coincide with lessons
contained in the Nwrnion Educaium Choose Well, Be

10 locate appropriate text sections, find the nutrition
proficiency in the left-hand column. 1.00k across the chart

B-1

to find the column for the health or science textbook series
used in thil classroom. If thc textbook series contains a
section relating to the proficiency; a reference is given to the
gradelevel text in the series and appropriate page numbers.
For some proficiency levels, there will be more than one
reference; for others there may be no available information
in the textbook. Occasionally, reference will be given to a
textbook for a grade level different from that recommended
for the lesson, thereby allowing teachers to use materials of
an appropriate reading level or to choose selectively lessons
from other grade levels to meet students' needs and
interests.
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Textbooki
to Minimum Proficiency Leyels for Nutrition Education

Grade 1

Proficiency
Students will.

Classify plant foods from plants as
fruits, vegetables, or grains.

Classify foods from animals as meat,
poultry, milk, eggs, or fish.

Identify two diet-related health
concerns and the kinds of foods
associated with these concerns.

Identify the titles of two health
professionals who provide advice
on food selection in relationship
to dental and general health.

Specify two nutritious snack foods
that could be brought to school
for class parties.

Identify how advertisements
influence our selection of
breakfast and snack foods.

Identify two sanitation procedures
that should be practiced when
food is prepared.
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Textbooks
to Minimum Proficiency Levels for Nutrition Education

Grade 1

Proficiency

Students will:

Classify plant foods as fruits,
vegetables, or grains.

Classify animal foods as meat,
poultry, milk, eggs, or fish.

Identify two diet-related health
concerns and the kinds of foods
associated with these concerns.

identify the titles of two health
professionals who provide advice
on food selection in relationship
to dental and general health.

Specify two nutritious snack foods
that could be brought to school
for class parties.

Identify how advertisements
influence our selection of
breakfast and snack foods.

Identify two sanitation procedures
that should be practiced when
food is prepared.
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Textbooks
to Minimum Proficiency Levels fdr Nutrition Educatkin

Grade 2

Proficiency

Students will:

Classify the foods in the Basic
Four food groups.

k Identify the number of servings
needed daily from each of the
Bit* Four food groups.

Identify t sequential steps in .

the process digestion.j

Identify two aspects of aschool
dining environment that ma%
affect eating behavior.

Identify two titles of people who
process, prepare, or serve food.

- Identify one way of decreasing
food waste during lunch at
school.

Identify two foods that must be
stored at a cool temperature.
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Textbooks
to Minimum, Proficiency Leval for Nutrition Education

Grade 2

Proficiency-

Students will:

Classify the foods in the Basic
Four food groups.

Identify the number of servings
needed daily from each of the
Basic Four food groups.

Identify two sequential steps in
the process of digestion.

Identify two aspects of a school
dining environment that may
affect eating behavior.

Identify two titles of people who
process, prepare, or serve food.

Identify one way of decreasing
food wastv during lunch at
school.

Identify two foods that must be
stored at a cool temperature.

Textbook or Instructional Material: Science
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Textbooks
to Minimum Proficiency Levels for Nutritkm Education

Grade,3

Proficiency

Students will:

Identify one activity which
requires less energy from food
and one activity which requires
more energy from food.

Identify the food groups that
should be included ,within thee
school meal pattern.

Recognize that families have
different ways of selecting and
serving food.

Identify two titles of people who
process, prepare, or serve food.

Given a food label, recognize the
main ingredient in the product.

Identify two ways of cooking food.
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Cross-Reference of Health and Science Jextbooks
to Minimum ProficiencyLevels for Nutrition Edaliation

Grade 3

Proficiency

Students Rill:

Identify one activity which
requires less energy from food
and one activity which requires
more energy from food.

Identify the food gtoups that
should be included within the
school meal pattern

Recognize that families have
different ways of selecting and
serving food.

Identify two titles of people who
process, prepare, or serve food.

Given a food label, recognize thc
main ingredient in the product.

Identify two ways of cooking
food.

Textbook or Instructional Material: Science
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Appendix C

Recipes and food experiences should be selected to help
teach childred to select and eat nutritious foods. Children
can prepare nutritious foods that they enjoy eating, such as
fruitsvegetables, whok grain products, lean Meats, poultry
and fish, and low-fat or non-fat milk, and other dairy
products.

Guidelines for Recipe Selection
In cooking experiences, new foods are introduced and ,

familiar foods are prepared in new ways. Often, children
are willing to eat foods in class that they may consistently
reject at home. All students should be expected to taste the
foods presented and to express their feelings about the
foods through class discussion or another evaluation tech-
nique. EaCh child should receive a copy of the recipe pre-

,: 'Ipirtd in class to slare with his or her family. The back of"
recipt provides an ideal place to write information about
nutrition and the nutrition project. Since parent involve-
ment is an integral part oliktre-project, the establishment of
effective lines of comneunication between the classroom
and the home is critical.

Food activities pan be integrated into,the total curricu-
lum. From classroom food experiences students learn sub-
jects like the social stidies, health, science, language: music,
art, and math. Children learn about fractions by cutting
potatoes into halves, quartersand eighths; while coOking,
they learn new words, concepts, and skills. ,

, Suggestions for Implementing Food Experiences
I. Limit the cooking experience to no more than 15 chil-.

dren by working with half of the class at a time. The
other half of the dais may be in the media center;the 12.

library, or involved in another activity. Some' of the
, tasting experiences and simpk cooking activities can be

modified to involve the whole class, if necessary.
2. Provide Nrecipe folder for each child to decorate (art

activity) and keep at hOme for his or her recipes.

Reminders for safe and sanitary food preparation can .

be included in the folder.
3. Have each child make a placemat to use in school (art

, activity). Laminate the placemats for durability.
4. Invite the parents o volunteer their help in cooking.

The children's enthusiasm can be 'helpful in bringing
their parents into the. school.

5. Request the parents to inforpi. the school about any
4

food allergies, intolerancei, or avoidance for religious
reasons their children may have.

6. Involve the district food service department in the food
experiences. Ask the cafeteria manager to work with-
you in the classroom. Investigate the use of donated
foods in the classroom. Utilizing food services can
improve your program.

7. Exhibit measuring utensils. A portable pegboard-Mounted
oh an easel can be Used to display and store measuring
cups, spoons, and other safe utensils that hang..Plan a
ksson tb familiarize thc children with measurement
and utensils.

8. Store all cooking equipment on a portable cart so that
it can be moved from one ^classroom to another.

9. Prepare a large recipe chart for each food experience.
Read the recipe with the children. Point out mcthods of
food preparation (dice, slice, and blend) and cooking
(steam, stir-fry, and bake). Add these words to the stu-
dent's spelling or vocabulary lists.
Discuss the relationship of food choices to good health
at each cooking experience.
Take advantage of all opportunities to clarify new con-
cepts. For example, explain oven temperature in degrees.
Relate this to body temperature and weather tempera-
ture and to boiling and freezing points.
Maintain a pleasant atmosphere during food tasting
experiences. Centerpieces and placemats can be used
whenever possible. Studenmare expected to show cour-
tesy and good table manners, such as talking softly and
eating only after all of the children at the table have
been served. The children set the table, serve the food,

19.

11.
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and clean 'up, Similar behavior is appropriate in the
school dining facility.,,

13. Ask all students to° taste the foods prepared, and dis-
courage them from making negative faces and cdm-.
Tents like "yuk" at the table. Rather, ask the children
to identify (what they like or dislike , texture, color,
appearance, or taste. Coneentrate on the positive.
Explain that it is all right to dislike a food or to prefer it
prepared one way more than another. Point out that
raSte preferences change; thus, tasting foods periodi-k
cally is a good idea. As the students learn about thef
nutritional value of foods, they may be influenced to
taste new foods.

14. Involve 'all of the children participating in the food
experience. Cooking experiences should be "hands on"
activities, Allow the children to do the preparation,
cooking, and cleanup whenever,possible.

15. Use bulletin boards that relate to the food preparation
experiences.

16: Relate field trips to the food experiences. Make a salad
with vegetables that the class purchased in a produce
market. Cook the fish that was purchased on a field
trip. Experiment with foods from an Asian grocery.

Safety and Sanitation
I. Keep hot foods hot (over 140° F or 60° C) and cold

foods cold (under 40° F or 50° C). If you have no
refrigerator, a styrofoam-ice c2hest will keep foods hot
or cold for short periods of time.

2. Stress clean hands. Explain that germs which cause
infection cannot be seen without a microscope. Uen
hands that look clean should be washed before one
begins food-related activities. Demonstrate and have

t

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

students practice proper hand washing techniques.
Four steps in proper hard washing are as follows:

a. Wet the' 'rands thoroughly.
b. Lather the hands, front and hack, with soap.
c.. Rinse the hands with clean Water.
d. Dry the hands with a clean towel.
Wash fruits and vegetables thoroughly. Wash the tops
of cans before you use them.
Always use dry pot holders when working with hot
food arid equipment. Keep hot equipment in a safe
location in the room. TreatThurns immediately by hold-
ing the burned area tinder cold water. Report all inju-
ries to the school nurse.
Re sure that the electric cords are not ,in the way of
traffic.
Keep all pot handles turned toward ,the baCk of the
stove or hot plate.
Supervise the children closely when they are using
sharp knives. Teach the children to cut away from
themselves, always keeping their fingers away from the
blade. Heavy plastic knives, wooden ice cream sticks,
or tongue depressors can be used for spreading and
some slicing.
If the dishes are washed by hand,,use hot, soapy water,
rinse in hot, clean water, and air-dry or paper-tower-
dry. Clean. all utensils, even can openers. 1

invite.the cafeteria manager to class (or visit the school
cafeteria) to tell the students about the safety and sani-
tation regulations for food service sites. Relate this'
information to practices in the classroom.
Remind the children and volunteers about .these rules
before each cooking experience.
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This teacher idea sheet has suggestions for snacks to serve during holidays throughout the

year.

Valentin0 Day
Sweetheart yogurt cups.
Use plaih yogurt (homemadeor store
bought) mixed with fresh crushed
strawberries.
Heart-shaped finder gelatin
Dissolve one tablespoon (15 mL) plain
gelatin'in one cup (237 mL) fruit juice.
Pour the mixture into a flat pan, chill,
anci cut into hearts with a heart-shaped
cookie cutter.

Chinese New Year
Serve in a salad or sandwiches bean
sprouts that you have grown yourself.

Serve stir-fry vedetables.
Stir-fry vegetables in a wok or frying
pan.
Add two tablespoons (30 mL) oil and
four cups (303 g) of a variety of :
wished, sliced vegetables; e.g., green
pepper, zucchini, bean sprouts, pea
pods, or mushrooms.
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Spring

Bunny Salads
Provide the students with ingredients,
and let them create their own bunnies.

Eggs in a ba4et
Put alfalfa sprouts into a bowl. Roll
teaspoonfuls of peanut butter or cream
cheese into snack balls. Place balls on top
of sprouts.

Spring flowers
Slice a turnip anq cut it into a flower.
Slice a carrot into rounds and pierce it
with a toothpick.

Cinco de Mayo (May Fifth)

Help students prepare quesadillas.
Cover one-half of a snack-size flour
tortilla with grated cheese. Fold it over
and fry both sides in a buttered electric
skillet. Cool the quesadilla slightly and
serve it.

Summer

Fruit boats
Use small slices of cantaloupe for the hull of
the boat. Decorate it with,a paper sail
mounted on an ice cream bar stick.
For miniboats, stuff prunes with peanut
butter and decorate them with paper sails on
toothpicks.

le

Race cars
Fill celery sticks with peanut butter. For
Wheels use carrot rounds held on.with
toothpicks.

Alfalfa
sprouts
Or
curly
lettuce

Cream
cheese
rolled in
coconut

Pear Bunny

Raisins

Carrot slices

Halloween

Cheese pumpkins
Mix grated cheddar cheese with a dab of
mayonnaise to hold the cheese together.
Roll the cheese into small balls
(approximately 3/4 inch [2 cm]). Top each
cheese ball with a raisin for a stem: Set the
cheeseball on a whole grain cracker to
serve.
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Thanksgiving

Apple Turkey
Have each student assemble an apple
turkey.

Clove

Marshmallow

Toothpicks

Raisins on
toothpicks

Apple

Chanukah

Potato Latkes (Pancakes)
Two cups (404 g) grated, raw potatoes
Tvio eggs, beaten
One teaspoon (5 g) salt
Two tablespoons (14 g) flour
One-fourth teaspoon (1.2 g) baking powder
Combine and mix ingredients well. Drop by
tablespoons onto a hot, greased griddle.
Flatten. Fry on both sides. Serve with
applesauce.

Winter

Egg Ornament Tree
Cut a piece of cardboard into the shape of a
tree. Cover the cardboard with foil, then
parsley. Decorate the tree with deviled eggs
which have been decorated with olives and
paprika or other toods.

Cheesy Vegetable Wreath
Mix up a favorite cheese ball recipe. Form
the mixture into a wreath shape on a large
platter. Sprinkle with sesame seeds,
sunflower seeds, and/or chopped nuts.
Surrdund the wreath with Christmas-colored
vegetables; such as broccoli, cauliflower,
thin slices of fresh beets, zucchini, cherry
tomatoes, radishes, and so forth. Serve with-
whole grain crsackers.

Apple Wreaths
Spread slices of apple with cream cheese.
Decorate them with'raisins, nuts, and seeds.
(The cream cheese may be dyed green.)

it 113
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Appendix E

The individuals who helped to develop and/or field test the lessons in this publication are as follows:'

Name

Wanda Anderson
Betty A xup
Elma Beck
Becky Black
Larry Bobst
Irene Brown
Nanci Brown
Alita Buck
Joan Buck holz
Marion Chastain
Kathryn Copeland
Jaime Crane-Wong
Angela Croce
Nancy Dalbey
Alicia Dixon
Gail Doe
Debbie Dyer
Marilyn Felder
Carol Ference
Eileen Fukunaga
Lyn Gilliland
Elizabeth Guho-Johnson
Sue Gutterman
Rebecka Hagerty
Cindy Henderson
Caroline Hickson
Janice Hubcr
Jody Johnson
Vicky Katayama
Sue Kidd
Marx Jane Kiefer
Nancy Koellein,
Virginia Lindsteadt

'Patti Mahony
Sally McGhee
Schoeri McGinnity
Bea AllegroSti Millslagle
Edna Morgan

et,

Agency

Benicia Unified School District
San Juan Unified School District
Bellflower Unified School District
Campbell Union Elementary School District
ABC Unified School District
San Francisco Head Start
Bakersfield College
Culver City Unified School District
Old Adobe Union Elementary School District
Riverside Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Oakland Unified School District
San Diego Unified School Disirict
Riverside Unified School District
San Juan Unified School District
Placentia Unified School District
Bellflower Unified School District
Riverside Unified School District
San Juan Unified School District
Santa Clara Unified School District
San Ramon Valley Unified School District
San Jose Unified School District
University of California, Davis
San Ramon Valley Unified School District
Newcastle School for Exceptional Children
Rowland Unified School District
Rowland Unified School District
Office of the Humboldt County Superintendent of Schools
Food Law Center, California RuralAssistance League

San Ramon Valley Unificd School' District
San Juan Unified School District
Paramount Unified School District
Office of the Mendocino County 4uperintendent of Schools
Culver City Unified School District
Loma Vista Children's Center
San Jose Unified School District
Contra Costa Department of Health
Sacramento City Unified School District

El
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Maria Munca Office ot Child Development, California State Department of Fducation
Carole Napolitario Milpitas Unified School Di Strict
Sharon Nitta Hill Head Start
Grace 01 ear) \ Milpitas Unified School District
Nano, Parker 1 Cpntra Costa County, Department of liealth
Roxanna Phillips 't, Loma Vista Children's Center
Raleigh Philp Rowland Unified School District
Judy Plunkett Chula Vista City Elementary School District
Janet Rau lin Chula Vista City Elementary School District
Marcia Riehl Berkeley Head Start
Brian Rupenthal Old Adobe Union Elementary School District
Charlene Scofield I.amont Elementary School District
Wendy Shigenaga Metropolitan Area Advisory Commission, National City
Lorraine Smith Vallejo City Unified School District
Evagene Stafford Benicia Unified School District
Susan Strahs Newport-Mesa Unified School District
Cart, ill Veech San.Mateo City Elementary School District
Joyce Verrneersch Nutrition and Evaluation Consultant '

Donna Warner Santee Elementary. School ;District
Sue White Cory Children's Center
Frances W illiams I.amont Elementary.School District
Chcerfidd Wong Chinatown Community Children's Center. San FrancisCo
Theresa, Wong Chinatown Community Children's Center, San Francisco
Ann Wright Culver City Unified Sehool District

The individuals who _helped to pilot-test the lessons in this publication are as follows:

Phylis Adams
Gloria Ampolilla
l ()is Bagnerise
Janine Bailey
Kay Ball
t.inda Banfiel
Sue Barringer
Bob Beaman
Peggy Bixlcr
Patti Boy d
Betty Brenda
Betty Broo
Ehrabeth Burch
Joan Castor
Linda Chalk
kathy Cobh
Diane Cohn
Judy Crabtree
Judy Cooper, ,
Virginia Darcey
Jean Davis
June Davis
Maryann Davis
Barbara Denk
Diana Deutsch
Janet Deuel
Mary Draw bond
Ana Drcifus
Bonnie Duddloton
Al Evanovich,
Marian Franco
Kathy Fujikawa
Pansy Gcc
Yolanda Green
Ann Hall

Orinda Union Elementary School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Compton Unified School District.
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Bakerslield City Elementary School District
Fremont Unified School District
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Fremont Unified School District
Child Development Center, Los Angeles Pierce College
Marysv ille Joint: Unified School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District
Marysville Joint Unified School District
Orinda Union Elementary School District
Oxnard elementary School District
Rio t.inda Union Elementary School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District
Child Development Center. t.os Angeles Pierce College
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Fremont Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Compton Unified School District
Daisy Child Development Center, Compton
Downey Unified School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Child Development Center. Los Angelo Pierce College
Bakersfield- City Elementary School District
Downey Unified School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Bakersfield City Elementary School District
Oxnard Elementary School District
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Bakersfield City Elementary School District
Daisy Child Development Center, Compton
Downey Unified School District

9
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Bonnie Jean Harrion
Judy Hicks
Nancy Hoffman
Joanne Howard
Ruth Hughey
Joan James
Carmen Jarel
Wilma Jeffries
Jack Josephson
Vicki Kaswen
Gale Kelly
Nancy S. Kelly
Regina K ing
Lila Kreuti
Marjorie Lake
Kathy Lally
Eva Leek man
Ed Lewis
Wanda Lewis
Karen Long
Jean Maddox.
Patti Mahony
Bonnie Malloy
Joyce March
Carol McLean
Robyn Metchik
Carolyn Miller,
Sheri Mochizuki
Mary Moore
Maggie Morgan
Erma Neal
Susan Newell
Eleanor O'Keefe
Lynn Pearce
Kathy Pitts
Ginny Plotke
J ulie Putnik
Gloria Reed
Linda Reimel
Patricia Resch
Ted Richter
Marsha Rosenthal
Helen Ryan
Ward Schroeder
Connie Singh
Peggy Skinner
Marcia Smith
John Soelter
Lorraide Spain
Terry Speir
Mary Stallings
Connie Staples
Elsie St. Pierre
Gladys Tate
Irene Thompson
Sally Tomlinson
Pat Trout
Margaret Vaughan
Gil Walker
Antionette Walton
Kathy Whicker
Pat Williams

9-79648

Orinda Union Elementary School District
Marysville Joint Unified School District
Butte County Children's World, Inc., Chico
Orinda Union Elementary School District
Dbwney Unified School District
North Sacramento Elementary School District
Culver City Unified School Distfict
Compton Unified School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Fremont Unified School District
Woodland Joint Unified school District
Culver City Unified School District
Daisy Child Developmeet Center, Compton
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Child Developoment Center, Los Angeles Pierce College
Oxnard Elementary School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Marysville Joint Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
Culver City Unified School District
Butte County Children's World, Inc., Chico
Orinda Union Elementary School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District -
Oxnard Elementary School District
Downey Unified School District
Culver City Unified School District
North Sacramento Elementary School District
Compton Unified School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Bakersfield City Elementary School District
Rio Linda Ugion Elementary School District
Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District
Culver City Unified School District
North Sacramento ElemLntary School District
Compton Unified School District
Oxriiird Elementary School District
North Sacramento Elementary School District
_North Sacramento Elementary School District
Orinda Union Elementary School District
University of California, Riverside Children's Center '
Marysville Joint Unified School District
Oxnard Elementary School District
Rio Linda Union Elementaiy School District
Fremont Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
North Sacramento Elementary School District
Culver City Unified School District
Compton Unified School District
Marysville Joint Unified School District
Rio Linda Union Elementary School District
North Sacramento Elementary School District
Compton Unified School District
Orinda .Union Elementary School District
Bakersfield City Elementary School District
Downey Unified School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District
Daisy Child Development Center, Compton
Bakersfield City Elementary School District
Discovery Child Care Center, Davis

0
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Dale Wilson
Karen Wischnack
Gwendolyn Wong
Ann Wright
Val Wristen
Kathy Wymore
Shirley Zaugg
Ethel Zelambo
Joyce &len/
Grace Zuber

Fremont Unified School District
Fremont Unified School,Distrio
Oxnard Elementary School District
Culver City Unified School District
Rio Linda Union Elementary School District
Rio lincla Union Elementary School District
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Downey Unified School District
Escondido Union Elementary School District
Woodland Joint Unified School District .
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Appendix F

"this section contains the wort sheets, puzzles, a6d game cited in the text.s that were
m e l

Pages
may be removed from the guide and used as a dupliclition master, or they ay baminated
to tagboard as a game original or poster. Refer to the specific lesson proceduresfor details in
the use of the student materials.
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Animal Pictures

Calf
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Foods from Animals

Cheese

I-

Deviled Eggs
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Turkey on a Platter

Fried Egg

F-15
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f.

Tuna in a Can

Chicken
Drumstick

11-79648

Pork Chop

F-16
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Yogurt
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Ice Cream
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Animal Classification Playing Board
Meat . Poultry Milk/Milk Products Eggs Fish
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Animal Classification Playing Cards
.
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Milk

t
Duck
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. 'II r."711.0111104
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Cottage cheese
- _

Hamburger
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I\iii.
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, ....

Chicken drumstick
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_-/----
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0111 V."
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Shrimp
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Steak
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. Deviled eggs
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Fried chicken
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TunaSoft cooked egg
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Néme
Foods from Animals

Put an X on the food that does not belong. Color Jhe foods that do:
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Marty Martian
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Marty Martian
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Mr. Sweets
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Susie Sucker
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Patty Pop Gregory Gum
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Freddy Fruit
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Virginia Vegetable
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Charlie Cheese
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Michelle Milk
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Name

Happy Tooth, Sad Tooth

Draw lines from the sad V or healthy (happy) tooth
tO the foods that make it sad or healthy. Color the foods. Make the
sad tooth have black caries (poor thing).
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Name

Healthy Teeth

1. Put an 0 around the foods above that are low in
sugar and that make healthy,."happy".teeth.,

2. Put an X on the foods above that are high in
sugar and that make unhealthy, "unhappy" teeth.

3. Choose the right word to fill in the blank below:
(a) Lines (b) Roles (c) Stars

Too many foods with lots of sugar make in

your teeth.

4. Choose the right word to fill in Ihe blank below.
(a) Brush (b) Comb (c) 'Pull

We can help keep our teeth healthy if we our
teeth after we eat.

F-34
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Name

Tips for Healthy Teeth-

1. Brush your teeth thoroughly
(outside, inside, and across
the tops where you chew).,

2. Use a soft nylon toothbrush
(unless your dentist requests
that you use another kind).

3. Use a toothpaste that has
the seal shown here.

4. Visit the dentist twice a year.

/#
5. Do not eat a lot of sweet

snacks, candy, and sugars.

6. Eat healthful foods like fruits,
vegetables, meat, and milk.

F-36
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Hidden Sugar in Foods

Canned Fruit
1 serving

Chocolate Cake
4 ounce piece

Chocolate Candy
1 ounce

Fruit Pie
1 slice

Glazed Doughnut
1

Gum
1 stick

Ice Cream
1 scoop

Jam, Jelly
1 tablespoon

Malted Milk
1 pint

Soft Drink
12 ounces
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Low Sugar Foods Quiz

1. Candy is a low sugar food. (No)

2. Cheese is a low sugar food. (Yes)

3. A carrot is a high sugar food. (No)

4. Pie is a high sugar food. (Yes)

5. Cupcakes are a high sugar food. (Yes)

6. Nuts are a low sugar food. (Yes)_

7. Cookies are a low sugar food. (No)

8. Oranges are a' high sugar: food. (No)

9. Fudge is a low sugar food. (NO)

10. Dried fruit is a low sugar food. (No)

11. Cefery sticks are a low sugar food. , (Yes)

12. Gum is a high sugar fo.od. (Yes, unless it is a sugar-free variety.)

13. Strawberries are a high sugar food. (No)

14. Candy bars are a high sugar food. . (Yes)

_15. Cauliflower is.a low sugar food. (Yes)111,

16. Fruit pies are a low sugar food. (No)

17. Chocolate cake is a high sugar food. (Yes)

18. Fruit turnovers are a high sugar food. (Yes)

11. Crackeri are a low sugar food. (Some are; some are not.)

20. Cola is a low sugar food. (No)

158
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Name

A Healthy Yoi
Put an X on the health concerns.
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A dental hygienist cleans teeth.
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Paper Bag Puppets

Tandy'Trash can Mandy Manager

Willy, steless

F43

Wanda Misteless
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I Name

Lunch Area' Environment

Match Opposites.

Clean

-Quiet

Pleasant

Eat Slow

Unpleasant

Eat Too Fast

Dirty

Noisy

s

Circle the words that' make eating more' enjoyable.-
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Good Health Train
From construction paper cut a black engine with a white flag that says,"Good Health

Train," and five cars that have the colors and flags mentioned in the story. Also cut a large ,

engine from black construction paper. Put these cutouts on the flannel board as the story is
told.

161



Make one of the correct color
for each type of food.

Make banners for each car on the good health train and one for
the engine.
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Milk and Cheese
Group

Food Groups Bingo Pards
Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal

Group .rand Beans Group Group
Extra Foods ".

Group

Milk. Roast beef Orange

11
CakeRice

.

Ice cream

qz.?...".',.,y...

a v
cf)

Dried beans

...---"Sithy
41011111F:

Carrots

.

Noodles

ap. rft
lig

Oil

.........2.0.-
,..../.1,

Cheddar cheese
Lill

Ham

N::

_....4,

. 0 0 741
,

Broccoli

,

lin
Muffin

IN
Jelly

,....._.,

Custard Asparagus ,

Waft
, 4

Whole wheat roll

-WO*

Doughnut

arsir..401k

DOA

Swiss cheese

011101% gib.

Peach

.

. ,

White bread CookieLiver

Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
and Beans Group Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

Swiss cheese Beef patty Bananas

,

, .

Crackers

'CP
Butter

,

Cottage cheese Chitken leg

$ It
Apple Hamburger,

"lb II/

Potato chipsbun

...A h
1064-1 ,

Yogurt

giory

.
Lamb chop

V./
Cantaloupe

I rii3
%

Whole wheat bread

...--..

Pie

IA"
4211:01*

_

Custard,

eCI
Fish Celery

.--

(91
/

Salad dressihg

iii.f..

Milk

&...C)

Eggs

..//'''..,f(fr4W--,

Corn

liFt..141,

Spaghetti

. ,
.

p.....,,

eili

Soft drink
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Mdk and Chasse Moat, Poultry. Ash,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
GroupGroup

Extra Foods
Group

Custard

.0.
A......./

4r."-.7,1111141
ii.lail 1

Turkey

MI
Asparagus Soft

411r;-

ro
drinkHamburger bun

lieroIT

Yogurt

$/&)

J
. Eggs

111111P'-

Carrots Tortilla

.,,,,

-111111161.,,j,

Piea
" :a . 4

i
I

Ice cream cone

_ ..,q....=.....

Celery

.
N . t

Crackers

/ .. ".
.

Cookie

0
c.

Swiss cheese

et,;.._0..p.
2.100'

Dried beans

Aso

Cantaloupe

/fi.

f .

.(032

la
iWhite bread

-

Cheddar

, r7,,
, e -4

l

cheese

1111114,,,v

Chicken leg

.

Whole wheat bread Potato chipsPeach

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and yegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

Ice cream

N..

1 411' 1

t

V% 1

Ham

4 1
C 5

Salad dressing

20 C E

Rice
-

Orange

act

Cottage cheese Fish

zp.n7.--,,,,,

""44&illit,-

Corn

iligAupill
4/rKra 1:144"

......11
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..

Spaghetti Cake

%I
Yogurt
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.."111111.1MINNIP".

Liver

IP'
;IC'9

Broccoli

11".
IIIIMN

Muffin , ., Butter

,YJI/
Roast beef

-____./
Bananas

,,x,',$)\--","

/

( '011Pg.

Doughnut'Noodles

414,;...

Milk Lamb chop Apple

11 a i 1 i a

Whole wheat roll

0 .

Jelly
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1.

Milk and Cheese Meat Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

. Milk

14;
. i Y.

Beef patty..

- -,

Cantaloupe Tortilla

..... 0 ,

Ple

w.... Cottage cheese

., 1...

Dried beans Peach

41.11

14104
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Rice

ita
Cake

/
Yogurt

401-
'1,1;,i411Ell

Turkey

.
r,..

.,

....aellir 0..-
CookieCarrots Noodles

Ice cream Chicken leg
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e

White bread

( 4211#e

DoughnutCelery

,..,
igg

Swiss cheese

NVP
Bananas

2
WICole wheat bread

6
.

Oil

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

.,._._ _

Cheddar cheese Eggs

......,,

Carrots

,:.
1 i

, Muffin
6

Salad dressing

0...- i I-
.1L111 0

Milk
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Roast beef

.
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#
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411 4(**..441111P/wifti.III.Y
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ice cream cone

,./.,

4

Lamb chop
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Hamburger bun

pi?
Potato chips
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Asparagus

Custard
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Broccoli

.1 .
c. ,.,...,,s

4:3
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JellY

*
Liver

..
Crackers

lir.

Yogurt

..!-,.%;.:.4:,

Dried beans Orange Soft drink

g.411
- Spaghetti
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Milk and Cheese
Group

, Poultry. Fish,
and Bernis Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and- Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

... Custard

...7..e.r".

C2

Dried beans

M
Asparagus Noodles

...,

...
-,..r

Jelly

'
40141.4....."

wa
Yogurt

frA;
Roast beef

tW
Bananas

:

k

Whole wheat_bread

4rizio

Doughnut.

2 .

Ice_ cream Lamb chop Broccoli Spaghetti

ie..441(1

Milk

ii.A
_

..
Turkey

(1(/

Apple

I

.

Cake

it war

Ritte

-40a16

IOC
Swiss cheese

ICUI5
Chicken leg

Vill°
Cantaloupe

_
40

,

White bread

.,
.....0011101K-- - .V/2

-

Ple

Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat. Poultry, Fish,
and Beins Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

C 1

Cheddar cheese

,

/

Ham

..
x

1

/...,
"1"110

Carrots

(Vi. 40,4;ed

Whole wheat roll

(0
I

Cottage cheese Fish

-

)
Tortilla

---.

'7,11,117

Cookie

otili,

IL111#47111

Milk

.

6C)
GaP

Eggs Celery Hamburger bun

4111C-18......111°I.

Butter

Swiss cheese

`04........././ANY'd

Liver Orange

,..

Crackers

@
Soft drink

IV-
Yogurt

q vAnk

Beef patty

ffili

Peach

,
.1 ,
ik y

Muffin
A

Salad dressing
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Milk and Chese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread ind Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

Custard

1
Liver

...61......0,
,,.....

Corn

,

Arlo
Crackers

8-
OH".

.uml.1 oftr,
Lamb chop

Vilb
Cantaloupe

a

airfoil's%
r 1 riTCNIII

Hamburger bun

.

_7,7

10--/ ,

PieYogurt

H
0 §1,411.1.

Chicken leg Celery

I ItE14-41

Spaghetti Soft drink

ilk
ON,
4#*
to

Ice cream cone

.

$4171*"
Fish

.

41.?, .

Bananas

_ .
. Whole wheat roll

,

.,

Cookie

Milk

--- - im.

Beef patty, Apple White bread

to ,
P'c
lo

. Jelly

'N
Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,

and Beans GroupGroup
Fruit and Vegetable

Group
Bread and Cereal

Group
Extra Foods

Group.

Milk

.

Eggs

ifill. 'I)

Peach

/
l

Muffin
_

114#0.

Doughnut

...

71;

Yogurt

..
o )( P

/Pt

Ham

,441,1k,
,

Carrots

,
or,...

Noodles

s .

Potato chips

-ke.:: IA..

Cottage cheese

te,.7y.,,e4

Dried beans Corn
'
I

Rice
r _

....0.40CIL

Swiss cheese Roast beef

,1
-,

441

Orange Whole wheat bread

^111,11r0

Butter

.t r.

.i., c i '

Cheddar cheese

,

Ord le' 411111 111

Turkey

. il

Broecoll . Tortilla

.../...

Cake
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Milk and Cheese , Meat,Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group -Group and Beans Group Group

'Extra Foods
Group .

ilft, ..;-1.7.4.,,..

.,
Dried beans Celery

'
211 E Aim0 ,,....

Potato chipsYogurt .
Rice

;t14 II11

Milk

45'4z)

Eggs Cantaloupe Whole Wheat Roll

.. .

Cookie

_ 0,00.
vis

Swiss cheese

41.1uniip
'1)

Peach

Isi-- ...'a -
, a

Soft drinkLiver NOodles

(
'. ; .1'.-'

Cheddar cheese

! ,...

Illifillf

Turkey

rit,
..

Broccoli

r : jdt '/Iff

Jelly

',.
110
Muffin

''W,
Custard

41610.t-'

Chicken leg

4,z'oeer---' ---...

Corn

lk .,11111111. f

. ,
Pie

Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
and Beans Group Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

..---
. Milk Fish.

r,
11111,:

Orange

.
(01

*ow
Oil

a 1pa ift
-2"ahoe

Spaghetti

:_,..3..i.,

'W._ po

' if

Roast beef

"= fi

White bread
5

Salad dressing

.../
ars......-....';'

AsparagusCottage cheese

1,.... ,.., 111!1_,

Ham

Ar. Irade.

Doughnut .

111.0.0

Custard Crackers
_

Ali
..

Ice cream cone

0 es, 1t.

\.,.....- -,

Lamb chop
,

1VP
Bananas

a

Tortilla Buttar

.......stifto.

pali

eddar cheese

.,A.r.",-c411,41cs.milip,

',T./9A'

Beef patty

qlk
Carrots , Whole wheat bread

11 ,

Cake )
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Milk and Chaos.
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable
Group

Bread and Cereal
Group

Extra Foods
Group

Ice cream

,,:...0.,44.7.x...N.

4
Beef patty

,..._____...

......-=1-IT.........".....

. Corn

113
.

Whole wheat roll

e
Cake

1

--.4016

Swiss cheese

& ir,

Dried beans Orange

r4lp,------,-
AV"

Potato chipsNoodles

...,.... 43)
Eggs

lift ,

I*
Muffin CookieCottage cheese

ea
Yogurt

Nireirli, r,

Liver

r.a.......--
,

Soft drinkAsparagus Spaghetti

illi
Milk

4-.7r-I.c;;lloi
Turkey Bananas White bread

eiJ...
Jelly

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fguit and V etable Bread and Cereal
Gro Group

Extra Foods
Group

Cottage cheese

,

Chicken leg Carrots

.

Crackers

-.0-,
4.16....., ...

fra4.)-mspr:avaime.

Custard

1.414e4

Fish

1

Celery
;

V
Tortilla

-010111111111

0W-'71.4

Pie

. Ice cream.

i.

Roast beef +. Cantaloup
1

e Whole wheat bread

-,

lit r
Oil

Mil
Yogurt Ham

y

1111, Ili

Peach

0
rai E

....

a
Salad dressing

A'

Rice

,' -''' -

01 7,.. 1.

, Cheddar cheese
11

`s.k*: : rItleY
Lamb chop

irrifirr.dr ,;1$Ai.
11 ray

...

Brbccoll

Ca
Hamburger bun

*<21
(

,

Doughnut
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Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry. Fish. Fruit* and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Groupand Beans Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

Ice cream cone

-rvi

Roast beef

1

Apple

It

Whole wheat bread Butter

.

. .
Yogurt

;:is:::,,,riL
to l',
C..1

Dried beans

......46.

Celery

pi)
. .

Potato chips

20C El

Rice

Al,1144

NViiii,::"

L
4q11111111

Milk

54i
C;S2)

Eggs

CV
Cantaloupe,

(140404,
1 '71.12:irA

Whole wheat roll

..

Cookie

o

swiss cheese Peach

-w,....,
Soft

111111,6.,0
drink

--4::;."...
Liver Noodles

-

.

Cottage cheese

,
/01

1111:gh lel

Turkey
-ra

Broccoli

......
Ilw.,
,,,,u

Jelly

Milk and Cheese
Group

Mdat, Poultry, Fish,
and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

......

Corn Pie

imir".41

SpaghettiYogurt

%Is

tiiiii
44LIPP

Milk

Allow

dhicken leg

Ar,,

Orange

_

White bread
Ill
bil

NU:
Cottage cheese

,

41116114

Fish

.

(Mims ....-- ..

Asparagus

.

IF
, Tortilla

6
Salad dressing

Custard

,
11111(111 P-

Ham Bananas

110113IS
Muffin

...oda.

lall
-Cake

Cheddar cheese

--,
Lamb chop

43P
Carrots

.5.'.
No.,

Crackers Doughnut
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Milk and Cheese
Group

Mei, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and,Cereal
Groupand Beans Group Group

Extra Foods
Grou

,
-0,..

Lamb chop

. /..

Car

111(1

'Tortilla_

.

Doughnut

g
Ice cream

(r- A.,'.flo ;
_f-' , y ))/

Roast beef

,
. IV

Apple Whole whteat bread

414.C.:"Pilli

Butter

.111Pwas

.....
4,....,.

Yogurt

orAtv.- ..c,
Zo %owOr

Dried beans

moi-Ak...-..:=.,.

Celery

AVM20 c E.

.a, .

Rice Potato chips

Cheddarcheese

. --,-), .

Eggs

110
Cantaloupe

aatia.tar
Whole wheat bread

taloa
13.5r97:

CoOkie

mene.,4016

Swiss cheese

Itto, ,

Peach Noodles Soft drinkLiver

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
GroupGroup

Extra Foods
Group

. g
Ice Cream .

.di 1 A.

4::;i111511

- Turkey
,
lir'

Muffin

0
.

Jelly

at
;4.

Broccoli

Yogurt

Jib°. 0

Chicken leg Corn

..0111111111111.

.4 .r4

Pie

I i 11.61z1.. .644-'V.3
Spaghetti

44710till
Milk

....

Fish

ki \
4ti!. 4

Orange

ilitiffi

f
/0 e

li

White bread
,

(ft
Cottage cheese

;46

Roast beef
,

Crackers t, USalad dressingAsparagus

,4

Ice cream cone

\
k4

IA.A.,

Ham Bananas

.

A Gill E

.

Rice

16-79448 F-66- 178



Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
GroupGroUp and. B ans Group Group k

Extra Foods
Group

.

Cheddar cheese

OilP°tlin.

Chicken leg

00
11041

° Broccoli

Ma*

Muffi 'Jelly

'

/
...!

,1411.4

4437111

Milk Fish.

.. -..
__- 4

-

Pie

, 6h...,i

Orange White bread

A

..-

44.
.

Cottage cheese
. .
Beef patty Tortilla

Iffir

111 o

Oil
,

, -W
Custard

.,b11,
Ham

--
-,....._ ,

CraAers

1

Salad dressing

....r......,

Asparagus

aka

Ice cream cone

(-,-,-.-,

Lamb

°- Iimplot,

Carrots

,

,

Hamburger bun Cakechop

Milk and Cheese
Grou5

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable J Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Fogds
Group

._.4
%..-
,

Yogurt

,

Roast beef Apple

IIIIIIII

Whole wheat bread . Doughtiut

Milk

,

9

Dried beans

,.,

.

,

.4...

?RiceCelery Butter

..+All,

lag
Swiss cheese

icor

Cantaloupe

(C,vYe2o, -,.,. 1;of ur

Whole wheat'roll

itil"116,
sire
PbtatO chips

Cheddar

.

cheese

.

Eggs Corn Noodles

.

. Cookie . .

,,-.matair -

2. .

Cottage choese .

......,_.,...../

' Turkey

.

Peach

aillc4

ItE'44111111

ie.

qoft drinkSpaghetti
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Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable
and Beans Group ° Group

Bread and Cereal
Group

Extra Foods
Group

.--lt,t0c,

Cottage cheese

4 II
1

Ham

.

Bananas

N.

Crackers

0
Cake

lagoolliTtI:

Custard

..... /r,
' killi,J0P-s-J

Lamb chop

/.-'illimmio.,7

..01111111r-

Carrots

.

bu n DoughnutHamburger

Allg

litap

,

Ice' cream

/9 1

i
Roast beef _ Apple

.

Whole wheat bread

.,

, Butter

o

Yogurt

olt;.°,141, 0" No
*ow 1 1

C9
11

Dried beana, , ,
Potato chips

20 C E

.oPP

Rice, Celery ,

,

Eggs : Cantaloupe

(VC/46-21'

Whole wheat roll

,

Cookie

Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry,Fish, Fruit and Vegetable
Groupand Beans Group

Bread and-Cereal
Group

Ext Foods
up

iieggib-1IV
Cheddar cheese ,

,

Peach Noodles

-

Soft Drink

.

Ogiej

Liver

...Ai

Swiss cheese

r
.41

Turkey

.....
..,..

Jelly

orjeal

SpaghettiBroccoli

....-.,,

Vit- -----
L Custard Corn

,.. /(1.

. //, ...

..White bread

/1111e-'

Pie
-

Chicken leg

A r.v

.
1

Orange

ft

,
le

' Tortilla

4,14117

MI
0 IYogurt

till
Milk ,

.

FOh

11110

Muffin

ft.

4
,Salad dressingAsparagus

F-58
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Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable.
Group

Bread and Cereal
Group

Extra Foods
Group

10..!

Yogurt

1e-4ir A

11:31111 0

Turkey

71' ji

Peach Soft

4111L.;

Pe.!IA

Nil
drink

---1.4lit T1
mil,..y2A/Lfik- /

Spaghetti

' l72, ,
, e

Cheddar cheese

41610"ej411,ivi

Chicken leg

Mgt416
Muffin

. M
,

Jelly

P19144.Lii ,,.* 0

Broccoli

pi.,,, .

till
Milli(

141181"Ib

Fish

711k "

Orange

4

/0 (..

White bread

..

. ,

Cottage cheese

''.1 ,...1,10
ol"

Beef patito

IN
Tortilla

--0111111111 -rlir'_.:_.......

PieAsparagus

Custard.

...

Toro.;
Ham

e
Bananas

.

,
,

Crackers

1.19

0 I .

/ Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

g
Ice crearht

Carrots
5

Salad dressingLamb chop Hamburger bun

PLA...
YOGURT'

f7.3._.

Roast beef Apple

.

Whole wheat bread

iii......,--,
....._,

.

CakeYogurt '

Cottage cheese

-

Dried beans

itIZP

Doughnut

51 c e

Rice
A

41016

Cheddar cheese Eggs

atiete0

Whole wheat roll ButterCelery

Custard

7Wi #

Cantaloupe Noodles .

..

Potato chipsLiver
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Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
GroupGroup and Beans Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

ITO1
Milk

I

....6

1114141.4

,
Fish '

ICI \
.

Orange

/4 Vi

L

/ // L.

White bread

1111104e*.
3

Pie

:; ; III

Cottage cheese

4,-,IVT,

'4.4 ....,..)

Beef patty

.-..__ ,-..; -, \

. ,..

Tortilla

,
.......... ,

,....c,..,'-

Asparagus 0 l

.

I ,

Ham

e
Bananas

r,*
Crackers Salad dressing

Custard

4

Carrots

,

Hamburger bun

Cn
Cake

.ft

Lamb chop

%...a,4
44'."

Ice cream cone

pfr
1

Roast beef '
._

Apple

.

Whole wheat bread Doughnuts

Milk and Cheese
Group

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
and Beans Group Group Group

Extra Foods
Group

r"lirr
,%Xu;tT

Yogurt

.4:dt.:;44L
ZI 404,
Z)

Dried beans

MIIMIMMIN2111N.41k.
.4.

C E

1

10.1°

Butter

volINIMENIMMI

Celery Rice

.frI,
% 6,4p.".

VIli

MA Eggs
..

Cantaloupe

04246

Whole wheat roll Potato chips

.

, Swiss cheese

(r,

Peach

. .

. Cookie

IIRSIBLV"41
,

Liver

g )

Ice Cream

46:211
Turkey

nfr*,*
...40

BrocC.oli Soft

/

drinkNoodles

Custard

1114,:if

Chicken leg

'Ar.(-&_1....770',

Corn

Zak-41,

......
',..-0
mt-

JellySpaghetti
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Mlik and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
GrOUrr and "Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable
Group

Bread and Cereal
Group

Extra Foods
Group

-406

01 11,

Swiss cheese

D
bill

Ham

, .
.;

Orange

WOO

Whole wheat roll

-11Qi

Doughnut

g
Ice cream

MrilliPin4

CITickey leg Apple
II.

I

.

120c El

Rice

......._

lik Custard

.

Fish.

1

JellyCelery

/-1,7:41",

ITO

Milk,

.

Eggs

.1....., ...-
ams,..... --. :-

.....,,..,,

Crackers Soft drinkAsparagus

Cheddar

' .

4

cheese

.3.1t.a 6.7;4/
it/ INOt

Dried beans '

41;61110b
11 50

Cantaloupe

1111,01*

Muffin Potato chips

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Group and Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
droup Group

Extra Foods
Group

,

,

Cheddar cheese

,4,2

- - Liver

,

,

Peach

_

,

Pie

4,4ANW-11.-,

Spaghetti

7/*
/Y.11

Roast beef

.401111.

Carrots

111( ;

Tortilla

.-.,....

Yogurt Cake ,

J....N.%

iiii#41 iiiiiA'

Milk

1

r
f Beef patty

4
i

Broccoli

I

Noodles

pustard ,

....

Lamb Chop

,,,,

..

Cantaloupe ,

11111011*

sizi...........:0,07

ButterHambtirger bun

,

4
. Cottage cheese

.
_At.,

173iillrlIl

Turkey

-

Bananas

.
Li(1

e. .

. 4 t.

White bread

i-
Yr

Salad dressing
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Milk and Cheese Moat, Poultry, Fish,
Group end Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
Group Group

Extra Foods
Group -

Ice cream

7 17/e,
Roast beef

diSmapf-

Cantaloupe

N,

White bread
A

Salad dressing

lila
414111P

Milk

.,.

.,,,,
.

47:4111100

Turkey . Bananas

(Wiii, 2t

Whole wheat roll

11
\

Citke .

,

,

tk-OC:

Yogurt Fish

/-

AOAP".

Carrots

*
Oil

C E

'0.7
, Rice

ill

,
Itli ::

Chicken leg Celery

plia4VAI
dlt&gfriat---ig:::,

Spaghetti Pie

--.6t.::-.1.,-

Cottage cheese

/

111111

Ham

.,
-

Illir
. Apple

gt..14N;

,

tipM
IMO'

, Potato chipsNoodles

Milk and Cheese Meat, Poultry, Fish, Fruit and Vegetable Bread and Cereal
and Beans Group GroupGroup Group

Extra Foods
Group

Custard

&CI

Eggs

k w .

Orange - Butter ,

,..it,44.2wr

..
0:1 ....1.-...s

Cottage cheese

fl'..it..--Iirw.,..-

Beef patty

. .1 I

Broccoli

4110
Muffin

tli
Jelly

Yogurt Lamb chop 1 Cracktrs DoughnutAsparagus

.,

..
. Cheddar cheese

IggrA;r:
...""ounimINI

,....

""1010:104-
..

AO.-

Carrots

El
. Soft drink

.
:Liver Hamburger bun

Swiss cheese Dried beans/ Peach , Whole wheat .bread

4.,...... ,

Cookie

F-62
d
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Milk
and
Chess*
Group

Meat,
Poultry,
Fish, and
Beans
Group

Fruit
and
Vegetable
.Group

Bread
and -
Cereal
Group

Ektra
Foods
Group

.

Teacher Key

.

Ice
Cream
con.-

Ice
Cream

Cheddar
cheese

Custard

,

Milk

.

Swiss
cheese

/..

Cottage
cheese

.

Yogurt
.

,

Roast
beef

Dried
beans

Ham Livei Beef
patty

Chicken
leg

Lan Ifr
chop

Eggs

'
Fish Turkey

F

Orange Carrots

1

Celery

,

Corn
4

-

/Apple Peach Bananas Asparagus

,

Broccoli
,

Cantaloupe

Rice Noodles Muffin
Whole .

wheat
roll

White
bread ,

Crackers Hamburger
bun

Spaghetti-
Whole
wheat
bread

,
,

_

Tortilla
s

.

°
.

Cake Oil Jelly Doughnut

.

Cookie Pi e Soft
drink

Salad.
dresssing

Potato
chips

-
Butter

1S5

Directions: Make tWo copies of the teacher key. Laminate and cut apart one copy. Plape the
cutout tokens in a paper bag or box. Draw'them out; one at a time, and call out the fOod
named. Place each token oh the second copy ofthe teacher,key tocheck the students' win riing

cards. .
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Name

Food Groups
^

Put an X on the fo9d that belongs to.the same food group as the
food in the first square.

4, ..,_
...II

'Example

,

.,,,, ,

.

L ,;..,,J.44.
illik :,1,1,1tv....,

.

,,,,,,
.... ./ .

I

2. r

11 '

'Mkt Ili Ili

.

1

,/ 0

-
,

t/ '...

A
8'

i '
7 '...

.

3.

/...61°..
o

!f1(1101
. .i :

.

'

r

.
.

1.

404; .
a

1 1-::,
A_I. ,,v., r

t

..... %CW\\ .....

.

,

cm'

C
C

(
. /

Y .\
.

5.

opp
1 It II

. .

_

i:Ire, , aord.
, .

,\YGGul
4ie

*7 'filiWb..",
--. ,

.. .

6. ,

-* nir*oil .. or Sap
.10 le 160

elle

/rt.\
( 1,3117,4 , \ t r

' / III Iiill':
41 11(11/1Veikt

I 4411111,4 \lt. I )

17 79848
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Name

Food Group Circles
Circle the meat, poultry, fish, And beans group foods.

C.

Chili Beans

Cereal

h.
Peanut Butter

.1
f.

Bananas

9.
Orange

F-66

.%v
4(4.u.00/ 44444,,e

e.
Eggs



Name

Circle the milk and cheese group foods.

Bread

h.
Cottage Cheese

b.
Canned

Milk"

189

C.

Peanuts

d.
Cheese

-,N:, / ) ' 1?
,/ "1 .%).1

/IN

', 1 A/ . 1 )5,,, .t./ 1 ,

e.
Potato



Name

Circle the bread and cereal group foods.

a.
Oats 4

b.
Peanut
Butter

Eggs

-

Whole Wheat
Flour

e.
Spaghetti

ro

Candy

h.
Apple 9.

Muffin

F-67

190

f.
Rice



Name

Circle the fruit and vegetable group foOds.

Akr

a.
Potato

Tomato

9.
Broccoli

r .

f:
Cheese

F-68 Isi

e.
Orange



Basic Four Food Groups\

Milk and Cheese

640

Fruit and Vegetable

F-69

Meat, Poultry, Fish and Beans

Bread and Cerel

192



Name

Which Group?

Fill in ,the blanks with the letter of the right food group.

A. Milk and 'Cheese

C. Bread and Cereal

B. Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans

D. Fruit and Vegetable

1. Chicken is in the Group.

2. Eggs are in the Grobp.

3. Apples are in the Group.

4. Bread is in the Group.

5. Tortillas are in the Group.

6. Cheese is in the Group.

7. Peantits are ,in the Group.

8. Lettuce is in the Group.

9. Tomatoes are in,the Group.

10. Muffins are in the Group.

11. Green peppers are in the GrOup.

12. Yogurt is in the Group.

13. Fish is in the Group.

14. Rice is in the Group.

15. 'Bananas are in the Group.

16. Corn is in the Group.

17. Refried beans are in the Group.

18. Oatmeal is in the Group.
AO
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Batter up

'Home
,FruitNegetable

Bread/Cereal

Milk/Cheese

Meat/Poultry/Fish/Beans

F-71



Name

How Many Servings?
In the box provided write the correct number of servings per day
for each food group.

Milk and Cheese Group

Bread and Cereal Group
l&- 79848 F-72

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
and -Beans Group

Fruit and Vegetable Group

195



Favbrite Fruits
NameName

411.

One of my values about

is that they are

One of my values about

is that they are
, /



Name

One of my values about

is that ey are

197

Name

//

One of my values about

Ba.nepaa-42
is that they are
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Digestive System Diagram

Liver

Duodenum

Large inteitine-

Stomach

Pancreas

Small intestine,

F-76
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Name

Follow the Digestive System

Mouth

0

A

M T
0

A

A 0

U E

A

Put the words in the correct order as they follow the digestive
system.

1. MOUTH
2.

3.

4. INTESTINE
5. INTESTINE

F-76
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. Name

The Food Tube
Label the parts of the digestive system on the lines provided.

F-77
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Name

Draw the rest of the box.

F-79
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Sample Letter *to Parents
Cut hero to sand home.

Dear Parent:
Presently, we are studying nutiition in our class-

room. As part of this study, we are interested In
promoting consumer awareness of fo-od advertis-
ing. I would appreciate it if you would allow your
child to bring an empty breakfast cereal box to
class by

We are not interested in promoting a specific
breakfast cereal. Rather, We are interested in help-
ing your child to become a more thoughtful consumer.

If you have any questions;please feel free to con-
tact me.

F40
19-79848

Sincerely,

Teacher

20,1



t

Food Storage Learning Center

7.he food storage learning center consists o

A file folder designed to represent
a cupboard.

Cupboard

-

4

t
1.

..

_

..- I 1

01

. J
i

A file folder designed to represent
a refrigerator-freezer.
- Freezer

4

Refrigerator

Frozen Frozen

Cold

Cold Cold , Cold

Cold

Cold

-Library
card pockets'

Frozen )

I, Mark
on

( pockets.

Cold J.

Directions: Color the pictures on pages F-82 and F-83,1f
desired; then laminate them and cqthem apart.

Everything 'should be laminated!,

F-81
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Name

Storing Food
Cut out the food pictures and paste them where they,

should be stored.

U.

Freezer

Refrigerator

-eifrt4
=

1

Cupboard Shelves
and'Counter

rt tot40.;

1

1
I

1

i i
1

i i L1 I
I I -1\'
1 I_If xe .

17;3711KIR I

I -

I WWI \MI I

I w

stofteg

...! L

Pvtieffil
Milk

F-84
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Name

Food Storage

Cut and paste the foods Which should be stored in the refrig-
erator or freezer. Place these foods in the correct place. Not
all foods will belong in the refrigerator or .freezer.

Milk

Cereal

Hamburger
patty

Apple

1 him
Ice cream

dim

406

Tortillas

F-85

2 0.9

Cheese

Chicken

NAW

Soup
4

I.

.1

Eggs

Banana

Blueberry
muffin
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Food Service: Cafeteria Worker
-

F-87
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Food Server: Walter or Waitress

F-90
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Name

Food-Related Careers
Directions: Fill in the crossword puzzle with the names of ihe workers listed
below'the puzzle. Descriptions of the tasks performed by the workers appear on
the right of the puzzle.

41

Across
1. Bakes bread
2. Grows plants and ani-

, mals for food
,3. Cans, freezes, dries,

or makes food

Down
1. Cuts up meat
4. Raises cattle, sheep,

or chickens
5. Gets milk from cows
6. Delivers food
7. Sells food
8. Grinds wheat into

flour

Grocer Dairyman
Miller Rancher
Processor Trucker
Farmer Baker
Butcher

F-92 216



Name

Matching Career Titles With Job Duties
Write the letter which describes the job duties listed in Column
B in front of the best career title in Column A.

A.
Job Title Job Duties

1. Cook/Chef

2. Sorter

3. Miller

4. Dairy farmer

5. Waiter

6 Rancher

7. Grocer

8. Food service manager

9. Canner

10. Butcher

11. Farmer

12. Baker

A.

B.

C.

D.

A.

6.

C.

D.

Sorts spoiled food from good food
before canning or packing

Hulls or grinds grain for cooking and
baking

Prepares food

Raises cows for milk

Sdes that food is prepared and served

Sells food

Serves food in a restaurant

Raises cattle for beef

A. Cuts large pieces of meat

B, Grows fruits, vegetables, and grains

C. Makes bread, rolls, and other prod-
ucts from grains

D._. Preserves food in jars and cans

F-93 21



Name

Energy
1.Circle the activity that requires more energy from food.

or

I or

lo;rn. 0( P 00
r,

A I, vit
0,f4,

2. Circle the activity that requires less energy from food.

or

Or

"4 2 1 8



1. Activity Word C ds
Cut along-the solid lines to form indi dual activity word cards.

I.
.

Running
.

,

.

Reading a book

.

Sleeying

,

.

Jumping rope

.

Watcbing teleVision Playing soccer

,

,

MoWing the lawn

,
.

4 Sitting in 'Class

t

. . --,

,

Riding the bus to school

,

,

Scweeping the floor

.

.

.

Walking

,

Taking out the trash

F-95



Name

How Much Energy?
Circle the word in each row that requires the most energy from
food.

1. Walking, running, sleeping,
2. Sweeping the floor, watching TV,, taking a nap

3. Jumping rope, reading a book, playing jacks

4. Drawing a picture, riding a bike, talking to a friend

5. Surfing, swimming, taking a sun bath

6. Skate boarding, playing the piano, knitting a sweater

7. Sleeping, walking to school, takind the Nis to school

8. Watching a baseball game, playing in a baseball game,
reading a book on baseball

9. Jogging a mile, walking a mile, riding a bicycle for a mile

10. Taking out the trash, mowing the lawn, dusting tht
furniture

.From the ten circled words, list the five:you think require the
most energy from food:

1

2.

3.

4.



Why Eat in the Cafeteria?

Students need a proper dietto
stay -alert at school.

The school lunch pattern is
planned, so you.need never
lose your cool!

Students need a strong body so they
can run and play.

To get your nutritional requirements,
eat in the cafeteria each day.

The school lunch program is
planned with good food on a
colorful tray.

Do yourself a favor and eat in
the cafeteria today!



4 .

SchOol Lunch Pattern
This lunch has all the basic food groups.

Menu

Chili beans
Tossed green salad with tomatoes
Cornbread and butter
Pear halves
Milk

F-98
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School Lunch Pattern Every Day

.

dr&I
-1411IPP%101,

' ini

"..",r,
I

,

,

1/2 pint

Milk

oilioili
0,0;16

01 U (/'

',._ yo ,

(237.mL)

e
,

Meat or Meat Alternate
.. 1 i q. .

.
.

/c,>/irksi
.:.-...........

.y.taco' ,111 Iv aia
20

:V
1110111 !Illii VII,

:-. : :.

°III!! 1112 'INK.A.II

2 oz. or
(56 g) serving Eggs, Beans,

'Peanut butter
,

.

Fruit ,

a
, .

........ Vegetable....,....,,a ..z..510 '.,,. ,----ft- Vie 'we .e. 1,v''alP., ,i.,- i
,,,,, , , _(,49,40,,i,e.

,

3/4 cup (165) g) of two or more
e.

Bread ár

0. c
se-,:r

,

Bread Alternate

, 1 i

One

.

Pasta, rice, or grains

23 224



Name

Plan(a Lunch

.

What goes into
th6 sqhool lunch

pgittern? .

.

N 1

1. Meat or Meat Alteinate

2. Vegetable and Fruit

3. Bread, Rice, or Pasta

4. Milk

u)

2
o
v
00
u.
6.
=
0
u.

Meat or
Meat Alternate

.

0
2

4-0 (I) ,

= Ca
0az°c
a) .d.

LL.

,

. Vegetable
and Fruit

,

. w

_
41 6 L L003a) c
> co

,

,

II

Bread or
Bread Alternate

.,

.

03
U

I 2
a)u
v

. c
v
as

co

Milk
,.

.

.

a)
a)
a)
a)

o
vco
Ae

1 E
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Name

On Your Way to Good Nutrition
Directions: Mark an X over the menus that include all the types of
foods required in the school lunch pattern.

-

1

Ham and cheese sandwich
Peach slices

Carrot and celery sticks
Milk

2

Meat loaf
Peas
Rice

Fruit salad
Milk

3

Potato chips
Cobkies

Cola

4 .

Roast beef
Carrots

Fruit salad
Whole wheat.roll

with butter
Milk

_

5

Cheese gandwich
Ice cream cone

Fruit punch

.

6

Hamburger on bun
Lettuce and

Tomato slices
Orange sections

Milk

7

Fish sticks
Potatoes

Roll and butter
Cake

8

Meatballs
Spaghetti

. Tomato sauce
Tossed green salad

with dressing
Milk

9
,

Barbecued chicken
Rice

Broccoli
Apple slices

Milk

.

/

10

'Turkey
Sweet potatoes

Green beans
Roll and butter

Milk

11

Burrito
Orange slices

Milk

. .

12 ,

,

Hot dogs
Potato chiPs

Cookies
Soda pop

- F-101
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Kim's Family
(Asian Background)

F-103 2,E3
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It

Kenya's Family
(Afro-AmeriCan)

b

F-106
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Name-

0our Food GroupsEthnic Style
In the box below each food, write the-number of the food
group in which the food belongs.
1. Milk and Cheese 3. Fruit and Vegetable
2. Meat, Poultry, Fish, and Beans 4. Bread and Cereal

'Traditional meal
for Isaac

Milk Lox Bagel Applil

,
,1 -

, .\\\

Traditional meal
for Kim

Rice Fisti Tofu Orange

Traditional meal
for Maria

Tortilla ,Tomato Refried Cheese
beans

Traditional meal
for Kenya

Ham Buttermilk Cornbread Me ldric

F-106
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Name

How to *lake a Tortilla
Draw a circle around the face that shows how you felt about
your tortilla.

Today at school I made my own tortilla. I felt
about this food.

The recipe is:
2 Tablespoons (30 g) tortilla flour (masa harina)
2 Tablespoons (30 mL) warm rter

Combine the flour arid water in a small bowl and stir. Form
the dough into a smooth ball. press the ball between two
squares of waxed paper (or use a tortilla press). Cook the
tortilla on a griddle for two minutes at a high heat. Eat the
tortilla while it is hot. Spread it with butter, cheese or'refried
beans.

Can we try this together? ,

i

F-107
232



Name

Reasons for Selecting Foods
For each of the reasons listed, circle 1, 2, or 3 to
indicate how important that reason was to you. when
you- selected your food.

Reasons for
food choice

Very
iMportant Important

Not
important

Taste 1 2 3

Smell : - -1 2 3

Co l'or 2 3

Texture g 1,1 2 3

Nutritional value 1 2 3

Ease- of preparatidn 1 2 3

Parent's advice 1 2 3

Friend's dhoice 1 2, 3

Time of day 1 2 3,

Trying something new 1 2 3

Cost 1 - 2 3

1 2 P
1 , 2 3

,
1 2 3

,

1 2 3

1 '' 2 . 3

1 2 3

,
,

'Food Selected

F-108
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Stir-Frying
Stir-frying is *an oriental style of "meal in a pot" cookery. Even today, many

people living in the Orient prepare their food using one pot over a single wood
or kerosene flame. The stove is portable so that a meal can be made wherever
the family isat home; under a tree, or in the market place.

Method for use
A small amount of oil, preferably ,peanut oil, is pUt in the bottom of a large

sphere-shaped pot called a wok. Actually, the pot is like half a sphere that has
been spread out slightly at the top.

The wok is heated until one can feel the heat when a hand is held about three
inches over the bottom of the wok. The food is then added and constantly
stirred until the meat changes color and the vegetables are covered with a thin
film of oil. The wok is then covered and removed from the heat for-about five
minutes. Flavoring is added; then the food is reheated gently and served imme-
diately. Slight variations in order and timing are required for different dishes.

Nutritive advantages
The thin coating of oil Seals the vegetables so that little or none of the nutrients

leach into the cooking water. The short cooking time also preserves the vitamins.
The oil film prevents volatile gases from escaping from the food. Such gases
cause the unpleasant odor that sometinies occurs when cabbage is cooking. The
gases are acid in nature and give green vegetables an unappetizing, dull color.
Vegetables cooked in a wok stay a bright green. All cooking juices are used as
gravy so that if vitamins do go into the cooking water, none of the vitamins are lost.

Recipe for vegetable stir-fry
2 cups bean sprouts (259 g)
2 sliced green onions
2 sliced stalks of celery
1/2 bunch broccoli, broken
into pieces

2 tablespoons (30 m.L) wine vinegar
(optional) ,

3 tablespoons (45 mt.) oil
1 tablespoon (15 g) sugar (optional)
1 tablespoon (15 mL) soy sauce

Wash and slice the vegetables. Heat the pan and add oil. Add broccoli and
celery, and stir-fry two to three minutes. Add the bean sprouts and onions; stir-
fry one minute. Make sure that all of the vegetables are covered with the oil. Add
the seasonings and cover for three minutes. Serve the vegetables immediately.

F-109 234
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Name

Cooking: Magic

P CB,STEAMK LJ,MB
RO.,ST I R-FR YX Z-I D
.,ELBARBEQUEGCB..
S MCHQDJ VS.B.TRA
SVR.OASTU I OHO-K
UPLREMI.R...JISWE
RMB I'GF XOTLBA.-E
E K.RSMNL P:FM'ZV-H
"CNOWBD.CEOQAEN
O W I T. R PHQG'RJ L L

OS.L BUST E./.WOJK-M.-
K BGLCAJ D..FK FRY

Find the hidden words:

Bake Stir-fry Stew

Barbeque Grill Boli

Pressure cook Steam Broil

Fry Roast Microwave

Note: Words may be spelled up and down or sideways.

F-110 235



Name

Preparing Food

A. List in order the steps used in preparing a carrot to ,be
eaten. Use the words given below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Cut
Wash
Peel (optional).
Cook
Eat

B. What are two ways of cooking a carrot?

2.

F-111
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Name

Label Detective
Look over each box of cereal. Find the list of ingredients on

the side of each package. Use the .box label to answer the
questions listed below. You may need to use other information
on the box, too:

1. Write the nathes of the cereals, on the lines below. Which
ingredient is listed first in these cereals?

Cereal Ingredient Cereal Ingredient

2. Why is it important to know which ingredient is listed
first?

3. Which cereals do you think would be be$t for you to eat?

4. Why?
I.

it-79648 F-112 :237



Name

Which Is the Main Ingredient?
The following are the ingredients in pancakes:,

Flour (2 cups) (225 g)
Baking powder (2 teaspoons) (7 g)
Sugar (1 teaspoon) (5 g)
Milk (11/2 cups) (355 mL)
Beaten eggs (1/4 cup beaten) (59 mL)
Oil (3 tablespoons) (45 mL)

1. _Look at the ingredients.
Are the amounts of each ingredient the same?
If the amounts of ingredients are not the same, which one is
the largest?

Which one is the smallest arriount?
2. List the ingredients in order on the box below. Be sure to list

the main ingredient first.

F-113



Name

Student Recipe Sheet
Pancakes -

Combine the following: c
2 cups (225 g) flour.(1-átip [112 g] hite fkiur; 1 cup [112 g]
whole wtieat flour) tifir
42 teaspoons (7 g) baking powder ri
1 teaspoon (5 g) sugary

Mix in:
11/2 cups (355 mL) milk Ira
1/4 cup (59 mL) beaten eggs (approximately 2 eggs) Q
3 tablespoons (45 mL) oil!!!

Pour a small amount of mixture onto a frying pan. Turn over
the pancake when bubbles 'break on top.

Rieska (Finnish Rye)
1. Put in a bowl: 2. Stir in:

'A cup (56 g) rye flour a pinch of salt

3. ;)
.3"71411.

\ ¼ teaSpoon
(.6 g) sugar

4.

Wteaspoon (.5 g)
baking powder

5.

!!
2 tablespoons

(30 mL)
evaporated milk

6.

r
I

3/4 teaspoon (3.7 mL)
melted butter

7

Mix to form a
smooth batter.

8., Oiled fingers

Press into 4 inch (10 cm)

shape.

239
F-114.

9.

Prick the top.

10. 425°

Bake ten
minutes

at 425° F
(218° C).

Eat hot
with butter.



Name

Tricky Advertising

Check Any of the following.that you think will trick you into
buying a food product:

1. Breakfast cereals whose firms give prizes for sending in
box tops'

Nutritional information listed on food packaging

3. Manufacturers that put a small amount of their food
product in a large contain-er

4 Television commercials which make food products
look bigger and better than they really are

5. Food labels that list all of the ingredients in the product

6. ,Stores that advertise a food product as on sale but
charge the regular price

F111$
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Wheat Kernel Diagram

i

Enlarged Cross Section

F-117
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Job-0 Cards
_

0 0

Cook
Dairy

farmer Rancher Fisher

Baker Trucker Picker Free

,

Canner Farmer Packer Butcher

Chef Miller Grocer A
243

JO B ,

Canner

,
Baker Butcher Rancher

Trucker Free Cook Chef

,* Grocer Packer Farmer

Miller

,

Picker Fisher
Dairy
farmer

244



,

,

. 0 .

. t

Canner

,

Baker Butcher

.

Rancher

Trucker

,

* .

Cook
,

Chef* Griper

,

Packer Farmer

Miller Picker Fisher Dairy
farmer

245

,

J.
,

(

. 0
,

'0

Cook DairYfarmer
Rancher Fisher

Baker Trucker Picker, Free,

Canner Farmer

..1Meir

Packer Butcher

Chef , Grocer Miller Free
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,

Farmer
P

, Dairy
farmer Rancher Baker'

Chef Trucker Cook Free

Picker
,

Canner Packer ,Butcher

Fisher Miller Grocer Free

.
.

4

.

,

Miller, Baker Butcher
,

Canner

Cook Free Trucker Chef

Grocer Rancher

,

Packer. Farmer

Free Picker *
,

,

Fisher
Dairy -

farmer
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.

Dairy
farmer Grocer

,

Cook

Ranchoikt-
--)

Fisher- Chef Baker

Miller Picker Canner Butcher

Trucker Packer Farmer Free

2'49

J B
.

Fisher Rancher Miller
Dairy

farmer
,

Packer Trucker Canner Baker

Free Picker Butcher Cook

, .

4irk

Groder
.

Free Chef

,

,

Farmer
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, JOB .

-

Butcher Miller' Canner Trucker

Cook Free. Rancher

. /

Packer

-Fisher Farmer Grocer Chef

Picket
Dairy

farmer
Baker *
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. .

Miller Canner Butcher Chef

FisherAt.
Trucker grocer

Packer Rancher Picker Free

Farmer

0

Cook* Baker

1 t

Dairy
farmer
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B

v

0
I

C

Butcher

I

,

Miller Cook Trucker

Packer * Rancher

i

.

Chef

Fisher

,

Farmer Grocer
Dairy

farmer
/

Picker Canner Baker *
253

J 0 B
,

Packer Canner Grocer Chef

Fisher Free Trucker Miller

Baker Rancher Picker Butcher

Farmer

,

Cook Free
Dairy
farmer

.
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0
,

Farmer Grocer Canner Trucker

,

Cook Free Rancher Baker

,

Fisher Butcher Miller Chef

,

Picker

,

Dairy
farmer Packer Free
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,

Grocer Trucker Butcher Chef

Fisher Canner Farmer Miller

Packer Cook Free Picker

Canner

,

Free Baker
Dairy

farmer
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J . 0 0
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_

Dairy
farmer

.

Gro:cer Chef Cook

Rancher

-

Fisher Miller Packer

Fre

.

Picker Canner Butcher

Trucker

,

Baker Farmer *
.

25'7

i..0 ,

.B

Fisher Rancher Grocer 'Canner

,

Picker Trucker

,

Packer baker

,

10141r Butcher Dairy
farmer

,
Cook

,

.Miller

,

.

Chef Farmer
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Dairy
,

farmer
Miller Butcher

Fisher Farmer Chef Baker

Grocer Picker Canner-

.

Rancher

Trucker Packer Cook

,

Free

259
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i

Fisher Rancher Baker
Dairy
farmer

,

Packer Trucker Canner

,

Free* Picker Miller ,Cook

Butcher Farmer Chef Grocer
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Picker
, Dairy

farmer Rancher Baker
.

Chef Trucker Farmer Free

,

Grocer Canner Packer
,

Cook

Fisher Miller 'Butcher Free
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,

.

Trucker Baker Butcher
.

Canner

Cook Free Farmer Chef

Fisher Rancher Packer Miller

Free Picker Grocer
Dairy
farmer

262 ,
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.

.

,

Farmer Cook Rancher Baker

,

Dairy
farmer Trucker

_.

Miller. Free

Picker Butcher Packer Chef

,

Canner

,

Grocer Fisher Free

263
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. B

Miller Baker Packer
I N

Canner

,

Fisher Free Trucker Cook

.0

Grocer Rancher Chef Farmer

Cook

,

Picker Free
Dairy

'farmer
,
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,

Picker Farmer Trucker Fisher

r

Packer Butcher Free Canner

Cook Miller Chef Grocer

,

Dairy
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A

Job-0 Skill Car s

. Job-0
Skill Card

Cuts up large pieces'of meat, poul-
try, and fish into smaller pjeces to

,

sell at the stoFe or the meat market.

. .
,

,

Butcher .

, .
,

,

..
ob-O

,

Ski Card

Assists the farmer n the field dur-
ing harvest time. Co ects the crops
by hand or usee a ma, hine to help
harvest crops.

,

Picker .,

.

.

, Job-0
. Skill Card

Buys fresh fruits and vegetables
from farmers;and cans the food in

- cans and jars for stores to sell.

.

.
,

.
Canner .

_

,
.

,

Job-0
ekill Card

.

Uses different grains milled into
flour to make breads, crackets,
and other baked foods:

,

.
,

Baker
_ - .

.
,- .

Job-0
Skill Card

Works in fancy restaurants mak-
ing special foods. This person ,is
very skilled in making special,foods
noe eaten at home every day.

.

. a

Chef
.

..

_.

i
.

.
(

Job-0
. Skill Card

Works in cafeterias, coffee shops,
restaurants, and school kitchens.
Makes whoiesoMe everyday food
for people who need nutritious
food for work-and play.

..

Cook i
.

-

F-134
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0

D ,Y

I

,

Job-0
. Skill Card 71

Grows crops of fruits, vegetables,
and grains to feed people and
animals.

Farmer

Job-
Skill Car

Raises animals that give milk to
make cheese, yogurt, and other
milk products.

,

Dairy Farmer

.

, Job-0.
Skill Card

Raises sheep, cattle, .,hogs, and
other animals to- supply people
with meat. r,

,

,

Rancher

Job-0
Skill Card

,

Goes out in a boat onto the oceans,
lakes, and rivers to catch seafood
for people to_ eat.

Fisher
_

1

/

Job-0
Skill Card

quys foods that are fresh-, canned,
frozen, and boxed and sells them
in a store. .

.
,

.

Grocer

Job-0
Skill Card

Drives on highways and hauls refrig-
eratvl ahd iced trailers which keep
the fOod cool, fresh, and unspoiled
Delivers the food from the farm to
the market. i

. ,

.

Trucker

F-136
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Job-0
Skill Card

Buys grain from farmers and pro-
cesses it by hulling and grinding it
for cooking or baking.

Miller'

Job-0
.Skill Card

Provides boxes and packages in
which food is packed for shipping,
or for sale in the stores.

Packer

F-136
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Word List
Baker
Butcher
Canner
Chef
Dairy farmer
Farmer
Fisher
Grocer
Miller
Packer
Picker
Processor
Rancher
Trucker

Down
1. Fish are caught by a
2. Food is taken from the grower (producer) to market by a

13

11

Name

The Food_Source

1

14

12

10

4. Cows are milked by a.
,5. Food is sold in a. store by a
8. Wheat is made into flour by a

10 Food is put into bags and boxes by a
1
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Across
3. Meat is cut up by a
6. Cattle are raised by a
7. Food is canned, frozen, and dehydrated by a food
9. Crops of fruits, vegetables, and grains are groVvn by a

11. Bread and rolls are .made by a
12. Fruits and vegetables are taken from the plants by a

13. Special food is cooked in a fancy restaiirant by a
14. Fruits and vegetables are put in jars and cans by a
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Name

FOod-Related Careers
Fill in the blanks with the letter that matches each career with
its job duties.

Career Duties
1.The farmer a. Uses different grains.milled into flour to make

bread and other baked goods

2. The rancher b. Grows crops,of frukvegetables, or grains

3. The butcher c. Cans, freezes, and dries food for stores

4. The trucker d. Cuts up meat

6. The grocer e. Raises cattle, sheep, chickens, or othdr artirnais

6. The baker f: Puts food into cartons, boxes, or ot er con
tainers for shippin,g orlor sale in the ores

7. The processor g. Gets milk from cows

8. The miller h. Delivers food from farms tO market

9. The dairy farmer i. Buys foods that are fresh, canned, frozen, and

boxed and sells them in a store

_10. The packer j. Grinds wheakinto flour

11. The chef k. Catches seafood

12. The fisher I. Works in coffee shops, restaurants, and/school

kitchens to make wholesOme food

13. The picker m. Buys fresh fruits and vegetables and puts
them in cans and jars to sell in the market

14. The canner n. Works in fancy restaurants making special

foods not eaten at,home every day

15. The c6ok o. Assists the farmer 'in the field by harvesting

Crops

26 u
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Student Food Careers,
'Pantomime Suggestions

(To Be Presented in Groups}

Grocktry Store Workers
Choose someone to be a grocery stbre checker. This person runs

the cash register. Pick someone else to be a packer. This person plits
the groceries in bags. Other students can be customers. They fill their
baskets with imaginary food. They unload them for the checker, who
weighs the produce, punches the keys of the cash register, takes.
money from the customers, and makes. change. The packer puts the
food in shopping bags.

Cook
Choose someone to be a cook. Other cjass members can be cus-

tomers. They enter the restaurant and pretend to order foods such as
hamburgers, french fries, hot dogs, or, sandwiches. The cook pre-,
pares the orders. He or she puts the food on plates and give\gihem to
the customers, who pretend to sit down and eat. The cook can
pretend to flip hamburgers, slice bread, spread putter, and dip french
fries into hot oil.

Vegetable Farmer
dhoose-someone to.be a farmer. This person plants seeds. Other

students can be pickers. They bend over and pretend to pick the
vegetables and put them into'boxes. Select one person to put the
boAes of vegetables on a truck.

Driver ol a Food Truck
Choose someone to be a truck driver. Select another person to be

the helper. Everyone else can be loaders. The truck driver and the
helper can sit in chairs in the middle of the floor. The loaders pretend
to load the truck. When they are finished, the driver pretends to drive
away. Thedriver shifts gears, turns the steering wheel; and looks in
the rearview mirror.

Waiter or Waitress
Select someohe tO be a waiter or waitress. Other class members

can be customers. Have them sit in chairs in a circle as if they were
around a table. The Waiter or waitress gives the dustomers menus,
and they give their orders one at a time. The waiter or waitress Writes
the orders on a pad and then gives these orders to a cook. When'the
ood is ready, the waiter or waitress serves it to the customers.
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Bias Boy or Girl
Select one of the students to be a bus boy or girl. This person clears

the dishes, wipes the table clean, and sets the table with napkins and

silverware. .

Dairy Farmer
Choose someOne to feed the cows. This person uses a pitchfork to

put food in front of thecows. Have someone collect the full pails of
milk, which are very heavy, frdm the milkers. This person will take the

pails away and pour the milk into a big tank. The other class
members can be milkers. They sit on chairs and pretend to milk the

cbws. They may want to give the cowS- a pat or two.

F-141
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Other Publications Aviilable from the Department of Education

1Vutrition Education -Choose Well, Be Well: A Curriculum Guide for the,Primary Grades is one of
approximately 500 publications that are available from the California State Department of Education,
Some of the more recent publications or those most widely used are the following:

California Private School Directory 59.00

California Public School Directory 12.50

California's Demonstration Programs in Reading and Mathematics (1980) 2.00

Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement Program (1978) 1.50"
District Master Plan for School Improvement (1979) 1.50*

Eating Habits of Students in California Public Schools. A Summary (1981) 2.50-

Establishing School Site Councils. The California School Improvement Prograrn (1977) 1.50"
Guidelines and Procedures for Meeting the Specia bred Health Care Needs of Students (1980) 2.50

Guidelines for School-Based Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (1981) I 00

Handbook for Planning an Effective Matliematics Program (1982) 2.00't

Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program (1979) 1 50

Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing Program (1982) 2.00

History Social Science-Framework for California Public Schools (1981) 2.25

Improving the Human Environment of Schools (1979) 1.50

Nutrition Edrication Choose Well. Be Well- A Resource Manual for Preschool. Kindergarten, and
Elementary leachers4(1982) 2.25

Nutrition Education Choose Well; Be Well: A Resource Manual for Secondary Teachers (1982) 2.25

Nutrition Education Choose Well. Be Well. A Curriculum Guide for Preschool and Kindergarten (1982) 1.75

Nutrition Education Choose Well. Be We Il A Curriculum Guide for the Primary (Trades (1982) 3.75

Nutrition Education Choose Well. Be Well A Curriculum Guide ("of the Upper Elementary Grades (1982) 3.75

Nutrition Education Today Curriculum Design for Nutritional Knowledge and Food Use. Secondary

and Adult Education (1981) 2.50

Planning Publicity Campaign (Nutrition Education Training Program packet) (1981) 2.00

Putting It Together with Parents (1979) fo+

Reading Framework for California Public Schdo Is (1980) I I. 75

The Relationship Between Nutrition and Student Achievement. Behavior. and Health (1980) 4.00

Science Education for the 1980s (1982) 2.00

Science Framework for California Public Schools (1978) 1.65

School Improvement Making California Education Better (brochure) (1982) NC°

School Nutrition and Food Service Techniques for Children
with Exceptional Needs (1982) 1 00

Simplified Buying Guide (1981) / 50

Student Achievement in California Schools 1.25

Students' Rights and Responsibilities Handbook (1980) 1.504

Orders should be directed to:
California State Clepartment of Education

. P.O. Box 271
Sacramento, CA 95802

Remittance or purchase order must accompany order. Purchase orders without checks are accepted
only from government agencies in California. Sales tax should be added to all orders from California

puchasers.
A complete list of publications available from the Department may be obtained by writing to the

"address lisied above.

+Also available in Spanish at the price indicated
Developed for implementation of School Improvement
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